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Statement of the Problem 
Since her arrival on Capitol Hill, after her election 
to the House of Representatives in 1970, the Honorable Bella 
Abzug has made her presence known nationally with increasing 
determination and vigor. As she states so succinctly : 
I've been described as a tough and noisy 
woman, a prizefighter , a man-hater, you name 
it. They call me battling Bella, Mother 
Courage and a Jewish mother with more com-
plaints than Portnoy . There are those who 
say I'm impatient, impetuous , uppity, rude, 
profane, brash and overbearing. Whether I'm 
any of these things, or all of them, you can 
decide for yourself. But whatever I am--and 
this ought to be made cleaf from the outset--
! am a very serious woman . 
And as her political life extende d to include three terms 
in the House of Repre s e ntatives, more p eople were paying 
attention to her oratory for a variety of reasons . Two 
important reasons were her dynamic style and the content of 
her addresses which indicated to her audiences that she has 
done her homework, whatever the issue. Be lla Abzug has 
something to say and her style of oratory is worthy of 
study. It is through her oratory that Abzug became a 
national personality and a political force attempting to 
initiate interest and insight into our national problems, as 
w~ll as spearheading a continuing fight to promote needed 
change within our system . 
1 
Abzug, Bella , ~e l~~0- Ms ~._?2b ~~_g_Q_oe s __ _!~~ashington_ 
(New York : Saturday Re view Pre s s , 1972), p. 7 . 
1 
2 
Herewith is an analysis of selected public addresses 
delivered in 1974 and 1975. This analysis utilizes the 
dramatistic approach derived by Kenneth Burke. 
Statement of Purpose 
Bella Abzug speaks to the people; her approach to 
oratory lends to a physical closeness with her audiences. 
She identifies with them. As a result, a Burkeian analysis 
suggested itself as the most productive model to use in 
completing an analysis of her speaking. Burke believes the 
critic should cope with the entire sweep of argumentative 
process, rather than with an isolated incident. As Abzug 
appears to maintain a sinilar posture regardless of the 
topic, this seems to be an appropriate approach. Burke 
refers to this approach as a dramatic one, " ••• so named 
because Burke views man as an actor, acting out his purpose 
on a life stage."
2 
?his is precisely the impression one 
forms of Ms. Abzug. 
A Burkeian analysis differs from a traditional 
Aristotelian analysis of speaker, speech, audience and 
occasion because it stresses how language functions, "in 
producing the interrelatedness of these five items, instead 
of viewing language as an overlaid function (style) on the 
rational design (invention and arrangement) of a speech." 3 
2
Robert Cathcart, Post Communication: Criticism and 
Evaluation (New York: The Bobbs-~1errill Company, Inc., 1966), 
p. 79. 
3rbid., p. 80. 
3 
To provide a system to analyze these rhetorical functions, 
Burke has established a dramatic p entad: 
Act, Scene, Agent, Agency, Purpose. In a 
rounded statement about motives you must 
have some work that names the act (names 
what took place, in thought and deed), and 
another that names the scene (the back-
ground of the act, the situation in which 
it occurred); also, you must indicate what 
person or what kind of person (agent) 
performed the act, what means or instrument 
he used (agency), and purposes behind a 
given act, or about the character of the 
person who did it, or how he did it, or in 
what kind of situation he acted; or they 
may even insist upon totally different 
words to name the act itself. But be that 
as it may, any complete statement about 
motives will offer some kind of answers to 
these five questions: what was done (act), 
when or where was it done (scene), who did 
it (agent) 4 how he did it .(agency), and why (purpose) . 
Beyond this, there are two additional key terms: identifi-
cation and strategies. Identification is the process of 
overcoming those things which divide men by providing them 
with concepts, images, ideas, and attitudes that allow them 
to become, according to Burke "consubstantial" with other 
persons, groups or institutions. Persuasion occurs when 
something is done which establishes identification through 
act, agent, and scene which makes the receiver consubstantial 
\'lith the purpose. The agency is the strategy employed to 
bring about this identification. 
In light of the nature of Bella ~.bzug' s spea!<ing, 
this model appears to be the best approach to employ. This 
model provides an excellent basis for examining her oratory 
4Burke, Kenneth, A Grammar of t-1oti ·ves/A Rhetoric of 
t-1oti ves (New York: '!'he ~·Jorld Publis hing Company, f9 72) , 
p. XV11. 
4 
in an interrelated sense, particularly vTith regard to her 
attempts to bring her audience to a degree of awareness 
(identification) which prompts them to take action. 
The purpose of this study is: (1) to examine her use 
of Burke's concept of identification; (2) to explicate the 
strategies she employs in order to reach her desired ends; 
(3) to apply Burke's dramatic Pentad (Act, Scene, Agent, 
Agency and Purpose) to selected speeches of Bella Abzug; 
(4) to exanine whether or not her strategies change depending 
on the topic of her address and the socio-psychological 
stratification of her audiences; (5) to ascertain that given 
a certain situation, what kind of strategies will she likely 
employ; (6) to determine that given certain strategies, what 
kind of situation does it appear she believed she faced; and 
(7) to evaluate the general effectiveness of her rhetorical 
style during this period. 
Importance of the Study 
If there are a variety of opinions about Bella l~zug, 
it is important to determine what her philosophy and person-
ality is. It is important to examine selected speeches to 
determine if there is a consistency in her style, in her 
rhetorical purpose, in her use of identification and in the 
strategies she uses to bring about this identification. 
Through an examinatiori of the source of her ideas, her basic 
assumptions and the premises on which her strategies are 
based, it is possible to deter1nine to some extent the 
5 
integrity of her personal philosophy. And as a result, it 
will determine her personality to some extent, which will, 
in turn, shed some light on her oral co~nunication processes. 
A critical evaluation is of academic importance as 
well. If her effectiveness as a deliberative speaker is 
limited to her ability to attract attention because of her 
personal appearance, loud voice, and use of hats, then she 
can hardly qualify as an important orator. Hmvever, if her 
use of rhetorical ~ethod results in the consubstantiality of 
her audience, then Bella Abzug, the orator, is worthy of 
study. For it is through such use of strategies that, 
according to Burke, the speaker brings about identification, 
which results in the achievement of desired ends. If the 
speaker's style and use of language symbols functions to 
produce identification, then the speaker is successful. In 
order for the critic to make this evaluation, she must know 
the social scene and be cognizant of the socio-psychological 
symbols operating. Thus, the Burkeian model seems very 
workable in assessing Abzug's effectiveness as a speaker 
with a method that will add substantially to the body of 
speech communication research. 
Since Bella Abzug is cne of a handful of women speaking 
and listened to in the political sector today, it is important 
to determine the basis for her success while so many women 
remain impotent rhetorically. To some extent, an examination 
of her use of oratory can provide some indication of how 
successful her method is and, perhaps, as a result, serve as 
6 
some form of guidance to other speakers who desire to achieve 
identification in a rhetorical sense. And, in addition, the 
author's review of the literature has revea l ed no rhetorical 
criticism concerning the speaking of Bella Abzug. 
Limitations of the Study 
This study is limited to the analysis of three selected 
speeche s of Bella Abzug delivered in 1974 anG 1975. Further, 
this study will impler.1ent the Burkeian model derived from 
Burke's dramatistic approach to rhetoric. r.nphasis will be 
placed on the structural tools of identification and the 
dramatic pentad. 
CHJ'.P':L'ER II 
Rcvievl of the Literature 
The speeches used in this study were provided by 
Bella Abzug, herself, or by her administrative assistant. 
However, one book which proved to be invaluable in providing 
general background information about Abzug was £ella! Hs. Abzug 
Goes t o Washington. Bella Abzug is granted authorship of 
the book, which lists ~1el Ziegler as editor. 1 This book , a 
journal of Abzug's first year as a Congresswoman , touches on 
a diverse number of topics which are interspersed with a 
running account of her initiation into congressional politics. 
The result is an insightful source of information into the 
character and personality of Della Abzug. Obviously such 
information is helpful in completing a rhetorical criticism. 
Since there is no additional literature concerning 
Abzug to be reviewed, the remainder of this chapter will be 
devoted to a review of primary and secondary sources dealing 
with Burke's dramatistic approach to rhetoric . 
Having examined selected speeches of Bella Abzug, and 
becoming more familiar with her as a personality, Burke's 
dr~matistic approach to rhetoric appears to be the most 
workable approach to use in co~pleting this rhetorical 
criticism. 
Rhetorical criticism requires a critic to make a 
descriptive, interpretive judgment regarding the effectiveness 
1Included in Appendix A (9. 1) is a copy of Mel 
Ziegler ' s letter explaining why Bella Abzug was qranted 
authorship while Mel ~ iegler is listed as Editor. 
7 
8 
of rhetoric. 2 Beyond needing a language to describe man's 
response to his world, one needs a theoretical framework to 
understand man's basic rhetorical tendencies. 3 ~ Kenneth 
Burke's dramatistic approach to rhetoric provides the critic 
with ~uch a language and theoretical structure. · . 
There fore, it is necessary to examine Burke's dramatistic 
approach to rhetorical criticism. 
In order to gain an understanding of Burke's rhetorical 
theories and to structure them into a system of rhetorical 
criticism, one must 1) identify his philosophy of rhetoric, 
2) frame a structure that reflects his philosophy, and 
3} show how the dramatistic approach unites substance and 
rhetorical devices. Once this is accomplished, it should 
become evident how the rhetorical critic might use Kenneth 
Burke's dramatistic approach. 
Burke views man not just as a rational animal; he is 
a symbol-using one because it is his use of symbols which 
differentiates him from other animals. Beyond this, it is 
through man's use of symbols that he distinguishes himself 
from other men as he arranges his personally projected world 
in . the kind of order he can live with. "For Burke, the 
whole range of this activity, from man's inner, subconscious 
conflicts to the highest kind of conscious abstraction, is 
2 
Robert L. Scott and Bernard Brock, Methods of 
Rhetorical Criticism: A Twentieth Century Perspe ctive 


















rhetoric." 5 Therefore, Durke is concerned with all language 
instruments, such as: poems, plays, novels and written, as 
well as spoken communication: 
For him [Burke], a rhetorical critic does not 
confine his analysis to the spoken words of 
a speech. Lowever, since man is specifically 
a symbol-using animal who expresses himself 
symbolically through linguistic structures, 
the main way he acts is verbally through the 
medium of language. As a result of man's 
verbal naming or describing of things and 
situations, he acts in speeches he performs 
and in documents he writes.6 
For example, even if a man hates war, but finds himself un-
able to stop it physically with his own hands, he can try to 
end it through the use of word symbol. He can do this by 
describing the brutalities and terror of war in a novel, 
play or speech. As a result, his verbal acts are his 
symbolic acts. "They are his strategies for meeting and 
overcoming a situation, or possibly learning to bear it if 
it cannot be overcome." 7 
It is the human search for internal and external 
order which provides the motivation for the use of rhetoric. 
In essence, Burke views man as an actor, acting out his 
purpose on a life stage. He also views man as a socio-
psychological animal, as all human communication grows 
directly out of a social situation and is man's response to 
5
Daniel John Fogarty, Roots for a New Rhetoric (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1959), p. 60. 
6
virginia Holland, "Kenneth Burke's Drarnatistic 
Approach in Speech Communication," The Quarterly Journal 




a condition in human affairs. And, as a result, the part a 
man plays in this drama is determined by his motives. Thus 
the dramatistic approach invites one to consider the matter 
of motives in a perspective that being developed from the 
analysis of drama, treats language and thought primarily as 
modes of action. 
In his discussion of the relationship between symbols 
and action, Burke clearly demonstrates his view that verbal 
symbols are meaningful acts from which motives can be 
derived. He points out that in acting wisely 11\ve must name 
the friendly or unfriendly functions and relationships in 
such a way that we are able to do something about them."
8 
When one assigns words to these functions and relationships, 
these words not only reveal the process of sorting out the 
world, but also communicate an attitude that is a cue for 
the behavior of others. "Burke clearly indicates that the 
act of selecting one symbol over another locks the speaker's 
attitude into language. .For this reason verbal symbol~ are 
meaningful acts from which human motives can be derived. 
These motives constitute the foundation or the substance of 
the speech, and through the ability to identify them by the 
cues in verbal symbols, Durke constructs a philosophy of 
rhetoric." 9 
Kenneth Burke, Attitudes Toward Historv (Los Altos, 
California: Hermes Publications, 1959), p. 4. 
9Robert L. Scott and Bernard Brock, Methods of 
Rhetorical Criticism: A Twentieth Century Persoect1ve 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1972), p. 316. 
11 
It is also important tc no·te that man's society is a 
dramatistic process, which include s the elements of hierarchy, 
acceptance a nd rejection, and guilt, purificatio·n, and 
redemption. It is hierarchy which generates the structure 
of our drama tistic society. Since the social, economic and 
political powers are unevenly divided in our society, power 
endows individuals with authority. Authori·ty leads to 
definite r elationships, which can be viewed as a ladder of 
authority or the hierarchy of society. As people accept 
their positions and work within the hierarchial structure, 
the structure is given a definite organization. Thus it is 
this process which makes hierarchy the dramatistic society's 
t t 1 . . 1 10 s rue ura pr1nc1p e. 
Burke's philosophy of rhetoric is based upon man's 
propensity to accept or reject the "human situation" and his 
attempts to symbolize his reaction. Acceptance follows from 
a positive reaction to the human situation and rejection 
stems from a negative reaction. In nature, everything is 
positive as what exists simply exists. Language allows the 
t . . t• ll Th 1 bl nega 1ve or reJec 1on. us, anguage ena es man to 
accept or reject his hierarchial position or even the 
hierarchy itself. Acceptance results in satisfaction and 
order, whereas rejection results in alienation and disorder. 
10rb;d, 317 ... p. . 
11 
The concept of the negative will be fully discussed 
later. 
12 
By starting with man as he reacts symbolically to his 
environment, Kenneth Burke arrives at the function of 
rhetoric; namely, ••the use of words by human agents to form 
attitudes or to induce actions in other human agents .••
12 
Rather than viewing rhetoric as a past ~ondition of human 
society, Burke views it •• as an essential function of lan-
guage itself.•• 13 Beyond being a dialectical statement or 
formulation about the positioning of opposing forces, 
Burke's approach has a basic controlling metaphor which is 
vast enough to encompass the whole fiel.d of human action. 
It is based on the metaphor of drama in which contending 
forces combine in action to create the total symbolic 
statement. This dramatic metaphor views the nature of all 
things as the product of contention. 
It was from these ideas that Burke began to look for 
a method of inquiry which would explicate motives behind 
rhetorical language. In this attempt to ascertain the 
motivational meanings of symbols and symbol-clusters which 
we all use in the organization and protection of order we 
need for our survival, Burke employed what he refers to as 
hi~ 'pentad ' of aspects. This is a five-fold vie~~oint of 
whatever man can discuss. 
Burke asserts that for any human action (human, 
symbol-using act), as opposed to motion (mere animal, 
12Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (New York : The 
World Publishing Company , 1962), p. 565. 














nonsymbol-us ing act) , there are always five points of view, 
five ways to express fullnes s of meaning, five ways for the 
receiver of the communication to test for deeper motivational 
meaning behind the symbols. In effect, then, it is through 
this dramatic pentad, or pentad of aspects~ that Burke has 
provided a system with which one can interpret the verbal 
inducements of men as motivated acts in the social drama. 
The pentad also brings within the scope of rhetoric 
any and all symbolic r esources that function to promote 
social cohesion and all symbolic resources which induce 
attitude or action. The dramatic pentad consists of: 
Act, Scene, Agent, Agency, Purpose. In a 
rounded statement about motives you must 
have some work that names the act (names 
what took place, in thought and deed), and 
another that name s the scene (the back-
ground of the act , the situation in which 
it occurred) ; a l so you must indicate what 
person or kind of person (agent ) performed 
the act, what means or instrument he used 
(agency), and the p urpose . Men may vio-
lently disagree about the purposes b ehind 
a given act, or about the c haracter of the 
person who did it, or how he did it, or in 
what kind of a situation he acted; or they 
may insist on totally different words to 
name the act itself. But be that as it 
may, any complete statement a bout motives 
will offer some kind of answers to these 
five questions: what was done (act), when 
or where it was done (scene), who did it 
(agent), how he did it (agency), and why 
(purpose) .14 
However, by permutatiqn of pairs, there are really t e n 
questions to ask because a term or a symbol, and its idea 
and its referent too, must be viewed in the same perspective 
14Ke nneth Burke·, A Grammar of Motives (New York: The 
World Publishing Company, 19 62) , p. xvii. 
14 
as a unit of dramatic action on stage. For example, to be 
understood it must be viewed as an act, as the act of whom, 
15 as how, as where and as why. It is thus clear "that from 
Burke's point of view we can never arrive at a valid, 
realistic description or naming of the substance or nature 
of a speech until it is considered from all its interrelated 
motivational or causa l points of view. 
According to Burke, the substance of ideal criticism 
is something more than historical, biographical, socio-
logical or psychological criticism. The something more is 
the 'whatness' which emerges from a "consideration of the 
16 
overlap and interrelatedness of all these approaches." 
It is not exaggerating to say that a speech is just as much 
a creative strategy for solving a social problem as building 
17 a bridge is a strategy for solving a physical problem. 
Thus it is the task of the rhetorical critic using Burke ian 
criticism to analyze the strategies in the speech act and to 
interpret how language is used to obtain desired ends. 
The 'theory of Abstraction' and 'the negative' are 
important Burkeian concepts. Burke has two things to say 
about abstraction. First, it is the characteristically 
human ability that makes a rational man specifically rational. 
15 . 1 f h . ( k Dan~e Fogarty, Roots or a New R etor~c New Yor : 
Columbia University, 1959), p. 62. 
16
virginia Holland, " Ken::1eth Burke's Dramatistic 
Approach in Speech Criticism," Quarterly Jo':!Enal of Speech 
(December, 1955), p. 353. 
17Ibid. 
15 
It is what Burke refers to as man's ability to generalize. 
Next, Burke refers to the highest kind of symbol-using 
activity of which man is capable: symbol-using about symbols 
themselves (as opposed to symbol-using about things). It is 
"the conscious use of words to talk about words." 18 This is 
where the theory of the negative is introduced because it is 
Burke's way of illustrating man's essential difference from 
non-abstracting animals. Burke, in considering the empiricist 
theory of ideas, realized that their approach to the whole 
problem was to reduce the idea or image and thus materialize 
it. However, if this can be do11e, there is no need to 
postulate any special kind of metaphysical reality for ideas 
at a11. 19 Burke proposed an idea that cannot be reduced to 
image and thus materialized. That idea was the idea of no 
or not, or, in other words, the negative. "It is Burke's 
contention that not can be conceived in an idea, yet one can 
have no image of it. All the images one has in connection 
with it are not really its image but images of real things 
of which it is the negation." 20 As Burke states: 
Though idea and image have become merged in 
the development of language, the negative 
provides the instrument for splitting them 
apart. For the negative is an idea; there 
can be no image of it. But in imagery 
there is no negative.21 
18naniel Fogarty, Roots for a New Rhetoric (New York: 
Golumbia University, 1959), p. 65. 
19Ibid. 
20Ibid. 
2·1 Kenneth Burke, "A Dramatistic View of the Origins 
of Language ,'' Part I, Quarterlv Journal of Speech (October, 
1952) 1 P• 260. ---
16 
In effect, "the essential distinction between verbal and 
non-verbal is i n the fact that l anguage adds t he p eculiar 
22 
possibility of the ne g ative .'' Burke's objective is to 
show his r eaders that everything is imbued with the n egative 
because it usua lly implies, a t l east when selecting and 
gene r a lizing are in operation, a limiting and shifting and 
sorting that, in thems e lves , mean continua lly saying no. 
For example, choosing immediately implies saying no to all 
the things one is ruling out when he is being general and 
b b h . 1 ' f . 
23 Th . t f a strac t ecause e 1s c ass1 y1ng. e 1mpor ance o 
these two terms will become clearer after an explication 
of the terms, definition and identification. 
Burke's use of defining ide ntifies not only genera 
and species, but individuals as well. If the order of a 
sentence or proposition allows for a gradual transition from 
the abstract to the concrete, its subj ect is pointed out 
very c learly. For example: This good man runs swiftly. 
'This good man' is the idea man which is as abstract as· that 
refe rence can be made. It can gradually be delimited and 
narrowed down until the other kinds of men (not good) are 
all ruled out, a nd delimited again until every other man, 
good or not, except this one is ruled out. Beyond this, the 
whole sentence has its subject and action exactly defined by 
the grammatical combination of functions ('runs' is delimited 
22
Ibid., Part III (February, 1953), p. 79. 
23
Ib1' d., Part I (0 t b 1952) . c o er, , p. 262. 
17 
by its two modifiers). "The more abstract ideas, with which 
the process is begun, are the genera. The more accurate and 
concrete ideas, after the process of reduction, are the 
species and the individuals that are defined." 24 
According to Burke, there is also a third way of 
defining: by growth of vocabulary. This refers to the use 
of more and more specific accurate words which pinpoint and 
demonstrate the subject or action . This, too, defines 
because it delimits and pinpoints at the object. However, 
there is still a great possibility of misdirection and 
inaccuracy in defining . Burke has singled out four general 
kinds of defining which are sources of ambiguity: contextual 
defi11ition, derivational definition, circumference shifting 
and scope-reduction-deflection. 
Contextual d e finition is not describing the object, but 
relating it to some other thing in its context. For example, 
any descriptions of people by their environment without any 
description of the people is a · contextual definition. 
Derivational definition defines the thing by its sources, 
but sources can be highly abstract to the point that they 
allO\>l different meanings. ~\1ords may have a common etymo-
logical root, but still have vastly different meanings. 
Circumference shifting refers to the tendency any one indi-
vidual may have to shift the context of his term agreed upon 
at the start. Even if the shift is slight, the term can 
24
Ibid., Part I (October, 1952) , p . 262. 
18 
gain a new context and lose some of its original contextual 
meaning. For example, the t erm 'street' is agreed upon by 
two people in Illinois. But if one of the two p eop l e is 
from Manhattan and the other from Ne w England, one or the 
other might start introducing new elements, such as traffic 
jams , and, eventually, the two would be operating from 
different definitions. Another source of ambiguity is 
scope-reduction-deflection. It is similar to circumference 
shifting, but it refe rs to relative sizes and dire ctions of 
the circumference of an idea which two discussants might 
have. Burke's view of this is in terms of act, scene, etc.: 
A given act is in effect a different act, 
depending upon the scope of the scene in 
terms of which is located , or defined. 
Define the act in terms o{ scene compris-
ing a whole pantheon of warring deities, 
and it is of one sort; define it in t erms 
of a sing l e God and it is another sort~ 
define it in terms of godless 'nature' 
arid it is another sort; define it in t erms 
such as 'the West,' or 'Victorianism,' or 
'capitalism,' or 'an apartment in Soho, 
July 12, 1887,' and it is of corresponding 
other sorts. Yet there is no set rule for 
such a choice of scope ('in terms of' 
which it is to be defined ).25 
The reduction factor is the sloughing off of some or any of 
the elements of the context, so that the context becomes 
smaller or more concrete than it was when the two discussants 
began. The result is two differing definitions and a result-
ant ambiguity . The factor of deflection "in this ambiguity 
25
oaniel Fogarty, Roots for a New Rhetoric (New York: 
Columbia Unive rsity, 1959), p. 70 citing Burke's notes 
commenting on the first draft of this summary, Andover, 
New Jersey , December 22, 1956. 
19 
source entails reduction toward a smaller context that 
leaves out th8 pertinent elements upon which the discussion 
26 dep8nds." An example is seen with the term 'street,' if 
one were talking about it as though its essential elem8nt 
were either a village hotel porch with dozing occupants or, 
perhaps, the newsstand near the subway entrance, ambiguity 
will result. 
These sources of definitional ambiguity not only 
result in unclear communication and reception, but, even 
more so, they are the symbol-user's conscious or unconscious 
ways of getting away from the kind of meaning that does not 
fl.'t h' t' t' 27 J.S mo J.Va J.ons. 
Now the discussion turns to the term, motivation. It 
is the beginning, the continuity, and the end of Durke's 
theory of rhetoric. "Burke describes motivation as 'short-
hand terms for situations' and as 'rough shorthand descrip-
tions for certain typical patterns of discrepant and con-
flicting stimuli.'" 28 Burke talks about 'pair terms' a~ 
motivational subterfuges: 
Accordingly, what we want is not terms that 
avoid ambiguity, but terms that clearly 
reveal the strategic spots at which 
ambiguities arise.29 
26rbid. 
27Kenneth Burke·, A Grammar of ~4otives (New York: The 
World Publishing Company, 1962), p. xx. 
2 8 ' 1 f h . (N Y k DanJ.e Fogarty, Roots or a ~ew R etorJ.c ew or : 
Columbia University, 1959), p. 72, citing Burke's notes 
commenting on the first draft of this summary. 
29 Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives (New York: The 
World Publishing Company, 1962), p. xx. 
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For example, the 'love-duty' pair will exemplify this meaning 
of motivation. A young clerk resists the urge to elope 
because he'd have to leave his job. He resists because he 
says he is motivated by duty. 'Duty' in this case could be 
the motivationa l term used , perhaps unconsciously, to hide 
the rejection of something relatively pleasant (elopement ) 
in favor of the longview retention of something much more 
pleasant to him (security and respect). From the clerk's 
view the term duty makes him appear to his whole social 
milieu, and even perhaps to himself, as full of character, 
steady, l eve lheaded , and dependable. But this pair term 
would also serve him well if his decision had been the 
opposite. Because if it had, he might be considered ro-
mantic, virile, honest, as he puts love above all else. "It 
is clear that fo r Burke, the love-duty pair . is one of those 
basic, ambiguous, definitional, or naming situations that is 
vague enough to cover any adjustment to pleasant or un-
30 pleasant events." · An important point is that according to 
Burke, this ambiguity is nothing to be bewailed or deplored. 
Some other pair terms are piety-impiety and the 
sacrifice and the kill. Depending on one's known or unknown 
motive or situation, one can describe industry either as 
'planned economy' or 'regimentation.,. Care with details can 
be labelle d 'fussiness' or 'painstaking method.' 
30Daniel Foga rty, Roots for a New Rhetoric (New York: 
Columbia University, 1959), p. 73. 
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Having discussed Burke's theory of definition and 
motivational naming brings us to the central element of 
Burke's rhetorical theory. The central concept is identifi-
cation. Burke 's identification is really consubstantiality. 
Things or p eople, differe nt in other ways, may have one 
common factor in which they are consubstantial or substan-
tially the same: 
A doctrine of consubstantiality, either 
explicit or implicit, may be necessary to 
any way of life. For substance, in the 
old philosophies was an act: and a way 
of life in an active-together: and in 
acting together, men have common sensa-
tions, concepts, images, ideas
3 
attitudes 
that make theQ consubstantial. 1 
In a Burkeian sense, people identify themselves with causes, 
religions, movements, with heroic types in the movies, with 
classes or types of people who buy a certain product or who 
live in a particular neighborhood . . ''Identification, then, 
is a belonging to a group of people, or becoming one with 
them through at least some one formality of common purpose 
or ideal • • . • identification says everything that per-
suasion says, since it is by becoming one with readers or 
hearers, in this way, that the rhetorician attempts to 
. 32 
persuade." Identification is the process of overcoming 
those things which divide men by providing them with concepts, 
31 
Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric of Motives (New York: The 
World Publishing Company, 1962), p. 545. 
32
oaniel Fogarty, Roots for a New Rhetoric (New York: 
Columbia University, 1959), p. 75, citing Kenneth Burke, 
A Rhetoric of Motives (New York: The World Publishing 
Company, 1962), p. 545. 
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images , ideas and attitudes whic h allow them to become 
consubstantial or substantially one, with other persons, 
. . t. 33 groups, or 1nst1tu 1ons. If one wants to persuade his 
audience through argumentation, he must, sincerely or not, 
feel the way his audience will be expected to feel. 
Identification is also involved with division, with 
partisan aspects of peopl8 and ideas. It is division and 
partisanship which provide the situations where ide ntifica-
tion becomes a human need. And it is only as a result of 
the partisan aspects of the social scene that identification 
34 
and rhetoric have a purpose. 
Since within partisan groups the members share identi-
fication with one another, rhetoric deals with union and 
cooperation. "Identification is temporarily and topically 
assuming the rational, emotional and motivational level of 
one's audience for the purpose of communicating motiva-
tional meaning ..•. the motive words, the pair terms, the 
vague, fat words that offer such richness of ambiguity, the 
patterned terms of rationalization, are the implements that 
make such identification possible." 35 
People's daily conversations abound with such terms 
and motivation and never-ending seeking for identification. 
33Robert Cathcart, Post Communication: Criticism and 
Evaluation (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1966), 
p. 81. 
34
oaniel Fogarty, Roots for a ~ew Rhetoric (New York: 
Columbia University, 1959), p. 75. 





Therefore, people bring attitudes to every situation in 
which they are a part and try to modify situations to fit 
their existing attitudes. The methods people us~ to bring 
about these modifications Burke calls their strategies. 36 
Thus ·speech is one kind of strategic answer to a situation. 
"It is the answer of a man who speaks and who stylizes and 
f . h. h d f k. . . 1137 1ts 1s answer to t e nee s o a spea 1ng s1tuat1on. 
The critic must realize that there are just as many 
strategies which a speaker may use to solve a situation as 
there are ways which the speaker has of reacting or responding 
to a situation. For example, in a situation filled with 
intolerance, suspicion, and fear, a social critic acting in 
the role of a speaker might respond with a speech of exhorta-
tion in an attempt to incite the audience to accept certain 
solutions. Or he may feel no action should be taken and 
respond with a satirical speech where he belittles the 
fears and suspicions of all the audience. In the first 
example, his overall strategy to handle the situation is 
the strategy of exhortation, the second is the strategy of 
irony. 
The name one gives to specific, individual strate-
gies depends on the analysis of what the language in the 
speech was dging in each part of the speech and upon the 
36Robert Cathcart, Post Communication: Criticism and 
Evaluation (New York: The Bobbs-aerrill Company , Inc. , 1966), 
p. 81. 
37virginia Holland, ''Kenneth Burke's Dramatistic 1\pproach 
in Speech Criticism," Quarterl y Journal of Speech (De cember, 
1955) 1 P• 353 . 
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careful selection of a word which he thought best described 
38 what the language was doing in each part. Finally, the 
speech critic must consider what Burke would designate as 
the strategy of form: 
According to Burke, "Form in literature 
is an arousal and fulfillment of desires. 
A work has form in so far as one part of it 
leads a reader to anticipate another part, 
to be gratified by the sequence."39 
This concept of speechmaking can be seen as embracing the 
concepts of disposition and style as treated by the classi-
cal rhetoricians. The concept of form is subdivided into 
five general kinds of form: syllogistic progression, quali-
tative progression, repetitive form, conventional form, and 
minor form. 
The first subdivision of form, syllogistic progression, 
is the ntep by step, logical form of a well-constructed 
argument. This form is used when an argument is c.:onduc·ted 
by advancing step by step demonstratively from A to E, 
through steps B, C, and D. The second, qualitative pro-
gression, is used when a speaker uses a series of illustra-
tions, each of which is charged with dra~atic quality which 
anticipates the quality of his conclusion. A speaker uses 
the third kind of form, repetitive form, when he restates a 
theme by the use of details. The fourth kind of form, the 
( 
conventional form of a speech, is the appeal which a speech 
38Ibid, p. 354. 
39
Ibid, p. 354. 
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has simply because it is cast in the usual form a speech 
takes. When a speaker takes the podium we have certain 
preconceived notions of the disposition and style of the 
speech. The conventional form, then, is the appeal of its 
form as form. Finally, the minor form or incidental forms 
of a speech are those individual strategies within the 
speech which may be ana l yzed and enjoyed not because of 
their use, but because of themselves: metaphor, apostrophe, 
paradox. "Thus each of these subdivisions of the over-all 
strategy of form shows how the language of a speech is doing 
what it is doing." 40 
After describing the types of form, Burke indicates 
that there is both interrelation and conflict of forms. 
"Progressive, repetitive , and conventional and minor forms 
necessarily overlap." 41 But the important thing is not 
that they overlap, but that their use should be identified. 
"The critic should discover the circumstances under which 
various forms are used. Not only do formal principles 
intermingle, they also conflict." 42 For example, Burke 
suggests that a writer may create a character who, accord-
ing to the plot or logic of fiction, should be destroyed. 
However, if the audience completely accepts this character, 
it may desire "the character ' s salvation." "Here would be a 
( 
40Ibid, p. 353. 
41
Kenneth Burke, Counter-Statement (Revised ed., Los 
Altos, California: Hermes Publicat1ons, 1953), p. 128. 
42
Ibid, p. 129. 
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f . b 11 . d 1' . . "
4 3 con l1ct etween sy og1st an qua 1tat1ve progress1on. 
Thus the form that the dramatistic process takes is another 
tool available to the rhetorical critic. 
Beyond this concept of form, Burke has a detailed 
method of analyzing the 'inte rnality,' or motivational mean-
ing, of a l engthy communication refe rred to as his "system 
f . d . ,.44 o 1n ex1ng. It watches for key words, or 'linguistic 
facts,' in the work to be indexed. Then these key words 
are compared using the various key terms to clarify all 
elements of inference or interpretation and offer a ratio-
nale for the m by studying the facts of each such identical 
terrr1, as it recurs in changing contexts. For example, the 
key \'lords in "Hamlet" might include the words .. father," 
11 decision," and 11 avenge," etc. A Burkeian index would s eek 
out all their contexts, notes the shades of -differences in 
each, "shuffle and shake them, look at them again and again 
from his multiple points of view, and finally come to the 
most reasonable conclusion as to meaning and motivation ... 45 
An important element in this system is the necessity 
of searching for the stages of development of meaning as 
the units of the index pile up. Another is the way the 
insight caught by the index moves from particularizing to 
generalizing, as it develops. Then at the end of any 
43Ibid, p. 128. 
44oaniel Fogarty, Roots for a New Rhetoric (New York: 
Columbia University, 1959), p. 83. 
45
Ibid, p. 83-84. 
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unified section or complete part of the work, the indexer 
is able to crystallize the resultants of the index by 
naming the section for the meaning and motivation he has 
found.
46 
In regard to the concept of index, Burke gives ten 
hints or admonitions to the indexer: 
1. Note all striking terms for acts, ideas, atti-
tudes, images and relationships. 
2. Note oppositions. 
3. Pay particular attention to beginnings and end-
ings of sections or sub-sections. 
4. Watch names, as indicative of essence. 
5. Also watch for incidental properties of one 
character that are present in another. 
6. Note internal forms. 
7. Watch for a point of farthest internality. 
8. Note details of scene that may stand "astro-
logically" for motivations affecting character, 
or for some eventual act in that character will 
complete himself. 
9. Note expressions marking secrecy, privacy, 
mystery, marvel, power, silence, guilt. 
10. Look for moments at which, in your opinion, 
the \'lork comes to fruition. 4 7 
Even though Burke's dramatistic approach to rhetoric 
supplies a language which describes man as man responds to 
46 b ' d 83 I 1 I p. . 
47
oaniel Fogarty, Roots for a ~ew Rhetoric (New York: 
Columbia University, 1959), p. 84-85, citing Kenneth Burke, 
"Fact, Inference and Proof in the Analysis of Literary 
Symbolipm," in Symbols and Values: An Initial Study, ed. 
Lyman Bryson, Louis Finkelstein, R.M. Maciver, and Richard 
McKeon (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 296-303. 
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the world, to be useful to the critic, this language must 
be transformed into a more definite structure. Two con-
cepts are basic to such a structure: identification and 
the pentad. "These concepts can be used as rhetorical 
tools to discover the attitudes expre sse d within a speech 
and to describe its dramatistic process. Identification is 
the major tool us ed to discover the attitudes and the 
dramatic process: the pentad provides a model for their 
description."
48 
The pentad is a device which Burke uses as a model 
to describe the dramatistic nature of society. Together 
with a knowledge of identification and the innately drama-
tistic nature of human society, the pentad provides the 
critic with a vocabulary and a way of proceeding. Perhaps 
the clearest way to explain how the pentad functions is to 
examine Burke's own use of the concept in The Grammar of 
Motives. In that work, Burke argues that various philo-
sophical schools feature different elements of the human 
situation. For example, the materialist school adopts a 
vocabulary which focuses on the scene as the central ele-
ment in any situation. The agent, act, agency and purpose 
are viewed as functions of the scene. However, the idealist 
school views the agent as central and makes the other ele-
rnents subordinate to the age~t. Therefore, "both the 
48 Robert L. Scott and Bernard Brock, Methods of 
Rhetoric41 Criticism: A Twentieth Century Perspect~ve 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1972), p. 318. 
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materialist and the idealist, looking at the same situation , 
would describe the same five elements as existing in that 
. t' .. 49 s1tua 10n. But each views a different element as central 
and controlling. What is important in the analysis is not 
which philosophical schools are featuring which element , 
rather what is important is that as one describes a situa-
tion, his ordering of the five elements will suggest which 
of the several different views of that situation he has, 
depending on which element he describes as controlling . 
Therefore, the pentad functions as a tool for content 
analysis. The five terms provide a method to determine 
how a speaker views the world. "Indeed, this is what 
Burke means when he says that the pentad provides 'a syn-
50 optic way to talk about. their man's talk-about his world . '" 
All five terms of the pentad are necessary in any 
discussion of human motivation. "To the extent that these 
terms are represented as separate elements there is divi-
sion; however, to the extent that one term is featured and 
the other terms seem to grow out of this term, there is 
unity. As a model the pentad can express both possibili-
t . 't d -· . . ..sl 1es, un1·y an 01v1s1on. 
49
rbid, (Ling within Brock), p. 329. 
50 
Robert L. Scott and Bernard Brock, Methods of 
Rhetorical Criticism: A Twentieth Century Perspective 
(New York: Harper and Row , 1972), p. 329. 
51Ibid, p. 323. 
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In an attempt to illustrate the operation of the 
pentad, Kenneth nurke conlpares it to the human hand. The 
five terms are like five fingers. These five fingers, as 
the fiv e terms, are distinct from each other and have their 
own individuality, but at the same time there is unity as 
the fingers merge into the palm of the hand." With this 
simultaneous division and unity (identification) , one can 
leap from one term to another or one can move slowly from 
one to another through the palm." 52 This analogy is a good 
illustration of the aspects of the operation of the pentad. 
It has flexibility of movement and unity and division. In 
addition this analogy illustrates another aspect of Burke's 
rhetorical philosophy and structure (which will be discussed 
later), whereby the palm represents the unity of the terms 
or substance of the speech which is discovered by deter-
mining which of the terms is featured in discourse. 
At this point, identification and the pentad merge 
as touls in Berke's rhetorical structure. A speaker can 
begin by using the strategy of featuring the agent and, 
then, in proving a point, proceed to an agent-scene or 
agent-act ratio. Beyond this he may move to purpose and 
finally to agency: 
Each step represents an act that symboliz~s 
an attitude, and the total series represents 
the dramatic process in action as the speaker 
sees it. Using identification one can discover 
each step that reflects the speaker's stylized 
52Ibid. 
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answers to situations or strategies, and with 
the pentad as model the steps can be plotted 
so as to describe the dramatistic process 
operating in the speech.53 
In addition, man's description of a situation reveals 
what man regards as the proper response to different human 
situations. For instance, the speaker who views the agent 
as the cause of the problem, will reflect by his language 
not only what Burke would call an idealist philosophy, but 
he limits his proposed solutions to those which attempt 
to limit the actions of the agent or remove the agent 
completely. On the other hand, a speaker who views the 
agent as victim of the scene not only reflects a material-
istic philosophy, but will propose solutions to change the 
scene. Putting these ideas in more concrete terms, a person, 
who feels the problem of children viewing violence on tele-
vision is a result of the population's unwillingness to 
complain to the networks and advertisers or to the parents' 
unwillingness to stop their children from viewing violent 
programs, will propose self-help and individual responsi-
bility as the answer to the problem. Another person looking 
at the same situation, describes the children and their 
pa~ents as the victims of the powerful television networks 
and will propose that the FCC abolish all violent programs 
from television. "The way in which a speaker describes a 
situation reflects his perception of reality and indicates 
what choices of action are available to him." 54 
53Ibid, p. 329. 
54Ib1'd, 32 1\ p. ~. 
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Still one might ask what does all this have to do 
\·lith rhetoric. If persuasion is seen as one man' s attempt 
to get someone e l se to accept his view of real i~y as the 
correct one, then the pentad can be utilized as a means of 
examining how ihe persuader attempt ed to achieve the 
restructuring of the audience's view of r eality. "Thus, 
beginning with the language of the stage, the p entad , it 
is possible to e xamine a speaker's discourse to determine 
what view of the world he would have an audience accept . 
One may then make a judgment as to both the appropriateness 
55 and adequacy of the description the speaker has presented." 
The structural tools of identification and the pentad 
result in a unity of strategies or rhetorical devices and 
substance. This unity aids the critic in understanding and 
explaining man's basic rhetorical tendencies. 
According to Burke, substance is the philosophical 
foundation of the message in the speech. Referring to the 
analogy of the hand, substance represents the palm: the 
place where all the elements are unified. In his definition 
of substance, Burke begins with Webster's Dictionary, "the 
most important element in any existence; the characteristic 
56 
and essential import, purpose." He concludes, literally, 
that substance, "is that \vhich stands beneath something • .,S? 
55Ibid, p. 330. 
56Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives (New York: The 
World Publishing Company, 1962), p. 21. 
57Robert L. Scott and Bernard Brock, Methods of 
Rhetorical Criticism: A Twentie th Century Perspect1ve 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1972), p. 323. 
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This concept of substance is an important inclusion in 
viewing Burke's rhetorical criticism as all speeches must 
establish a substance which is the context of the speech or 
the key to the speaker's attitude. Burke defines four 
types of substance: familial, directional, geometric and 
dialectic. "Each type of substance is established when a 
given term from the pentad is featured to the point that 
58 it dominates the speech." 
Geometric substance places an object in its setting 
as "existing both in itself and as part of its back-
ground."59 This featuring is most consistent with the 
term scene from the pentad. With the featuring of agent, 
a familiar substance evolves. "It stresses common ances-
try in the strictly biological sense, as literal descent 
60 from maternal or paternal sources." It goes beyond 
this, however, as the concept of family is often spiri-
tualized to include social and national groups and beliefs. 
Directional substance is also biologically derived, but 
it comes "from a sense of free motion." This feeling of 
movement provides a sense of motivation from within. In 
this category are all generalizations, such as: "the 
reasonable man" or the "economic man." Also "terminolo-
gies that situate the driving force of human action in 
58Ibid, p. 324. 
59
Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives (New York: The 




human passion" and treat emotion as motive are classified 
as directional substance . 61 Finally, "doctrines that 
reduce me nta l states to mate rialistic terms treat motion 
as motive ," and encourage "sociological speculation in 
terms of 'tendencies' or 'trends .'"
62 
The term agency 
follows from this context. 
The last type of substance, dialectic, reflects 
"the ambiguities of substance , since symbolic conununication 
is not merely an external instrument , but also intrinsic 
to men as agents." 63 Both 'the human situation' and what 
men are 'in themselves' are characterized by the motiva-
tional properties of dialectical substance. It is the 
ambiguity of externa l and internal motjvation which creates 
dialectic substance. 
Substance, the n, as the context of the speech is 
the source of the subject matter for the speech, of the 
motives and attitudes of the speaker and of the strategies 
or rhetorical devices used by the speaker . Identification 
and pentad, as structural tools, are useful in determining 
and describing both the substance of the speech and the 
speaker 's rhetorical strategies. 
In sununary , there are three reasons why the critic 
is able to uncover the substance of the speech and the 
61Ibid, p. 32. 
62
Ibid, p. 32. 
63rbid, p. 33. 
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rhetorical strategies used by the speaker. First, verbal 
symbols are meaningful acts which are strategies reflect-
ing the attitudes of the speaker. Secondly, these atti-
tudes represent the speaker 's acceptance and rejection of 
the present hierarchy of society. And, thirdly~ acceptance 
and r ejection results in the eternal process of guilt, 
purification, and redemption for society. "The total 
relationship of terms and processes represents Kenneth 
Burke's dramatistic approach to rhetoric." 64 
The dramatistic approach of Kenneth Burke's r hetoric 
provides the critic with a language and theoretical struc-
ture which allows him to describe man as he responds to his 
world and to understand man's basic rhetorical tendencies. 
"With such a system the critic is able to make descriptive, 
interpretive judgments regarding the effectiveness of 
rhetoric." 65 
64 
Robert L. Scott and Bernard Brock, Methods of 
Rhetorical Criticisn1: A Twentieth Century Pers ective 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1972 , p. 325. 
65 Ib1' d, 327 p. . 
CHAPTER III 
Bella Abzug: Her Background and De ve lopment as a Spe aker 
In the process of critically evaluating a speaker's 
use of oratory, it is appropriate to examine the individual's 
background and development as a speaker. This appears to be 
particularly true when implementing Burke's dramatistic model, 
as such a model views the individual as an actor, acting out 
his purpose on life's stage. Therefore, an examination of 
Abzug•s background and development as a speaker should provide 
additional information and insight into the speaker's under-
standing of the rhetorical process, as well as providing 
insight into the speaker's interest in specific issues and 
concerns. 
I. Speech Education 
On July 24, 1920, Abzug was born to Emanuel and Esther 
Savitzky in t .he Bronx within earshot of Yankee stadium. She 
was . the second daughter; her older sister Helene'' . • . was 
1 already a few years old." Abzug was born 11 ••• yelling, 
my family used to say, prophetically. 112 
According to Abzug, her father was not very successful 
at business, but while they never had much money, there was 
usually enough. After a meat market failed, Emanuel Savitzky 
~Orked as a bookeeper and sold insurance. 3 According to Abzug, 
1 Abzug, Bella, Bella! Ms. Abzub Goes to hlashington (New 




The name of the market- was 11 The I .. ive and Let Live Market. 11 
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he was a good and gene rous man, which resulted i n a warm and 
generous family life. He loved music, and both Bella and 
her sister played instruments. On Friday nights, after the 
traditional J ewish ceremony of the lighting of the candles, 
their apartment (which a lso housed the maternal grandfathe r 
and one of her mother's bachelor brothers) turned into a 
virtual concert hall. 
Abzug's family was religious, which was important 
because it inadvertently appears to be a basis for her 
speech education. Her grandfather took her along to the 
synagogue when she wasn't in school. Soon he discovered 
that she did such a quick job memorizing Hebrew prayers , he 
made it a point to show her off to his friends. These 
visits to the synagogue were probably the first occasions 
she p erformed in front of an audie nce . And as she appears 
to have enjoyed the attention, it would s eem that speaking 
to an audience was a positive experience for her. It was 
during these same visits to the synagogue that she had her 
" first thoughts as a feminist rebel. I didn't like 
the fact that women were assigned to the back rows of the 
balcony." 4 
She appare ntly was able to relate well with people, 
even during her childhood . In the streets she fared well 
with the boys. She played red rover and leap frog, skated, 
4 
Abzug, Bella, Bella! Hs. Abzug Goes to Washington (New 
York: Saturday Review Press, 1972), p. 85. 
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played stickball, and immies (a game that l eft her pockets 
sagging with marbles she had won," as well, if not better, 
than the boys. It is likely that this kind of interaction 
was helpful to her in later years, as at a young age, she 
became used to successfully competing with males. 
Her first address occurred a ·t the age of twelve when 
Abzug joined a pioneer Zionist youth group known as Hashomir 
Hatzair. 5 According to Abzug's account, she and her friends 
spent hours casing the subways and streetcorners to collect 
pennies for the J ewish National Fund. "In fact, it was in 
the subway between stops that I made my first speech." 6 
Thus, at the age of twelve, Abzug was implementing the style 
of oratory that she was to use so successfully in later 
years to gain e l ection to the House of Representatives. 
It is likely that her first experience in a leadership 
role came about as a result of her father dying just as she 
was entering Walton High School. As this drastically affected 
her family's income, Abzug spent summers earning money as a 
camp counselor. During this time, her mother largely took 
over support of the family by working as a cashier and 
saleswoman in department stores. 
While attending Walton High School, Bella also attended 
a special Hebrew High School after school. Later, she 
5
Hashomir Hatzair was concerned with raising money to 
build a J ewish homeland in Palestine. 
6 
Abzug, Bella, Bella! Ms. Abzug Goes to ~vashington (New 
York: Saturday Review Press, 1972), p. 85 . 
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enrolled at the Jewish Theological Seminary in Manhattan. 
On weekends she taught Hebrew and J ewish history and culture 
to young children. However, she still found time to become 
involve d in school elections. 
Even at this stage in her life , she had the necessary 
leadership ability and political know-how to be e lected 
class president in high school. But this was just the 
beginning. From high school, she entered New York's Hunte r 
College, which is J.imited tc New York residents and which 
requires high scholastic achievement for admittance. High 
spirited and by now a natural leader, she was elected student 
body president at Hunter Colle ge. However, Abzug was far 
from the stereotype of the excellent, quiet stude nt; she was 
an activist. And as such, she demonstrated and marched with 
other student activists of that time to protest the spread 
of Nazism and the American, British and French trade embargos 
against the legal Spanish Republican government during the 
civil war in Spain. 
Upon receiving her AB degree from Hunter College, she 
applied for admission and was accepted. at Columbia University 
Law School. Once again, Bella Abzug promptly displayed her 
leadership ability by winning the post of editor of the 
Columbia Law Review. She received her L.L.B. degree in 
1945. Before she began practicing law, Abzug spent time 
teaching Hebrew. By the end of World War II, she was a 
40 
practicing lawyer, having joined a firm which specialized in 
7 labor law. 
II. Preparation for Leadership 
By the end of World War II, Abzug had met and married 
Martin Abzug, a novelist and stockbroker. She married only 
after they both agreed that she would pursue her career. 
They were married in 1944 and their first child, Eve Gail 
(called Egee by the family) was born in 1949. Three years 
later a second daughter was born: Isobel Jo (called Liz). 
In between the births of her daughters, Bella Abzug 
became involved in her first civil rights case. This case 
became a turning point in her career, "and the beginning of 
a lifelong dedication to alter the odds against the dis-
enfranchised."8 The man she defended, Willie McGee, was a 
black southerner who was convicted and sentenced to die for 
raping a white woman. This was a sentence almost exclusively 
imposed on blacks. She based her appeal on that fact, as 
well as the premise that it is unjust to exclude blacks from 
the jury system. Despite obtaining two stays of execution 
from the Supreme Court and bringing national attention to 
the case, Willie McGee was executed. While these arguments 
seem self-evident today, they were not considered substantial 
7
Abzug and other sources do not mention the name of the 
firm. 
8weinberg, Nancy and Jennings, Pauline, "Bella s. Abzug: 
Democratic Representative from New York," Ralph Nader Conqress 
Project: Citizens Look at Congre ss (Washington, D.C.: Grossman 
Publishers, 1972) ,~4-.-
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enough at that time to alter the sentence or overturn the 
conviction. As a result of this experience, she continued 
proselytizing for broader social reform. Her further activi-
ties to promote social reform earned he r several awards: the 
Eleanor Roosevelt Humanitarian Award and the Public Service 
Award from the New York Society of Clinical Psychologists. 
The early fifties were devoted to labor law, as w~ll 
as spending a great deal of time fighting McCarthyism. She 
counseled tenants and minority groups and helped draft 
legislation which was incorporated into the Civil Rights Act 
of 1954 and later into the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 9 By 
1960, Bella Abzug had become a "peacenik." She places the 
starting point for this position when the Soviet Union and 
the United States resumed nuclear testing, "Almost overnight, 
women across the country, I among them, began to protest. 
We founded Women Strike for Peace in Washington, New York 
d h 
. . ,.10 an ot er c1.t1.es. 
Bella Abzug served this organization principally as 
its national legislative representative throughout the 
1960's. She was both political action director and legislative 
director. In essence, Abzug helped lead lobby movements and 
mass demonstrations to Washington, D.C. in an attempt to 
bring about a nuclear test ban, disarmament and an end to 
9 rb. ~ l.Q. 
10 Abzug, Bella, Bella! Hs. Abzug Goes to T.Vashington (Ne w 
York: Saturday Review Press, 1972), p. 86. 
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11 the escalating Vietnam war. Women Strike for Peace won a 
limited victory; the limited test ban treaty was signed, but 
underground testing continued, the arms race continued and 
American intervention in Vietnam was reaching alarming 
proportions: 
While military costs for this atrocious war 
slowly ate up the country's wealth , I watched 
my own city - with its housing shortages, its 
mass transit needs, its inadequate health 
facilities for the poor, its welfare mess, its 
too few hospitals, its polluted air and water, 
its drug epidemic - fall to pieces.l2 
These situations were more than Abzug could tolerate, so in 
1967, she became actively involved in politics by starting 
to rally peace forces and insurgent Democrats into a united 
front for the "Dump Johnson" movement. She was a founder of 
the Coalition for a Democratic Alternative in 1968, which 
supported the candidacy of Senatory Eugene McCarthy. She 
noted, "I came into the Democratic movement not so much from 
the clubhouses, but rather from the movements of change. I 
was a leading spokeswoman against the war in Vietnam before 
mos t of my reform friends." 13 
11
weinberg, Nancy and Jennings, Pauline, "Bella S. Abzug: 
Democratic Representative from New York," Ralph Nader Congress 
Project: Citizens Look at Congress (Washington, D.C., Grossman 
Publishers, 1972) ,-p:-4-.-
12Abzug, Bella! Ms. Abzug Goes to ~vashington, op. cit., 
p. 87. 
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weinberg, Nancy and Jennings, Pauline, "Bel la S. Abzug: 
Democratic Representative from New York," Op. Cit., p. 4. 
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III. Bella Abzug, the Politician 
By 1~70, Bella Abzug had decided to move to the 
center stage of politics. She decided to challenge Leonard 
Farbstein, the long-time representative of New York City ' s 
nineteenth district; she was backed by reform democrats. It 
shoul d be noted that challenging Farbstein was an old pastime 
among Greenwich Village reformers, as well as those from 
Chelsea and the West Side. The result had always been the 
same: he'd win with ease. Joe Flaherty, writing the March 
1970 issue of Village Voice analyzed the contest. 
Possibly the fault with past contenders 
was that they tried to finesse Farbstein 
out of his seat, but that's not Bella 's 
style. The subtlety of the sweet science 
escapes her - she doesn't float like a 
butterfly or sting like a bee. She is 
strictly out of the Rocky Marciano school 
of politics: nothing fancy, just a 
straight ahead, two-fisted assault on 
the senses. Or as the cagey old philoso-
pher Archie Moore once commented on 
encountering Rocky: "Man, did you ever 
get your head caught in a helicopter 
propeller?" And in the old Hemmingway 
canon of getting in shape when you ' re 
trying to land the big one, Bella has 
slimmed down to her best fighting weight 
and added a new French haircut and a 
Bermuda tan to boot. • 
But the thrust of her candidacy is that 
the role of a congresswoman with her con-
stituency is to "educate them, agitate 
them, and then mobilize them" (as she 
pounds her fist into an open hand}. It 
is here Bella is on firm ground. One 
thinks that if other members of the House 
had had the courage early to try to 
explain to their constituencies that the 
war was robbing them of their children 
and their national treasure and causing 
urban decay, instead of panicking the 
first time they got flak from the American 
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Legion, there might be some measure of 
decency and sanity in our national life. 
Bella doesn't seem the type to bend with 
the phony patriotic breezc.l4 
Whether it was the tan, the bob, or the two-fisted assault, 
Abzug defeated Farbstein in the primary by 3,000 votes. In 
the general e lection, she was slat ed to oppose a candidate 
backed b y both the Republican and Libera l parties, radio 
commentator Barry Farber. "The Bronx girl, who had always 
done her homework, did her street work." 15 She talked 
issues loud and clear: withdrawal from southeast Asia, 
equal rights for women, and better housing. Bella Abzug's 
public speaking and street campaigning were successful, as 
she tallie d 9700 more votes than her opponent. Congresswoman 
Abzug was now the elected representative of constituents who 
ran the gamut from extroverted show girls to chess-loving 
antiquarians . 
When Bella Abzug arrived in Washington, she started 
off by taking two oaths, one in the House and one a "people's 
oath," administere d on the steps of the Capitol. During the 
first day's session, she introduced her first bill, which 
called for the withdrawal of American troops from Vietnam by 
july 4 of that year - 1971. She went against the traditions 
of the freshman congressman and fought hard for a seat on 
the House Armed Services Committee, but failed. Instead, 
14 
Joe Flaherty, "Wonder r.'loman Throws Her Bonnet in the 
Ring," Village Voice, (March 19, 1970), p. 3-43. 
15
\veinberg, Nancy and J e nnings, Pauline, "Bella s. Abzug," 
Op. Cit. , p • 5. 
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s he was assigned to bvo committees , Gove rnme nt Operations 
and the Public Works Committee. She introduced 33 bills in 
1971, but perhaps her most unus ual effort in the House 
during her fir s t term was to resurrect the long-forgotte n 
"resolution of inquiry." It was originally used to smooth 
communication between the l egi s l ative a nd executive branches , 
but Abzug used it effectively to gain responsive ac tion. 
The "resolution of inquiry" decrees that an answer t o a 
subject raise d must come within seven days . (An ordinary 
resolution can be buried indefi.ni tely in corcuni ttee .) She 
first use d it to force Nixon to produce the Pentagon papers 
for members of the House. 
In her journal of her first year in Congre ss she 
concludes by saying , "Looking back over the year, is there 
anything I would have done differently? No . If anything , I 
should h ave done more of it."
16 
But Bella Abzug was going to face a tough fight to 
have the opportunity to do more of it. According to a 1970 
census, the state of New York lost two congressional seats , 
and a proposed plan for apportioning tpe remain ing 39 dis-
tricts l e d to gerrymandering. The result was that Ab z ug' s 
district would simply be eliminated, divided be tween four 
other di s tricts. This led one writer to state: 
Bella Abzug ' s cong ressional district has 
not been altered; it has been vapori zed . A 
term appropriate to the t erm is "Beliminate " -
16 
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(Abzug, Bel (la) + (el) -iminate; to alter the 
shape of an election district so as to cause 
its elimination; also to cause a congresswoman 
to disappear ) .17 
As a result, Abzug ran in the 20th district against 
incumbent William Ryan for the House Democratic Primary. 
She chose this district because her real power base had been 
added to Ryan's expanded district. A Newsweek article 
discussing the race stated: 
When it comes to sheer energy and chuzpah , 
however , Battling Bella is hard to beat - and 
it is this vitality that could enable her to 
overcome Ryan's current lead by primary day, 
June 20. While h e campaigns on his record 
with typical modesty, she will be collaring 
strangers in the street, as she did one day 
last week, growling : "It's me, Bella Abzug. 
Have a button. Vote!"l8 
Bella Abzug was defeated by William Ryan. Upon his 
sudden death, she was nominated to run in the general election 
by the Democratic County Committee in October 1972. In the 
general election, she ran against a republican, Levy, and 
Ryan's widow, Priscilla Ryan. Abzug won by securing 56 
percent of the vote. Once again, her barnstorming style of 
campaigning was successful. 
1974 found Bella Abzug seeking reelection to her third 
term in the House of Representatives. In contrast to her 
previous election campaigns, this one was remarkably unevent-
ful. Bella had won the respect and support of the majority 
17 
"Emasculated," New Republic (March 18, 1972) , p. 11. 
18
"Ne w York: Bella and Bill," 1\lewsweek, (Hay 8, 1972), 
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of her constituency. Not only had she succeeded in gaining 
their support, she had also finally been endorsed for 
reelection by the Liberal Party, an endorsement she had been 
refused in her previous campaigns. 
During her third term, Bella Abzug started to gain 
the public's attention. Along with this came national 
recognition. She had always been known for the large number 
of addresses she delivered around the country during her 
previous terms in the House, but now she had become involved 
in issues which gained her prime time television coverage. 
During her third term in the House, she was named 
chairman of the House Government Operations subcommittee on 
individual rights. Through the work of this committee, she 
discovered that the Central Intelligence Agency had been 
keeping tabs on her for more than twenty years. As a result 
of the subcommittee's work, Bella Abzug began to become a 
more nationally known personality. She was often seen on 
the evening news. She was asked to appear on various tele-
vision programs, including shows such as Dinah Shore and 
Merv Griffin. She had always been a favorite of many Holly-
wood stars such as Barbara Str~isand. (In all of Abzug's 
House races, Streisand was active in giving fund-raisers for 
campaign funds.} Thus, as her third term in the House was 
drawing to a close, Abzug decided to enter the New York 
Senate primary race. 
She found herself dueling with Daniel Patrick Moynihan · 
for the party's nomination. Perhaps unfortunately, the 
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issues of the campaign centered on national security questions 
and particularly on Israel in a primary with a Jewish vote 
of over 40 percent. While both were, p e rhaps, overly pro-
Israel, Moynihan attacked he r for consistently advocating the 
sale of Phantom jets to Israel which she voted against 
building in the first place. Abzug tried to raise the issue 
of whether or not it was proper for a democrat to fill posts 
for Republican Presidents Nixon and Ford. "The general 
feeling among politicians that Ms. Abzug has not drawn blood 
on this score is confirmed by private polls. " 19 Thus, she 
was narrowly defeated by Moynihan, who subsequently won the 
seat from the incumbent Senator James Buckley. 
Was this the end of Abzug's career? Was she just a 
colorful personality who gained the press' attention because 
she made good copy? 
As soon as Thursday, September 23, 1976 (the primary 
had been h e ld on September 15, 1976), the Washinqton Post 
ran an article entitled, "Abzug: Down, Not Out." The 
article covered a fundraiser in Washington, D.C. organized 
by the two year old bipartisan Women'~ Campaign Fund. She 
was there to help raise money for more than twenty women 
candidates for state and federal offices. Speaking of 
herself, she said , 
I shall be there some place - I haven't 
decided where. A lot of people around Con-
gress are looking at me suspiciously ,u she 
continued. "I'll be out there fighting on 
the issues one way or another ." 
19 "Abzug-Moyniha n Race: At Opposite Poles," The tvashinqton 
Pos!:_, (July 23, 1976), p. 3 . 
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Few in the crowd ga t!1..-~r.ed in Stewart 
Mott's Capitol Hill garden probably doubted 
that, much less expected any other kind of 
swan song from a give-em-hell congre sswoman 
like Abzug.20 
One thing Abzug realized from the election, which she 
lost by one percent, was that she had considerable support 
in both rural and urban areas. She saidi "I was able to 
convey a sense that I represented a broad spectrum of 
people." 21 
By the end of January, 1977, polls in New York indi-
cated that although defeated by Moynihan the previous fall 
for the job of senator, she retained enough popularity to 
rate above Mayor Beame with New York voters. 22 And by April 
27, 1977, The Washington Star carried an article entitled, 
"Abzug 'Running' for Mayor of N.Y." 23 The article (released 
by the New York News Service} stated, "Abzug would be a 
formidable candidate. She is one of the better known poli-
ticians in the country and is the only woman seeking the 
Democratic mayoral nomination in a crowded field of men." 24 
IV. Bella Abzug, the Speaker 
As mentioned in Chapter II of this study, Bella! Ms. 
Abzug Goes to Washington is a good source of general informa-
tion concerning Abzug's personality. On several occasions 
she discusses her approach to public speaking and how she 
20
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handles specific speaking situations. Therefore, it seems 
to the author that at this point a general examination of 
Abzug, the speaker, would be beneficial before ' proceeding 
into the actual application of the Burkeian method to 
sel~cted Abzug speeches. 
In the book Abzug made an entry for March 9, 1971 in 
which she notes that she gave a press conference. This 
subject l ed her to a brief discussion of rhetoric. 
Because of my bad throat and because I 
believe in a change of pace once in a while, 
I gave a kind of soft-sell presentation. 
Some people may not realize it, but being 
able to switch from an impassioned speech 
into a soft sell is all part of the diver-
sity of personality that I possess. I don't 
want the press to think that I operate on 
only one note. I don't think they do, 
actually, but I worry about it, because I'm 
conscientious. I'm always concerned that 
I'm going to be boring, even though as some-
body once said, "Whatever else you are, 
Bella, boring you are not." 
Whether I'm doing soft-sell or one of my 
impassioned speeches, it always takes self-
control. In either case, I not only have to 
be aware of my emotim~s, but I have to watch 
the timing and get the phraseology just right. 
Some people think this comes naturally, but 
actually it's very thoroughly thought out. 25 Even if it's not studied, it's thought out. 
However, Bella Abzug is also a seasoned orator who can 
handle a speaking sitaution even when she's afraid she'll be 
less than effective. One evening she was to address a 
woman's press club. By the time she arrived she felt she'd 
collapse at any moment since she was feeling ill. 
25 
Abzug, Bella, Bella! Ms. Abzug Goes to Washington, Op. 
Cit., p. 52. 
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I started to worry about what kind of 
speech I'd make. I have this little enve-
lope I carry around with me with various 
speeches for various occasions, but I don't 
often use them since I'm more effective 
when I'm being spontaneous. Tonight, how-
ever, as never before I needed a prepared 
speech. So wouldn't you know it? There 
was no lectern for me to place the paper on. 
I nearly died. I turned to the woman sitting 
next to me on the dais and asked her if it 
would be alright if I just answered questions 
instead of giving a speech. 'Let's just see 
what happens,' she said smiling. Well, she 
introduced me and, of course, I started a 
very impassioned sp~ech, giving it to them 
hard on Nixon and how terrible the war was 
and all that stuff.26 
Even Bella Abzug must occasionally contend with 
hecklers. While giving a speech at Hunter's College (her 
old Alma Mater), a heckler kept shouting and hollerinq. He 
kept it up and kept it up until finally, "I stopped and 
said, 'Well, okay, you speak. I'll wait.' As I expected , 
that did it. It always does. He had nothing more to say." 27 
The following example indicates that it takes more 
tha~ a prepared text to be an effective political speaker. 
It also illustrates that Abzug is truly an actor on life's 
stage, On April 5, 1971, Abzug gave a speech in New York. 
It was at a downtown rally she attended, "and for the first 
time ever I read italics - yes, read italics, right off a 
piece of paper - my prepared statement. It was an 
interesting experience: there was absolutely no response 
from the audience. I couldn't stand it. So I put the paper 
26 
Loc. Cit., p. 54. 
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down, and in all my rage, really bombasted Rockefeller and 
Nixon and the whole crew . Well, that got rne a little response 
anyway." 28 
Even speaking to a less than receptive audience, 
Abzug is capable of getting a good audience response. On 
April 23, 1971, Abzug addressed a convention of home econo-
mists, all very conservative, all afraid of lobbying for 
their own interests in Congress. Nonethe less, she spoke 
about women's rights and the war, and ended up getting, "a 
pretty good ovation." 29 Her discussion of this speech also 
reveals much more about Abzug's personality. She is aware 
that she is the focal point of a great d eal of public atten-
tion and that her physical appearance does not go unnoticed. 
Abzug remarked that she wasn't comfortable speaking to the 
home economists, but for different reasons than one might 
think: 
I didn't feel properly dressed. I guess 
I'm more vain than a lot of people realize, 
because I don't like the idea of not being 
able to be dressed just right - one problem 
is that I have no time to buy clothes. 
Another is the weight thing. . . • I've put 
on forty pounds since the campaign ..•. 
Oh, I'm always starting diets, but I can't 
stick to them. . . . So the whole physical 
thing has been a very touchy matter with me 
lately. But I do the best I can •... 
Before I make a public appearance I always 
get to the ladies room to freshen my eyeliner, 
tighten my belt a notch (it ' s like girding 
your loins to be ready for what's out there) 
and put some lipstick on with the plastic top 
from my pen. 30 
28 
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She continued by remarking that making a speech is 
not as easy as it sounds. 
You've got to plug yourself into the 
audience, sensing its reaction - something 
in the waves -and go from there. It's a 
complete ly emotional thing with me. I _ 
can't explain how I do it, except to say 
that it's the difference between one who 
is a natural speaker and one who isn't. 
I'm always changing the style, the tone 
and the nature of my talk to suit the 
audience, so that it will accept what I 
have to say. At mass rallies , where every-
body's already in agreement with me, I try 
to move them further along. Other times I 
try to mobilize them . Othe r times I try to 
influence them [the audience] .... 
Understand something, though: Although 
I'm always proselytizing my audiences, I 
never change the substance of what I have 
to say to do it, like some guys do. The 
style may change but never the message.31 
Bella Abzug views herself as an activist, and as 
such, she wants to move her audience to action. 
I want action - not talk. You can't 
just sit around and think or talk and 
expect to get anywhere. It's not that I 
don't think. Of cour~e I do. But my 
thing 1s doing. I don't go around 
philosophizing. I go around doing .• 
I can do this, I feel, because I have a 
sense of where it's at, of where people 
are, a sense of how people will respond 
at a given moment to a given thing.32 
Abzug realizes that a speaker has to consider her 
audience and often work hard to bring diverse people to a 
point where they can identify with what she believes. In 
other words, she has to ascertain that her view of reality 
31 
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and the problems faced by the largest number of Antericans 
are in agreement with the views held by other Anlericans. 
The following comments about her general political philosophy 
illuminate why she is successful so frequently. She is 
speaking of a speech she made in Wichita, Kansas, in June 
1971: 
Republican territory or not, the response 
was tremendous from an audience filled with 
young people, women, working people and pro-
fessional people. They were all obviously 
much in agreement with what I had to say. 
Very often Betty [Friedan ] tries to make 
believe that she's much broader than I am when 
it comes to relating to diverse groups ..•. 
Obviously, that's not true. Why e lse would I 
go to a place like Wichita? 
I don't believe in organizing the already 
organized. I believe in spreading the roes 
sage. And the message I take to Wichita and 
wherever is that I will do the honorable and 
credible and decent things always in finding 
a way to institute programs that will benefit 
the largest numbers of people . That, I sup-
pose, is what people mean when they say I'm 
an urban populist. 
If you talk to them straight , peopl e, 
whether they're in Wichita or New York City, 
will listen and relate and try to understand.33 
Aside from giving formal speeche s from distant lecterns, 
Abzug implements an extremely effective method for bringing 
about the needed support for her elections to the House. 
The technique is barnstorming. This is particularly inter-
esting as she is using it at a time when most politicians 
rely on the mass media to reach the largest number of people 
they can. However, when she did a trial run of barnstorming 
33L c· 205 oc. 1t., p. . 
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in New York, it went so well that she was ~all over the 
tube ~ that 111'ght. 34 E db · "f t' t 't · ,eyon e1ng an ei ec 1ve way o 00 a1n 
votes, Abzug finds barnstorming to be an important method to 
apply pressure to more conservative groups and to hel.p bring 
about social change. For example, polit{cians who were not 
about to join in Abzug's protest against the Vietnamese War 
often changed their minds after they saw the publicity and 
media coverage she 'd receive. This situation developed when 
she barnstormed the Queens area to get a rally going to 
protest the war in Vietnam. The result of her efforts was 
35 an attendance of six thousand people at the rally. 
Several months after this rally, she summed it up: 
Barnstorming's paying off. The whole 
purpose, of course, is to show reluctant 
congressme n how the people feel, and from 
what I've heard, a few of my colleagues who 
shall remain nameless are feeling the pres-
sure, and good.36 
From the information presented in this chapter, it 
seems likely that Bella Abzug is a natural leader and a 
capable speaker; she enjoys the limelight ; she's concerned 
about how she appears to her audience. She seems to enjoy 
sharing her ideas and beliefs with others. Yet, at the same 
time, she expresses the importance of perceiving the expecta-
tions of an audience and structuring a "thought out" speech 
accordingly. Abzug wants action and she wants to make 
34 
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people aware of th~ is s ues as a result of her rhetoric. By 
doing so, she hopes to incite individuals to social action. 
Indeed , this general discussion of Bella Abzug's use of 
rhetoric indicates that she is an actor, acting out her 
purpose on a life stage. Her oratory appears to grow 
directly out of social situations and is her response (which 
she asserts is an honest and credible response) to specific 
conditions in human affairs. 
V. Mim Kelber, Bella Abzug ' s Speech Writer and Policy 
Advisor . 
Before proceeding with the actual analysis of selected 
speeches by Abzug, it is informative to discuss Mim Kelber 
and her position as Be lla Abzug's writer and policy advisor. 
The following material was obtained as the result of a 
letter and questionnaire which Mim Kelber was kind enough to 
respond to and complete . The questionnaire provides some 
additional understanding of the mechanics involved in the 
pre?aration of Abzug ' s addresses prior to delivery. 
Mim Kelber and Bella Abzug have been personal friends 
for more than 35 years. "We were classmates at Walton High 
School and Hunter College and kept in touch with each other 
after graduation." 37 Mim Kelber is a professional journalist 
and worked as a reporter in Washington, D.C. for many years . 
She worked with Bella Abzug in Women Strike for Peace for 
37A d. 2 ppen 1x A, p. . 
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about 10 years and did most of the writing for the organiza-
tion and helped with the editing of its newspaper. This 
work was done on a voluntary basis . 
When Abzug was e lected to Congress in 1970, Mim 
Kelber was the fulltime editor of a pediatric newspaper, but 
she had helped Abzug with her campaign by writing leaflets, 
press r eleases , etc. Upon h e r election to t he House of 
Representatives , Abzug asked Mim Kelber to join he r staff as 
a writer an4 policy advisor . She worked with Abzug through-
h . . h . f . d 38 out er serv1ce 1n Congress. T ey rema1n r1en s. 
Mim Ke lber was very cooperative in answering ques-
tions concerning her role as Bella Abzug ' s speech writer . 
Her job consisted of r esearching and writing spee ches, as 
well as congressional testimony. She said that Abzug has a 
set proce dure for writing speeches: "I write the speech . 
She goes over it before delive ry and pencils in changes she 
wants to make ." 39 According to Ms. Kelber , the style of the 
address is altered depending on the audience. Beyond this, 
" It depends on the audience, the setting (indoor, outdoor, 
formal, informal), the time allowed, the other speakers, 
t "40 e c. 
When asked if Abzug has any set strategy for convey-
ing her purposes to the audiences, Kelber replied, "She 
usually ad libs some personal comments and stories to create 
38A d ' ppen 1x A, p. 2. 
39A d ' ppen 1x A, p. 3. 
40!\ d ' ppen 1x A, p. 3. 
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a warm relationship with the audience, then b ecomes serious 
(with occasional humorous asides), and then works up to a 
dramatic, impassioned ending." 41 
In response to a question about whether Abzug contacts 
or meets with her to discuss an idea for a speech, she 
replied, "She leaves it up to me because we have the same 
views and I know how she would approach a subj ect ... 42 
And while Abzug does look at and often revises the text , she 
also , "freque ntly departs from [the] written text." 43 
Abzug did not have any other speech writers, as such, 
during her tenure in office , however: 
Members of her Washington and New York staffs 
occasionally write brief speeches for her . 
Washington staff members prepare floor 
statements and Congressional testimony. 
This is done by her l egislative assistants. 
She also had Eleanor Garst writing speeches 
for her in Washington , but she is no longer 
on staff.4 4 
41 d ' Appen 1x A, p. 3 . 




Burkeian Principles: The Ivlethodology 
In a democratic society, political speaking plays an 
impprtant role in not only determining successful political 
candidates, but also in determining the acceptance or rejection 
of public policy. Basically, the political speaker must 
1 perform four major tasks. First, he must gain acceptance 
for himself and his program while promoting his audience to 
reject the opposition and its program. Toward this end, the 
other tasks of the political speaker evolve. Second, he 
must describe man responding to the world around him. 
Third, he must consistently relate his arguments for a 
policy to a political philosophy. And, finally, he must 
lead his audience through the stages of his thinking on a 
given policy. "These four major rhetorical tasks face the 
political speaker, and his skill in gaining these ends to a 
large extent determines his ~uccess as a politician." 2 It 
is from the same tasks that the role of the critic evolves, 
as new insights into the process of description and evaluation 
can be obtained by applying Kenneth Burke's dramatistic 
approach to rhetoric. 
1
william Ruechert (Ed.), Critical Responses to Burke, 
"Political Speaking: A Burke ian .Approach" by Bernard Brock 





The major rhetorical principles which will be emphasized 
in this analysis of selected speeches of Bella Abzug are 
identification, the pentad substance and the dramatistic 
process. "These principles supply the tools which should 
enable the critic better to [sic] describe and evaluate 
political speaking." 3 
It is through the application of the concept of 
identification that the critic may determine the speaker's 
strategies for acceptance and rejection. As has been pre-
viously explained in Chapter 3 of this study, the speaker 
will accept some ideas, people and institutions and reject 
others and his audience will variously agree and disagree 
with him. To the extent that the speaker and the audience 
agree in their acceptance and rejection of these ideas, 
people and institutions , identification takes place. Thus, 
this critic can use identification as a structural tool by 
applying it to Abzug's speeches to determine the attitudes 
or stylized answers of her oratory: 
The critic should ascertain what ideas, 
people, and institutions the speaker 
accepts and rejects and then group them 
into ' clusters ' which represent the 
speaker's strategies for identification. 
In this way, the critic can discover the 




4rbid, p. 445. 
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However , the political speaker must a lso describe man 
as he responds to the world around him . He us e s the device 
as a mode l to describe the dramati stic nature of society: 
what is involved when we say wh a t p e ople are doing and why 
they a r e doing it? 5 If persuasion i s seen as one ma n ' s 
attempt to g e t someone e l se to accept his view of r e a l i ty as 
the correct one , Burke's concept of t he pentad should enable 
the critic to ana l yze what view of the world Abzug would 
have her audience a ccept . In an attempt to describe h is 
view of the world, the politician may shift from one term in 
the pentad to another. Thus, the critic needs a rhetorica l 
tool flexible enough to f o llow this movement. Beyond this, 
Ke nne th Burke argues tha t any person will t e nd to featur e in 
his thought one of the five t e rms in the pentad. For examp l e , 
one person may ask "what?" and then "who? " whereas another 
may first ask "who?" and the n "what?" Kenneth Burke illus-
trates this flexibility in the pentad through his comparison 
of it to the human hand. 
After the critic has a nalyzed the v iew of the world 
the politician would have the audience accept, one may then 
make a judgement as to how appropriate and accurate the 
k I d • • • 6 spea er s escr1pt1on 1s. 
5Robert L. Scott a nd Be rnard Brock, Methods of Rhetorical 
Criticism: A Twentieth Century Perspective (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1962), p. 319. 
6rbid, p. 447'. 
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Following these first two tasks, the effective political 
speaker must maintain a consistent presentation of arguments 
within a political philosophy. To cope with this task, 
Burke's concept of ''substance" is appropriate. Burke uses 
Webster's dictionary to define substance: the most important 
element in any existence; the characteristic and essential 
import, purpose. He concludes that, materially, it is that 
which stands beneath something. Substance is the scene or 
the context. It has an intrinsic/extrinsic relationship. 
"This principle, substance, is important in rhetorical 
criticism, because every speaker must establish a context or 
substance for the subject of his speech. This context or 
substance then becomes the political philosophy, or context 
of the speech, within which all his arguments must be 
consistent.''? Substance is the subject matter of the speech, 
of the motives and attitudes of the speaker and of the 
strategies or rhetorical devices used by the speaker. 
Burke describes four major types of substance from 
which political arguments might flow. ~hey are geometric, 
familial, directional and dialectic. 8 Understanding these 
four types of substance should enable the rhetorical critic 
to describe a politician's effort to consistently relate his 
arguments to a political philosophy. 
7Ibid. 
8These terms have been defined in Chapter II. 
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It is important to note at this point that the concepts 
of identification, pentad, and substance have merged. 
Identification is necessary to decide which of the pentadic 
terms is highlighted (featured), while the featuring of a 
term from the pentad suggests to the critic the type of 
substance established by the speaker. 
The fourth task facing the critic is tracing the 
stages the speaker must take the audience through if he is 
to gain acceptance for his course of action. To accomplish 
this, Burke's concept of "dramatistic" stages will be utilized. 
Burke describes man's society as a dramatistic process, 
passing through stages of guilt, purification and redemption. 
Burke indicates that man will either accept or reject his 
position in the world. To the degree man rejects his place 
in society, he suffers a feeling of guilt. This is stage 
one in the dramatistic process. Stage two in the dramatistic 
process is the act of purification, which is designed to 
cancel man's guilt and take him into stage three. This 
stage is redemption and it makes him whole again. Therefore, 
guilt, purification and redemption constitute a balanced 
psychological process which results from the rejection of 
h h 
. . 9 
t e uman s1tuat1on. Therefore, this dramatistic process 
may be used by the critic to explain the stages the politician 
takes an audience through in order to obtain acceptance or 
rejection for some policy or action. 
9 
Ibid I p. 4 4 8. 
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In thi s s tudy, the Burke ian concepts of identification, 
the pentad, substance and "dramati s tic'' process will b e 
applied to se l ected speeches of Bella Abzug . These rhetorica l 
tool s should e nabl e the a uthor to describe a nd evaluate 
Abzug ' s efforts to accomplish he r four major rhe torica l 
t ask s . At a time when Bella Abzug relies upon h er ability 
to influe n ce public opinion by reaching l arge and diverse 
national a udiences , it is extreme ly importan t to understa nd 
the nature of her appeal . 
CHAPTER V 
Burkeian Principles: ~~e Application 
I. The 7th Annual Information Industry Association S peech, 
4/2/75 
The text of Bella Abzug's speech to the Information 
Industry Association meeting was the result of a draft 
written by the staff of Abzug's House of Representative's. 
Subcommittee on Government Operations and Individual Rights, 
which Mim Kelber rewrote considerably and expanded. Repre-
' 
sentative Abzug used the draft Mim Ke lber wrote, but Abzug 
also extemporized quite a bit adding some anecdotes. 1 
The Information Industry Association (IIA) is a trade 
association in the business of marketing information. The 
information they market is usually available free to the 
public, if the public knows how to find it. The association 
was formed by Paul Zurkowski, a young man who left a small 
Wisconsin town of 700 to \vork for House Representative Bob 
Kastenmeier. He left Kastenmeier's staff after five years 
to start the association which consists of about 70 member 
companies. The association's headquarters are located in 
2 
vlashington, D.C. 
The Freedom of Information Act is supposed to make 
much of the information marketed by the IIA available to 
anyone. "But currently the only serious users are corpora-
tions, scientific and technical institutions, public-interest 
1 d ' 5 Appen 1X A, p. . 
2 h' . h f . d From t 1s po1nt on, t e In ormat1on In ustry 
Association will be referred to as IIA. 
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research groups, and so forth -- what Zurkowski calls the 
informationally literate or informational elite.•• 3 Zurkowski 
believes that Nader's statement that citizens should have 
more influence over decisions affecting their lives essentially 
demonstrated that large quantities of useful information 
directly affecting our lives was being collected and stored 
by sophisticated new technologies. "Using many of these 
same technologies, he and others gained access to this 
information and used it to affect public policy -- mostly 
for the public good, in their view . Information is power." 4 
Currently, the companies in the "information market" 
are selling their rather costly product to corporate and 
institutional customers. For example, the Institute for 
Scientific Information indexes about 16,000 reviews from 
5 2700 scientific and technical journals annually . For $250 
a year it provides the index to individuals who must stay up 
to date with developments and literature in their disciplines. 
But there are questions raised by this whole thing. Can 
suppliers guarantee the truth of their information? Will 
all this information make us freer to phoose wisely or will 
it numb us into indecision? 
3
Appendix A, p. 14. 
4





Some may object to these companies profiting 
from theoretically "free " information, but 
Zurkowski argues persuasive l y that without 
private enterprise most of the information 
will fall unde r government control. Informa-
tionally, we'll be back in the Middle Ages.6 
The issue of information dissemination became an 
important part of the seventh annual meeting of the Infor-
mation Industry Association. It was a week long meeting 
which was actually three programs in one. The first two 
days we re concerned with the inter na l problems of operating 
companies in times of economic stress. A variety of speakers 
discussed management skills and appropriate business strate-
gies. The second and largest part of the program (in terms 
of numbe r of people and sessions involved) was t hree days of 
user workshops. These workshops, which were run by members 
of IIA, presented the various information industry services 
and products and how they are used by the industry's customers. 
The third part of the program was the most centro-
. 1 7 vers1a . The third part of the program emerged from ·the 
first two sessions, the IIA business meeting and the general 
overview meeting held midweek. At these sessions, Paul 
Zurkowski tried to define the essential role of a private 
enterprise industry in information handling and dissemination. 
This position was reinforced by national figures with observa-
tions on such an industry's relationshi ps to larger issues 
6 rbid. 
7 d ' 15 Appe n 1X A, p. . 
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of information freedom. Bella Abzug was one of these national 
figures asked to speak. These discussions touched on practical 
and sensitive questions of public vs. private handling and 
control of information. 
Zurkowski felt the private industry's role: 
... is to guarantee full and open choices to 
information us e rs from multiple sources. It 
is readily apparent how government functions 
as a major generator of material that could 
not be produced by anyone else, and how 
libraries provide the accessible storehouses 
that make information available to the public ... 
Identify~ng data, creating the form and 
infusini the substance in anticipation of 
needs is a risky business, he said. As with 
all risk-taking ventures, these are most 
realistically measured in the market place.8 
Harrison Salisburg addressed the meeting and described 
the incre asing freedom to report which the press has bee n 
winning over the last decade . 9 He believes this freedom may 
be expanded as more knowledge becomes available about 
governme nt dossiers and spying on private citizens. Peter 
Goldmark (known for technical innovations in communications 
as head of CBS Laboratories) described the importance of 
communications technology in solving many other problems of 
our present society. David Cohen, president of Common 
Cause, explored the use of information as a vital tool that 
his organization brings to bear in .opening up government and 
making it more responsive. "The only means of holding 
8rbid. 
9Harrison Salisburg is the former associate editor 
of the New York Times. 
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government accountable between elections is knowledge, Cohen 
said, and there has been major resistance to the Freedom of 
Information Act." 10 Then Representative Bella Abzug spoke . 
At the time of this address, Abzug was the chairwoman 
of the House Government Information and Individual Rights 
Subcommittee. She had become a pivotal figure in information 
industry affairs. She was also the co-sponsor of amendments 
to the Freedom of Information Act. Prior to this address, 
Abzug had received a great deal of national media coverage 
when she discovered that the CIA had kept a file on her 
dating back to 1951. Several weeks before the IIA meeting, 
CIA director William Colby was called to testify before the 
House Government Information and Individual Rights Subcommittee 
which Bella Abzug chaired: 
"To find myself in your files is outrageous," 
boomed the congresswoman. . • . "This collec-
tion of trivia and inaccurate information and 
the tampering with my mail are a violation of 
privacy, my individual constitutional rights 
and the law," Abzug said later. "It also 
represents a colossal waste of taxpayers' 
money." 
C lb f 11 1 . 11 o y was purpose u y apo oget1c. 
Since this preceding information was reported in 
Newsweek magazine and since Abzug had also received prime 
time news coverage on television, it is probable that a 
large percentage of her audience the day of this address 
10 d. 16 Appen 1X A, p. • 
ll"The CIA: Bella's File,"NEWS~vEEK (85: l'1arch 17, 
1975) 1 PP• 22-23. 
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were aware of her subcommittee and her position concerning 
the individual's right to know what information government 
agencies have collected . 
Bella Abzug's address appe ars to have bee n the last of 
those give n during what was considered the most contro-
versial part of the program. 11 Inevitably, these discussions 
touched on practical and sensitive questions of public vs. 
private handling and control of information in specific 
cases ...... 12 Thus, it seems likely that Abzug addressed 
a group composed of professional businessmen who believed in 
the need for a private information industry. It is also 
likely that they agreed with Zurkowski's statement that 
there is danger that user-purchased choice in information 
could be replaced by free information from one source . 
Beyond this, the point was made that the information industry 
is only one element in the national freedom of information 
contest. 13 There fore, it is probable that the audience was 
familiar with the the n current drive for open access to 
information. As a result, Abzug's audience should have been 
extremely interested in the work of her subcommittee, as any 
avenues of information her subcommitee succeed in opening up 
to the public meant more information for IIA merobers to 
market. 
12A d ' ppen 1x 
13Ibid. 
A, p . 16. 
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As explained in the description of the method to be 
utilized in the analysis of this speech, the first step for 
the political speaker is to gain acceptance for herself and 
her programs. To the extent that she is successful in 
bringing about this agreement with her audien~e, identificati.on 
takes place. 
This particular speech is a good example of a speake r 
achieving identification. The speech begins with a reference 
to our fore fathers writing the Bill of Rights. Her first 
' comments are an appeal to our sense of common national 
origins, and Abzug establishes an immediate connection with 
her audience. A short while later in the speech, she makes 
reference to a recent appearance on the Mike Douqlas show in 
Philadelphia. She then tells of meeting two men from the 
management side of Associated Press. One man had a data 
bank with him and explained that he could retrieve information 
from his newspaper, The New York Times, and 60 other papers: 
It was the first time I had actually seen a 
data bank, although we now have one available 
to us as Members of Congress and I have used 
it, more or less successfully. Congress is 
still a novice when it comes to the use of 
computer technology. We are caught in the 
middle of the information explosion bombarded 
daily with facts and figures, and with lies, 
often masquerading as statistics, on every 
conceivable subject. As an .institution, we 
have not had the wherewithal to get at the 
truth and counter the shell games that the 
executive branch is continually playing with 
every government program.l4 
14A d. 2 ppen lX B, p. . 
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In this section of h e r speech, she has affirmed her 
agreement with a basic position held by the IIA: We are in 
the midst of an informat i o n expl os ion which is so massive it 
needs computer age t echnology to help in its assimilation 
a nd dissemination. 
Abzug a lso affirms the IIA position that t here is a 
dange r in the fact that the government is the largest purveyor 
of information in this country. And there is a definite 
dange r that propaganda is often s ubstituted for truth. 15 It 
is like ly that her audience found it extremely easy to 
identify with and affirm these assertions. 
She further brings about a n atmosphere of commonality 
by mentioning tha t an Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Computers has 
been established "to ove rsee the electronic t echnology in 
the House." 16 Beyond this , she states: 
Members of hi s staff are at this meeting to 
s ee the latest developments of your industry 
and perha.ps recommeud the adoption of many 
of these new techniques to improve the legis-
lative process .l7 
Continuing with her speech, she becomes more specific 
about what she has been involve d in as. far as the subject of 
information . Abzug a lso assures them that while she is 
newly installed as Chairwoman of the Ho use Government I n forma -
tion and Individual Rights Subcommittee, " •• • I am not new t o 
15A d' ppe n 1x A, p. 16. 




the major subject areas with which the Information Industry 
is concerned." 18 Abzug adds to her credibility by establish -
ing that during the previous Congress, she 'd served on the 
same subcomn1ittee, which she currently chairs, and she also 
co-sponsored the 1974 amendments to the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act and legislation which became the Privacy Act of 
1974. 
Some have given the new 94th Congress advance 
billing as the "Information Congress," pre-
sumably because of the increasing attention 
that is peing focused on such issues as free-
dom of information, privacy, revision of 
copyright l aws, educati on and library expan-
sion, information systems technology, 
communication requirements, safeguarding 
of First Amendment rights and similar 
matters related to the free flow of 
information.l9 
It seems apparent that by this point in the address, 
her audience is finding it very easy to affirm her ideas and 
attitudes concerning information. Her programs and legisla-
tion cover issues that the majority of the audience would 
find favorable to the development of their industry. 
As she states so succinctly: 
A growing number of us in Congress, however, 
are aware of the significance of "information" 
as a priceless commodity that has a direct 
impact on our national prosperity, our 
growth rate, and the development of ways to 
meet our critical social, educational and 
individual human needs.20 
18Ibid. 
19 d' 3 Appen lX B, p. • 
20 d ' . 3 4 Appen lX B, pp. - . 
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Feeling confident that she has the affirmation of her 
audience , she states: 
Basically , the subcommittee deals wi th 
two major questions of importance to you 
and to all Americans: 
How can you find out what the government 
is doing and what it knows, and how can you 
keep the government from finding out what 
you as an individual are doing -- when it 
is none of the government's bus iness.21 
It is hard to visualize anyone in the audience not 
affirming that the two questions she expressed are indeed of 
concern to them·, as well as the concern of all Americans. 
Yet, Bella Abzug goes one step further in establishing 
her credibi l ity. She specifically attacks government's 
tendency toward duplication and overlapping between agencies 1 
as well as over publication and waste in producing unnecessary 
publications which, " .•. cost the American taxpayer untold 
millions each year." 22 Another contention of the IIA is 
that there is no such thi~g as "free" information in any 
event . 23 
Next she addresses herself to the inhere nt danger to 
our society , " . . • of monopolization by government of the 
generation and flow of essential types of information .• . 
Too often information that is of the utmost practical importance 
to the pocket books, health , and even safety of consumers is 
21A d' ppen 1x B, p. 4. 
22A d ' ppen 1x B , p. 5. 
23A d' ppen 1x A, p . 15. 
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kept secret. As an example of this, she connects directly 
with the audience when she relates Paul Zurkowski's and 
member companies' attempts to seek access to the National 
Library of Medicine's MEDLAR system of information under the 
Freedom of Information Act. She said: 
.in my view and that of most legal 
experts who are familiar with this act, 
it is beyond dispute that the government 
must provide information to those request-
ing it.25 
At the time of this address, she recounts that her 
subcommittee was currently in correspondence with the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare. She illustrates to 
her audience that she not only talks about these issues, 
but, in this instance, is actively involved in trying to 
resolve the situation. 
Finally, she concludes the speech by citing her own 
case which had been well publicized by the media in the 
weeks preceding this address. 
I also found that I was one of thousands of 
Americans whose mail had been opened during 
a 20 year period -- from 1953 to 1973 -- when 
the CIA conducted an illegal mail cover, 
which it says has now been discontinued. . . 
I cite my particular case here only because 
what I found in my file is no doubt typical 
of what would be found in the files of 
thousands and possibly hundreds of thousands 
of files on individuals held by the CIA, the 
FBI and other agencies--all kinds of trivia 
as well as reports on activities legally 
carried out by Americans under their First 
Amendment rights.26 
24 d' Appen 1x B, p. 6. 
25 d' Appen 1x B, p. 7. 
26A d' ppen 1x B, p. 9 . 
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Once again she reaffirms the position of the indivi-
dual's right to privacy and the position that government ' s 
right to withhold information must be controlled by laws and 
guidelines. She also asserts that the government's right to 
withhold information " . .• is an extremely limited and 
narrow right." 27 
She concludes with a reference to 1984 and the need 
to combine our efforts to insure that it will not be an 
Orwellian 1 984 . .. 
. . . but rather a 1984 in which Americans 
will be free to continue to enjoy and 
exercise the constitutional rights that 
are the glory of our great democracy.28 
It seems apparent that Abzug did obtain consubstan-
tiality with her audience fairly early in the speech and was 
able to maintain this identification throughout the rest of 
the address . She appears to have accomplished this by 
affirmi ng t hat she and h er audience held simi l ar attitudes 
and ideas concerning the issue of an informati on industry 
and the dangers of a government who is free to monopolize 
information. She urged t he audience to make sure that the 
~assive advantages o f the government bureaucr acy in the 
collection, management, selective dissemination and conceal -
ment of vast amounts of infor mation, financed by public 
f unds , are not permitted to overwhelm the information capabili-
ties of nongovernmental sources 
27A d' ppen 1.x B, p. 10. 
28A d' ppen 1.x B, p. 10. 
29A d' ppen 1x A, p. 16. 
-- prof i t f
. 29 
or non-pro 1. t . 
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Basically Abzug uses several strategies to bring 
about identification with her audience. The first one she 
employs consistently is the strategy of exhortation. She 
uses this strategy when she begins her address with reference 
to our forefathers and the writing of the Bill of Rights, 
which is still so very important today, despite the innume r-
able ways the country has changed since 1776. She emphaslzes 
that her subject is one which perhaps did not occur to them 
but which is very appropriate today: th~ right to know. 
She employs this same strategy when she discusses the issues 
of free access to information (whether or not it is for 
profit) and the need to understand that we're in an age of 
an information explosion which requires the implementation 
of safeguards to insure we don't end up with the government 
being the free, but monopolistic source of information. 
Abzug expresses her agreement that the current availability 
of information and the problems this may cause necessitate 
congressional action on issues such as the right to privacy 
when information is used as propaganda and when the government 
decides to withhold information. 
At this point in the speech, Abzug changes to a 
strategy of indignation. She uses this strategy success-
fully when she discusses the oversight function of her sub-
committee to see that the Freedom of Information Act and the 
Privacy Act are faithfully administered. Beyond this Abzug 
discusses the two major questions she feels are of importance 
to all Americans: 1) How to find out what the government is 
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doing; and 2) how you can keep the government from finding 
out what you as an individual are doing -- ~hen it's none 
of the gove rnme nt's business. Her strategy of indignation 
becomes more intense when she asserts that often federal 
agencies duplicate each other, when she discusses the "paper-
work jungle" and when she discusses the ever-expanding 
monopolistic control over access to and production of informa-
tion. Finally her strategy of indignation reaches its most 
persuasive level when she describes her own case as a victim 
of illegal information gathering operations which she contends 
affect hundreds of thousands of Americans. 
The two strategies are corwined in the final portion 
of the speech when she connects the individual's right to 
privacy to the need for combined efforts on the part of all 
Americans ·to assure that 1984 is not Orwellian in nature, 
but a time in which •i ••• Americans \'lill be free to continue 
to enjoy and exercise the constitutional rights that are the 
glory of our great democracy." 30 
In examining how Bella Abzug describes man as he 
responds to the world, the pentad becomes a helpful aid. In 
her speech to the Information Industry Association on April 
2, 1975, we can identify the following elements: 
The Act: Bella Abzug's speech to the 7th Annual 
IIA meeting. 
30A d' 10 ppen 1x B, p. . 
The Scene: 
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The events of the Seve nth Annual Infor-
mation Association mee ting at the New 
York Hilton, particularly the third 
part of the week long meeting. 
The Agent: Bella Abzug. 
The Agency: Delive ry of the speech. 
The Purpose : To gain identification with her audience 
in her subcommittee's work in the 
advocation of the individual's right to 
know and hi s constitutional right to 
privacy. 
In identifying these e leme nts, it soon becomes apparent 
that Bella Abzug ordered them so that the scene becomes the 
controlling e l ement. 
In recounting the scene of this particular event , it 
is evident that Be lla Abzug was asked to speak during the 
third part of the Seventh Annual Meeting of IIA. This part 
of the meeting was to de fine the essential role of a private 
enterprise industry in information handling and dissemination 
and to reinforce this position by inviting national figures 
to make observations on such an industry's relationship to 
larger issues of information freedom. It would seem the 
agent, Bella Abzug, was asked to be one of the national 
figures to speak because of her position as chairwoman of 
the House Government Information and Individual Rights 
Subcommittee . In addition, she had recently received national 
media coverage b e cause of he r position on the individual's 
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right to know and right to privacy. In examining the agency 
(the IIA) of Abzug's speech, the scene as controlling element 
appears to be evident. She is well aware of who makes up 
her audience and from the very beginning, she works to bring 
about a feeling of consubstantiality. She does so by affirm-
ing those ideas, images, attitudes and beliefs, which would 
be easily accepted by members attending the various events 
of the seventh annual IIA meeting. 
Abzug obtains and maintains identification with her 
audience with her strategic use of exhortation and indigna-
tion in discussing the issues which are completely inter-
woven with the scene. In other words, by featuring the 
scene, she fulfills her purpose which is to gain the audience's 
support in her advocation of the individual's right to know 
and his right to privacy. Without doubt, the IIA audience 
would accept this view of reality. Therefore, Bella Abzug 
appears to be successfully persuasive in prompting her 
audience to accept her view of reality as the right one. It 
also would seem that Abzug's ordering the elements so as to 
feature the scene was an appropriate one. 
The third task of the political speaker is to establish 
a context or substance for the subject of her speech. This 
substance must be composed of consistent a!guments on the 
part of the speaker and is usually indicated by the element 
of the pentad which is viewed as controlling. 
In this particular address, Bella Abzug utilizes 
~eometric substance. She appears to view the scene as the 
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background or setti~g and, in this particular event, it 
dominates. Yet it can still facilitate her slight shifts in 
emphasis as s he weaves her arguments to assert that all 
Americans need to combine their efforts to make sure that 
our society doesn't res ult in an Orwellian 1984. As a 
matte r of fact, the e nd of the speech clearly specifies her 
view of what must be done to assure that Americans \vill be 
free to continue to ''enjoy and exercise the constitutional 
31 rights that are the glory of our great democracy." Thus, 
she consistently relates her arguments for a policy to a 
political philosophy: that the individual can affect change 
within the established system of democratic government. It 
is up to each individual to insure that these constituti.onal 
rights will b e exercised , just as it is the responsibility 
of the members of IIA to assure the continued free access to 
information by asserting the individual's right to know. It 
is also up to the IIA members to help prevent the government 
from becoming the sole source of information. The IIA can 
accomplish this by providing alternative sources of informa-
tion, whether for profit or not. 
At this point in the analysis, the three stages have 
come together. Through her strategic use of exhortation and 
indignation, through the featuring of the scene and as a 
result of her utilization of geometric substance, Abzug has 
established consubstantiality with her audience by gaining 
31A d" 10 ppen 1x B, p. . 
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acceptance for herself and her programs , she has described 
man responding to the world around him in a way her audience 
can accept and she 's consistently related her arguments to a 
political philosophy which is in keeping with the way she 
has described man responding to the world around him. 
However, beyond this, she must lead her audience through the 
stages of her thinking on her policy concerning information. 
To accomplish this Burke's concept of "dramatistic" stage s 
is helpful. The speaker must take her audience through the 
.· 
stages of quilt, purification and redemption. Since the 
r edemptive stage makes man feel whole again, it is an impor-
tant point for the speaker to bring her audience to accept 
or reject her policy and actions. It is often a more subtle 
process than the other elements , nevertheless it is an 
essential part of the total dramatistic process . 
The first stage (guilt) in the dramatistic process is 
evident in the beginning of the speech. Abzug begins her 
speech by stating that she would talk about a subject that 
might not have occurred to our forefathers when they wrote 
the "Bill of Rights." Then she conunents that while we thank 
them for the precautions they took to provide for our free -
dom, Abzug felt that a great many things (including Watergate) 
that are happening in our country and in the world would 
have astounded the founding fathers: 
In fact, if they had been able to envision 
the United States of 1975, they might well 
have decided to call off their revolution 
and head for the hills. But they didn't have 
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that much foresight, and here we are on the 
eve of our 200th anniversary as a nation, 
l iving in a civilization complicated beyond 
the wildest imaginings of Benjamin Fran~lin , 
our Postmaster-General, or Thomas Jefferson , 
the first and almost last White House 
intellectual.32 
Obviously, the audience must experience their common 
quilt as Americans who participate in a democratic form of 
government, which has just experienced Watergate and a war 
as decisive as the Vietnamese War. This feeling of quilt is 
intensified when she acknowledges that we are all caught in 
the middle of an information explosion. We are " ... born-
barded daily with facts and figures , and with lies , often 
masquerading as statistics, on every conceivable subject . " 33 
Beyond this the IIA's conflict wi th traditi onal attitudes 
towards information is made clear when Abzug comments that a 
leader in IIA observed that "information" must be viewed in 
its broadest terms as a commodity or as a vital national 
asset , such as we might do with steel production capacity . 
As Abzug remarks: 
Unfortunately, few public officials or other 
leaders in our industrial society view infor-
mation in that broad sense, or comprehend its 
significant impact on our national life and 
future industrial development . 34 
At this point in the address, Abzug makes the transi-
tion to the second stage in the dramatistic process. She 
32A d' ppen ~x B, p. 1. 
33A d' ppen ~x B, p . 2. 
34 d' Appen 1.x B, p. 3 . 
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leads her audience to the stage of purification. In this 
particular speech, the audience is lead into the role of 
victimage , with Abzug's description of the gove rnment as the 
scapegoat for why things are the way they are. It is govern-
ment which interfe rs with the individuals right to know. As 
Abzug explicates so well, the two major questions of impor-
tance to all Ame ricans are how to find out what the gove rnment 
is doing and what it knows and how to keep the government 
from finding out what individual Ame ricans are doing when it 
is none of the government's business. The federal government 
is given as an example of what happe ns when enormous power 
is coupled with enormous secrecy. Abzug becomes more specifi-
cally aware of her audience in her remarks by pointing out 
that the federal government is the most massive single 
generator of information of all types in all history. She 
points out the waste as a result of duplication between 
agencies and unnecessary government publications which cost 
the American taxpayer millions each year. 
Her placing of her audience in the role of victims 
becomes more apparent when Abzug discusses the inherent 
dangers to our society of monopolization by government of 
the generation and flow of essential types of information. 
She contends: 
The massive capabilities of the government 
bureaucracy in the collection, management, 
selective dissemination, and concealment of 
vast amounts of information of every conceiv-
able type have a direct impact upon every 
business, every private institution, and 
every individual citizen in our country.35 
35A d' ppen 1x B, p. 7. 
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In other words , e very individual citizen in our country is, 
or pote ntially i s , a victim of the a buses of his government's 
powe r. 
An finally, she r ecounts h er own case of victimage at 
the hands of government, when she tells her audience that 
she discove r ed that the CIA had kept a file on her activities 
for over twe nty years. With the recounting of h e r own case , 
Bella Abzug has l ed her audience into the r e demptive stage 
of dramatistic process. He r audie nce should feel whole 
again, their guilt purged as a r e sult of their victimage. 
Beyond this, the audie nce has bee n told tha t their roles as 
victims of a monopolistic governme nt can be overcome through 
the combined e fforts of a ll Americans to insure that the 
gove rnment's right to withhold information is controlled by 
laws and guide line s to prevent the abuse of power. They 
must similarly insure that the individual's right to privacy 
is protected. 
By illustrating that our forefathers would be far 
from pleased with some r e cent occurrences within government, 
Abzug succeeded in establishing her audience's sense of 
guilt. Then by describing the potential abuse of government's 
power, she made it easy for her audience to view themselves 
as victims of a menacing "big brother" form of government. 
Therefore, when she heightened their feelings of victimage 
by describing her individual experience as a victim, her 
audience could feel purged of their quilt. Led to the 
redemptive stage, the audience was assured by Abzug that 
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through their combined efforts (social cohesion) an Orwellian 
1984 with big brother dispensing controlled information to a 
controlled citizenry could be avoided. 
Conclusion 
The methodology employed in analyzing the speech to 
the Seventh Annual IIA meeting at the New York Hilton suggests 
several things. First, Bella Abzug did achieve identifida-
tion with her audience. Second, this identification was 
largely the result of featuring the scene through her strate-
gic use of exhortation and indignation. Third, the geometric 
substance of her speech reinforced the consistency of her 
attitudes and rhetorical strategies to her political philoso-
phy throughout the speech. And by tracing the stages the 
speaker must take the audience through to gain acceptance 
for her course of action, it would appear she successfully 
convinced her audience of the validity of h e r actions and 
programs concerning future assimilation and dissemination of 
information. 
II. Speech to the University of Maryland, 9/24/74 
This speech was given in the grand ballroom of the 
student union building on the University of Maryland campus. 
The event was cosponsored by the Hillel Foundation, the 
Student Union Program board and the University program 
board, and it was open to the public. 
The September 24, 1974 issue of the University of 
Maryland's daily student paper, "Diamondback," contained a 
10-inch long by 5-inch wide advertisement announcing that 
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Bella Abzug would be speaking that evening. According to 
questionnaires completed by two people who attended the 
speech, the ballroom was "large [and) fairly ornate." It 
seated about 1200-1500 people. 36 Two people who attended 
the event estimated that 350-400 people were there. A third 
respondent felt the total was closer to 750. 37 In any 
event, the ballroom was probably filled to about a third of 
its capacity. 
According to Rabbi Saks, director of the Hillel 
Foundation, Bella Abzug was asked to speak by the Foundation. 
During an interview with the Rabbi, he was asked how the 
decision had been reached to ask Bella Abzug to speak. He 
replied that a list of politicians had been compiled, including 
such people as Ted Kennedy and Scoop Jackson. Bella Abzug 
was the only one to reply that she could speak on the night 
the Hillel people requested. 
It is important to note that the University of Maryland 
campus is located in College Park, Maryland, which is approxi-
mately a twenty minute drive from the Capitol and other 
government buildings. Therefore, the ~ain purpose of the 
list was to find a prominent politician who would be in town 
on the day requested. 
The audience was largely composed of students who 
. were Jewish, but not affiliated with the Hillel Foundation. 
36
Rabbi Saks, private interview, College Park, Maryland, 
December 22, 1976. 
37 d' 9 Appen ~X A, p. . 
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There was ge ne r a l agreeme nt a mong a ll respondents tha t the 
event was we ll publicized. Yet none of those inte rviewed 
f elt t hat the r e wa s any unus u a l s e n se of excite me nt or 
' ' ' b b I ' k 38 ant1 c 1pat1on a out A zu g s com1ng to spe a . 
As t h e adve rtisement indicat e d, the s peech wa s supp osed 
to b e gin at 8 : 00 p.m. Bella Ab z ug a rrived one hour late. 
Howe v e r, she did not l e ave the minute she finished, but too k 
questions f rom the audie nce . She addre s sed her audie nce 
from a pla t f orm a nd she used a l ecturn . And as it ha s 
b e come he r trademark, she wore a hat on this occasion as 
well. 
When interviewing Rabbi Saks, he was asked if he knew 
of any political motivation for h e r acce ptance of the invita -
tion to speak. (She didn't rece i ve an honora rium.) He said 
no, since none of the people at this Maryla nd function would 
have any connection with her New York district. And he 
couldn't think of any specific issue she was promoting at 
that time which would have b e nefitted by gaining the support 
of h e r audience. However, a revie w of the speech which 
appeared in the student newspape r the next day indicated 
that Abzug threw her support to female candidates including 
Barbara Mikulski, opposing incumbent Maryland Senator Char l es 
Mathias, Idamae Garrott who was running for county executive 
of Mongtomery County, and Glady s Spellman, who was seeking 
38Rabb1' Sa ks, Op . Cit. 
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Maryland's sixth district's congressional seat. 39 Since 
Abzug h e lped found the Women's Caucus, which was developed 
to lend support to women running for public office, it is 
very probabl e that one of the reasons Bella Abzug agreed to 
speak to the University of Maryland was because it provided 
an opportunity to show her support for these women candidates. 
Bella Abzug's opening comments appear to be appropriate 
ones in her attempt to gain the acceptance of her audience. 
She began with reference to the rumor that campuses have 
.· 
become inactive and then proceeds to comment: 
I'm proud to be on a campus that has played 
such an active role in trying to bring a real 
end to U.S. involvement in Indonesia, and is 
now reject.ing President Ford's phony "Clemency 
Plan" and demandini real amnesty, universal 
and unconditional. 0 
It is likely that her audience (largely composed of 
students) would find these comments complimentary. In 
addition, Abzug's demand for an unconditional and universal 
amnesty was an actively advor.ated issue by many students 
across the country. Abzug further develops her stand on 
amnesty by remarking that Ford "grants an unpardonable 
pardon to his predecessor and considers pardoning all the 
other crooks involved in Watergate - while refusing amnesty 
to the young men who followed their conscience to Canada, to 
jail, to the underground." 41 Once again Abzug's statements 
39
wilens, Patricia, "Mother Courage: Abzug Throws a Few 
Punches for Equality," The Diamondback (September 25, 1974). 
40 d. 12 Appen lX B, p. . 
41Ibid. 
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are ones that the audience would find easy to affirm. At 
the time of this address much of the country was still 
surprised and outraged about Ford's granting of a full 
pardon to Nixon a few weeks before. 
Then Abzug asserts that it isn't true that there is 
nothing "we 11 can do about it, "You in your way and I in mine 
can do plenty. It is public outcry that finally r eaches the 
42 ears of a President and a Congres s... She proceeds to 
elicit furthe r a cceptance from her audience when she remarks, 
,• 
You have said a loud no to justice that 
isn't blind. Justice whose scales are 
weighte d with money and power. Keep right 
on saying it.43 
It's difficult to envision an American audience who 
would have trouble supporting s uch a statement . It would 
seem appare n t tha t the maj ority of Ameri cans want t o believe 
tha t our system of jus tice is not solely dependent o n who 
has the mone y and power . 
In describing wha t h e r part is (what she has done 
about these issues) , Bella Abzug mentions t hat she introduced 
a resolution of inquiry into the conditions unde r which 
Nixon's pardon was granted. At this point the text of her 
speech indicates that she ad libbed about the hearings she 
had bee n involve d with during the day. The text doesn't 
contain any notes conce rning what she ad libbed, but an 
42
Ibid. 
43 d ' 13 Appe n 1X B, p. . 
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article , "Mother Courage: Abzug throws a few punches for 
equality ,'' by Patricia Wilens sheds some light on what 
remarks Abzug made: 
Abzug's questions were forwarded to the 
Preside nt in preparation for today ' s committee 
hearings on the r esolution. Ford returned a 
batch of old press releases in reply .... 
Abzug called for a speedy approval of the 
resolution to d emand specific answers from 
Ford. 'There are a lot of suspicions about 
what kind of a deal was made. Watergate is 
still unfinished business,' she added.44 
Thus, it appears that she was discussing issues which 
were easy for her audience to associate with. And at this 
point, it seems probable that her audience was beginning to 
feel consubstantial with her attitudes and actions concerning 
Watergate, Nixon's pardon and the issue of universal and 
unconditional clemency. 
Next, she addressed herself to the topic of women's 
rights. She mentioned the three Maryland women who were 
currently running for the various offices within the state. 
Since the audience was composed largely of students , both 
men and women, she may not have found the men to be as 
accepting of her assumption that the me n were enlightened 
enough to support the women's campaigns. 
Her transition from talking about women in general to 
discussing Jewish women in particular should have helped her 
establish a sense of commonality with her audience. Since a 
44
Wilens, Patricia, Op. Cit., September 25, 1974. 
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large part of the audie nce was Jewish, this would seem 
particularly true when she mentioned that despite the fact 
that there is a total of a dozen Jews in the House of 
Re pre sentatives: 
The House r ecognized the Jewish Holidays . 
one tiny indicat~on of the diffe r e nces a few 
people can make. 5 
She became more specific about the rights of Jewi~h 
women when she stated, 
I personally am very pleased that more 
and more Jewish women are asking questions 
about their rights. . . asking such 
fundamental questions as why a woman cannot 
be counted in a minyan ... . why can't 
women be Rabbis? And of course now we 46 have the first woman Rabbi, Sally Preisand. 
Abzug continued this trend of thought by recounting her own 
experience when she'd accompanied he r grandfather to the 
synagogue. He was proud of he r ability to quickly l earn the 
Hebrew ritual and prayers and he'd have her r eci .t e them to 
his friends, but once she finishe d rec iting , she ' d have to 
47 
. go and sit in the balcony wi~h the women. The se state-
me nts about the rights of J ewish women would have bee n easy 
for many of the Jewish and non-Jewish women in the audience 
to support. However, it is difficult to dete rmine whe ther 
45 d ' 14 Appen 1X B, p. . 
46
Appe ndix B, p. 15. Note: A minyan is the minimum 
number of people necessary to hold a Jewish prayer meeting. 
Women are not include d in the count . 
47A d ' 15 ppen 1x B, p. • 
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or not the me n in the audience would have been very responsive 
to this topic. 
It is interesting t o note tha t the analysis which 
appeared in the student paper the following day stressed 
Bella Abzug ' s comme nts concerning Nixon's pardon and women ' s 
. ht 48 r1.g s . Yet, neither r esponde nt from the Hille l Foundati o n 
mentioned women ' s rights as one of the topics which Bella 
Abzug covered. And she did spend a good portion of the 
speech addr essing issues of concern t o women. 
After commenting on the rights of Jewish women , she 
broadens her appeal with a statement of concerns which her 
audience would readily share : 
It is people like you in the audience who 
are concerned with soci a l we l fa r e problems, with 
the increasingly desperate nee ds of the aged, 
the sick a nd the ha ndicapped, the poor - and 
especially with ext ending helping hands to those 
hopeful i~~igrants who come t o Israel and those 
who would emigrate but cannot.49 
Membe rs of any audie nce composed of students woul d 
find these conce rns easy to accept. She adds to this support 
by indicating that Kissinge r was close to r e aching an under-
standing with the Sov iet Union providi.ng freer emigration of 
Jews from that country. Once again she indicates her active 
involveme nt: 
You might like to know that I am one of 
thirty New York Congresspersons who have 
"adopted" a prisoner of conscie nce, Piotr 
Pinkhasov, one of those who has been jaile d 
48 '1 . . W1. e ns, Patr1.c1.a, Op. Cit ., September 25, 1974. 
49A d ' 17 ppe n 1.x B, p. . 
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simply because they applied for permission 
to leave the Soviet Union. . . . In addition 
to letters to Richard Nixon and Leonid 
Breshnev, I have made calls to the Soviet 
Union and to our state department, as con-
ditions indicated . 50 
Up to this point in the address, the audience was 
quiet. They didn't acclaim loudly, rather they listened 
politely. According to Rabbi Saks, Bella Abzug seemed 
unsure about how "to address the audience - as a group of 
Jews or as a group of students . " 51 However, none of the 
other respondents mentioned anything similar, nor was there 
any mention of it in an article which appeared in the student 
newspaper the day after the speech. 
Following the discussion of the Soviet Union's attitude 
toward Soviet Jews, Bella Abzug began a discussion concerning 
future energy sources. 52 Her position concerning energy is 
one against the use of nuclear reactors while those looking 
for new energy sources overlook potentials, such as solar 
and geothermal energy. Obviously, such a position is . a very 
popular one with many college students throughout the country, 
to the extent that groups have formed to fight the increased 
use of nuclear power . Therefore it is a helpful topic in 
establishing a solid connection between Bella Abzug and 
50A d' 18 ppen 1x B, p. . 
51Rabbi Saks, private interview, December 22, 1976. 
52Be11a Abzug must have ad1ibbed at this point in the 
address, as parts of the text are crossed out and designated, 
"omit. '' Thus , there. is no transition if she picked up where 
the text begins again. 
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members of her audience . According to t he interview with 
Rabbi Saks , the audience started responding enthusiastically 
once Bella Abzug dealt with topics of concern to all Americans . 
Therefore it is J.ikely that Abzug achieved identification 
with her audience at this point in the address. 
Developing this topic , she adds to her credibility by 
discussing how the u.s. , although a party to the non-
proliferation Treaty , has supplied other nations with nuclear 
reactors for peaceful purposes : 
But scientists tell us repeatedly t hat there 
can be no clear distinction between peaceful 
and military nuc l ear explosions ; any nuclear 
material can be converted to mi l itary use.53 
Fol lowing this statement, she tells of the case of 
Mr . Nixon signing a preli minary agreement that previous June 
to sell both Egypt and Israel nuclear weapons ! 
To me - and to many others, in and out of 
Congress - it seemed the height of madness to 
introduce nuclear weapons into the Middle East 
s i tuation . 54 
Once again this is an opinion which should have been easi l y 
accepted by every member of the audience. 
Abzug's comments declaring t hat she is one of the 
most vocal supporter s of. genuine aid to Israel would not be 
l ost on her audience, and her next statement does much to 
establ ish her consubstantiality . She states that, "Again, 
s tudents ' and women ' s groups are in the vanguard of this 
struggle against nuc l ear proliferat ion. "55 
53[:\ d' . ppen 1x B, p . 20 . 
54 A d . ppen 1x B, p . 21. 
55 
Appendix B, P · 24 . 
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She concludes h e r a ddre ss by urging her audience to 
participate in the political process , men and wome n alike: 
After all it i s , as you ' re tired o f being 
told - your world. Your generation will be 
left with t he r esults of de ci s ions that 
politicians are making now. You must join 
the m, to make sure that the right deci s ions 
are ma de. 5 6 
During his interview , Rabbi Saks stated that the 
audienc e was rather quiet. They lis t ened politely, but they 
did get enthusiastic about h e r ideas concerning the issue of 
private rights y s. government , particularly in r egard to 
nuclear proliferation and human rights . Thus, it seems 
like l y that she did obtain ide ntificat ion with h e r audience 
by the e nd of the speech . 
In reviewing her addre ss, it appears Be lla Abzug 
employed three strategies to obtain ide ntification with her 
audie nce. The three strategies are: 1) the strategy of 
exhortation, 2) the strategy of indignation, and 3) the 
str~tegy of activism. 
Her use of the strategy of exhortation is evide nt 
throughout the speech. Bella Abzug employs this strategy 
from the moment she begins delivering her address, when she 
discusses her opinions concerning u.s. involvement in Indo-
china, and Ford's "phony 'clemency plan.'" As she states: 
It's time for this country to put that 
horrible war behind us, to cut off military 
aid to the dictator in South Vietnam.57 
56 Ibid. 
57A d' 12 ppen ~x B, p. . 
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This strategy is evident again when she remarks that students 
have said a loud no to justice that isn't blind. Her use of 
exhortation is evident in her discussion of the three women 
running for offices on the federal, state and county levels. 
It is certainly apparent in Rella Abzug's discussion of 
women, when she declares: 
Women are coming on strong this year in races 
for offices at all levels. . . . They're saying, 
women might do better , and they certainly can ' t 
do worse. Young people , blacks, minorities, 
rnight do better. At least they would help make 
Congress. truly representative, ~nich j.t's a 
long way from being at present. 
This employment of the strategy of exhortation is 
further evidenced when Abzug recounts her discussion with 
Richard Goldhurst, the son of Harry Golden, who, together 
with his father, was gathering material for a book on Jewish 
life. After a hundred or so interviews with Jewish leaders, 
the authors would always be referred to someone else , but 
none of the men interviewed suggested they interview a 
Jewish woman. Abzug continues her strategy by developing 
her exhortation , concerning women, into a broad category of 
"concerned people :" 
It is people like you in this audience who 
are concerned with social welfare problems, 
with the increasingly desperate needs of the 
aged, the sick and handicapped, the poor - and 
especially with extending hands to those hope-
ful immigrants who come to Israel, and those 
who would emigrate but can not. 5 9 
SBA d. 13 14 ppen 1x B, pp. - . 
59A d" 17 ppen 1x B, p~ . 
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Along with this transition to a discussion of Soviet 
citizens (largely Jewish) who wish to emigrate, her strategy 
of exhortation continues. Abzug tells of Kissinger's attempts 
at reaching a understanding with the Soviet Union: 
"\'le are moving toward an unde rstanding " he 
said, "that should significantly diminish 
the obstacles to emigcation and ease the 
hardship of prospective emigrants." 
Though he gave no details, it has been 
reported that the compromise would allow 
the ye arly emigration of at least 60,000 
Jews and other persons , which would be 
almost twice as wany as were permitted to 
l eave this year. 
The next topic she discusses, while employing her 
strategy of exhortation, is her discussion of nuclear power 
and nuclear weapons and, finally, she ends her strategic use 
of exhortation by stating: 
After all it is, as you're tired of being 
told - your world. Your generation will be 
left with the r e sults of de cisions that 
politicians are making now.61 
Abzug also implements her strategy of indignation 
very effectively in the beginning of her speech when she 
declares: 
He [Ford] grants an unpardonable pardon to his 
predecessor and considers pardoning all the 
other crooks involved in Watergate - while 
refusing amnesty to the young men who 
followed their conscience to Canada, to jail, 
to the underground.62 
60
rbid. 
61 d' 24 Appen 1X B, p. • 
62 b'd 12 I 1 I p. . 
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We see this strategy employed a short time later when 
Abzug discusses the subject of a justice which isn't blind: 
"Justice whose scales are weighte d with money and power . " 
Her strategy of indignation appears again in he r 
di scu ssion of nuclear proliferation: 
Meanwhile in our frenzy to develop ene rgy 
sources, we are overlooking s u c h poten tials 
as solar and geothermal energy , and planning 
more a nd more nuclear r eactors, with r eckl e ss 
regard of the consequences . 63 
As Bella Abzug discusses this topic of nuc l e ar p r o life ra -
.· 
tion , her indignation is readily apparent. She specifically 
discusses the u.s. gove rnment ' s consideration of selling 
we apons to the Egyptians and the Israe lis: 
To me - and to many others , in and out of 
Congress - it seems the height of madness to 
introduce nuclear weapons into the Middle 
East situation.64 
She developed this theme further by noting that these agree-
ments would not even involve the inadequate protection 
aff~rded to reactors here: 
We need to know exactly what is stipula ted 
in the agreements. For example,~ow shall we 
ensure the sanity and stabil ity - and the 
pol itical l e anings - of those who would be 
guarding the plants , trucks , trains, ships 
and planes containing lethal material . 65 
As she concludes her remarks concerning the sale of 
n uclear weapons to other count ries, she ends her use of the 
63A d ' ppen 1 x B, p . 19. 
64A d' ppen 1x B, p. 21. 
65A d' ppen 1x B, p. 23 . 
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strategy of indignation . She states , "I cannot stand by and 
watch while we sell arms - and nuclear capabi.lity - to both 
sides , in many conflicts. " 6 6 
The final strategy she successfully uses in the 
delivery of her speech is the strategy of activism . Abzug 
employs this strategy almost immediately in her speech when 
she comments , in response to her condemnation of Ford's 
refusal to grant universal and unconditional amnesty while 
he pardons Nixon, "But it isn't true that there's nothing we 
can do about it. You in your way and I in mine can do 
plenty." 67 
Next she me ntions , "For my part , I introduced a 
r esolution inquiring into the conditions under which the 
Nixon pardon was granted ."68 Abzug is l etting her audience 
know that she is not the kind of person to let something 
such as an "unpardonable pardon" occur without doing something 
about it. It is at this stage in her speech that she empl oys 
her strategy of activism, whi l e she ad libs concerning what 
happened during the committee meetings she was involved with 
earlier in the day. 
When she discusses her attitudes concerning women's 
rights and women in politics, Abzug mentions that she is 
pleased that more and more Jewish women are asking questions 
66 Ibid. 
67A d' ppen J.X B, p . 
68Ibid, p. 13. 
12. 
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about their rights. Once again she employs her strategic 
use of activism, as she clearly demonstrates her involveme nt: 
"Last year in New York I had the gratifying experience of 
taking part in the first National Conference on the role of 
women in Jewish life." 69 
The strategy of activism is evident a little later in 
the speech when Abzug introduces the issue of the harassment 
suffered by Soviet Jews who wish to emigrate, as she illus-
trates her active participation in the issue: 
You might like to know that I am one of the 
thirty New York Congresspersons who have 
"adopted" a prisoner of conscience - one of 
those who has been jailed simply because they 
applied for permission to leave the Soviet 
Union. . . . In addition to letters to Richard 
Nixon and Leonid Breshnev, I have made calls to 
the Soviet Union and to our state department, 
as indicated.70 
When Abzug discusses the issues of nuclear prolifera-
tion and agreements to sell nuclear arms, it becomes evident 
that her reaction is to do more than just talk: 
To me - and to others, in and out of Congress -
it seemed the height of madness to introduce 
nuclear weapons into the Middle East situation. 
I introduced a resolution of inquiry - which 
being privileged requires immediate answer -
raising questions about these agreements .•.. 
I cannot stand by and watch while we sell arms -
and nuclear capability - to both sides, in many 
conflicts.71 
69 Ibid, p. 14. 
70 Ibid, p. 18. 
71Ibid, p. 23. 
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Abzug conclude s her s trategy of activism by asserting 
that it is up to her audience " ... to participate in the 
l 't' 1 11 f d l' k u
72 po 1 1ca process - a o you , me n an wome n a 1 e . 
It does appear that s he was successful in gaining 
acceptance for herse lf and her programs, although this 
identification with her a udience did not occur early in the 
speech. Thi s is supported by Rabbi Saks' remarks that the 
audience was a rather quiet, polite audi ence for the first 
part of the address, but became an enthusiastic one towards 
.· 
the end. The article which appeared in the school newspaper 
the following day indicated the likelihood t h a t the female 
students in the audience were experiencing consubsta ntiality 
with Ms. Abzug prior to some of the male students, as the 
women were more likely to be supportive of Ms. Abzug 's views 
conce rning the rights of women. 
In analyzing this speech by Bella Abzug, we can 
ide ntify the following elements and thus gain some unde r-
standing of what view of the world Bella Abzug would have 
her audience accept. 
The Act: 
The Scene: 
72Ibid, p. 24. 
Bella Abzug's speech delivered to 
students of the University of Maryland. 
The _ grand ballroom at the Stude nt Union 
at the University of Maryland, College 
Park, Maryland, September 24, 1974. 
The event was sponsored by the Hillel 
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Foundation, the Stude nt Union Program 
Board and the University Program Board. 
The Agent: Bella Abzug . 
The Age ncy: De livery of the speech. 
The Purpose: To gain identification with h e r audience , 
concerning her beliefs and a ttitudes 
towards nuclear proliferation, the 
human rights of Soviet Jews, women's 
rights, and the necess ity of student 
involveme nt in the political process. 
In identifying these elements, it b ecomes apparent 
that Bella Abzug ordered them, so that the Agent became the 
controlling element . 
From comments made by Rabbi Saks, Director of the 
Hillel Foundation, it is obvious that his Foundation was 
interested in obtaining a speaker who was well known nation-
ally and who would be someone students would like to hear. 
As was so well expressed in the article, "Mother Courage: 
Abzug throws a few punches for equality,'' by Patricia Wilens: 
The Congresswoman from New York is 
well-known for her activism in women's 
rights and peace movements, her out-
spokenness and her hats.73 
Interviewing Rabbi Saks, he admitted that it was very 
likely that many of ·the students who attended Abzug's address 
73W'l . . . ~ens, Patr~c~a, Op. C~t., September 25, 1974. 
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were drawn to the event because they expected a show. He 
said, " .•• and she never disappointed them." 74 He also 
stated that she makes her points about current issues and 
these points don't get lost as a result of her style. 
In another interview, the respondent was less charita-
ble, but illustrated that Bella Abzug, as agent, was a 
prominently featured element in the description of the world 
view she would have her audience accept. When asked what 
the respondent remembered most about the whole occasion, he 
75 replied, "She vias very impressed with herself." All 
respondents made reference to another aspect of Abzug's 
address which seems to indicate the featuring of agent. 
When asked if parts of her speech were humorous, one respon-
dent replied, "Yes, she acted as if [she were) doing a 
nightclub bit."76 And another remarked that her Jewish 
. . . . 77 rem1n1scences were entertalnlng. 
The agent as controlling element in the speech seems 
apparent when considering that one of the strategies she 
used in her attempt at obtaining consubstantiality with her 
audience was her strategy of activism. She tells her audience 
throughout the speech (the act) what she has done to help 
change situations she feels are bad or what she has done to 
74Rabbi Saks, Op. Cit., December 22, 1976. 
75 d' Appen 1x A, p. 10. 
76A d' ppen 1x A, p. 12. 
77 d' Appen 1x A, p . 7. 
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promote issues and p rograms she supports. This is see n in 
the be ginning of the speech in her discussion of such issues 
as student protest to the unpardonable pardon of Nixon, 
Ford' s refusa l to grant universal and unconditiona l amnesty, 
he r attitudes towards the rights of women, the issue of 
nuclear proliferation and the human rights of Soviet J e ws. 
In vie wing her arrival at the scene , the featuring of 
Age nt is apparent once a gain . All respondents confirmed 
that she was an hour l a te in arriving a nd in initiating the 
delive ry of her address (agency). She also concluded her 
appearance by taking questions from the audience once she 
finished the address. 
In assessing the event, the responde nts we re asked if 
the re was much discussion about Bella Abzug and her speech 
after the event and, if so, what was the g e neral drift of 
the comments. One responde nt replied, "no real discussion 
that I recall on content, some brief comment on her style." 78 
Thus, it appears that while this individual felt there was 
only a brief comment on her style, Bella Abzug, agent, 
received more mention than the purpose she addressed. 
Finally, it becomes evident that in her address at 
the University of Maryland, Bella Abzug would have her 
audience accept man as capable of responding to his world in 
a very direct and effective way, as she does through her 
strategic use of exhortation, indignation and activism. 
78A - d. 7 ppen 1x A, p. . 
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As has been mentioned previously in this study, the 
speaker's attitude s and rhetorical strategies flow from a 
single substance. In her address to the University of 
Maryland students , Bella Abzug employs famili a l substance. 79 
Considering he r strategic use of exhortation, indignation 
and activism, a long with her featuring of the Agent, familial 
substance is a consistent basis for he r political philosophy 
within which all of her arguments should be consistent. And 
familial s ubstance can be 11 Spiritualized 11 to include social 
; 
and national groups and beliefs. This is interesting for 
the following r easons. 
Be lla Abzug did have difficulty in finding the right 
approach to her audience and there are several things which 
might help to explain this situation. First of all the 
actual text of the speech is titled, 11 Speech by Congresswoman 
Bella Abzug to Hillel Foundation, University of Maryland, 
September 24, 1974. 11 In fact, this event was not simply a 
Hillel Foundation affair, but rather a joint sponsorship 
which also included the student union program board and the 
University program board. 80 The event was also open to the 
public as well. Therefore, it would seem likely that Abzug 
n\ade the assumption that she would be addressing a group of 
79 
FAMILIAL SUBSTANCE stresses common ancestry in the 
strictly biological sense, as lateral descent from maternal 
or paternal sources. Often this concept of family is "spirit-
ualized, .. so as to include social and natioanl groups and 
beliefs. 
80 d' 9 Appen lX A, p . • 
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rather conservative, J ewi s h students. In r e ality, however, 
mor e diverse groups attended . (One respondent i ndicated 
that more nonaffiliated students attended .) Thus , her 
J e wish r eminiscences did not solicit the support s he could 
normal ly have expected; howe ver , once the famili al substance 
was spiritua li zed to include the l a rge r social and national 
group of stude nts, and the belie fs the y would support, the 
r e sponse to he r address became enthus i astic. 81 Thus, when 
she discussed the b roader topics of nuclear proliferation 
and the human ~ights of Soviets who are pre v e nte d from 
emigrating, as well as he r di s cussion o f the need fo r all 
students to get involve d in the political process , she 
achieved consubs tantiality. 
The r e is s o me question as to how muc h of he r a udience 
she establis hed a sense of commonality with earlier in the 
address when she discussed women's rights , but narrowed the 
topic to a long discussion of the role of J e wish women . 82 
Abzug doe s u se the proper substance for this particular 
address. She is ve ry successful in her strategic use of 
activism which is so strongly dependent on a familial sub-
stance. It is by accepting a familial context that all of 
the audience can be calle d upon by the agent to become 
81Rabbi Saks, Op. Cit., December 22, 1976 . 
82 rt must also b e note d tha t it ' s not unreasona ble to 
assume tha t since the one r espond e nt who noted less enthusiasm 
in the b eg inning of the speech was a ma l e Rabbi , h e might have 
b een e xpressing his p e rso na l r eaction more accurately than the 
r eactions of the r e st of the students . 
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involved, ~o participate in the political process which 
governs all of her audience. And by the end of the speech , 
Abzug has established identification with most of her audience 
and has taken he r audience through the stages necessary to 
convince them to express acceptance of her course of action. 
In other words , Abzug effectively takes her audience through 
the dramatistic stages of guilt, purification and redemption. 
The first stage of the dramatistic process is evident 
in that most students must feel guilt since they are partici-
pants in a government whose leader (President Ford) granted 
Nixon a full pardon a few weeks earlier while refusing to 
consent to a universal and unconditional amnesty for those 
"who followed their conscience to Canada, to jail, to the 
underground.~ Regardless of individual feelings about 
Nixon's pardon, when that issue is juxtaposed with the issue 
of amnesty, it's difficult to explain away . 
The audience's guilt is made apparent in Abzug's dis-
cussion of the few numbers of women in Congress and that 
upon Abzug's election to Congress, "There had only been one 
other Jewish woman member in the entir.e history of our 
Congress." 83 
It is likely that the audience felt guilt in the dis-
cussion of the Soviet citizens who would like to emigrate , 
but are unable to do so. And it is very likely that her 
83A d' 14 ppen 1x B, p. . 
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audience felt guilty during the discussion of nuclear pro-
liferation and the tentative agreement to sell nuclear 
reactors to both Egypt and Israel: 
It see med the height of madness to 
introduce nuclear weapons into the 
Middle East situation.84 
At this point, Abzug brought her audience into the 
second stage, the stage of purification. This was accom-
plished by picturing her audience as victims, using governme nt 
as the scapegoat and, thereby, cancelling their guilt. In 
response to the statement about Ford pardoning Nixon, she 
asserts that it is public outcry that finally reaches the 
ears of a President and a Congress: "You have said a loud 
no to justice that isn't blind." 85 In her discussion of 
women's rights, she states her view that, in effect, people 
are tired of being victims " ... of the same old faces [in 
politics and government], the same old words.•• 86 
One of her strongest appeals to the victimage of the 
audience occurs when Abzug describes the situation concerning 
nuclear proliferation, particularly in the Middle East. In 
trying to find out the whole story about these agreements, 
Bella Abzug introduced a resolution of inquiry. In response 
to the resolution, the State Department's undersecretary 
Joseph Sisco was sent to represent the administration's 
position at hearings of a House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee. 
84A d' 21 ppen 1x B, p. . 
85
rbid, p. 13. 
86Ibid. 
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The weaknesses in the agreement, which he acknowledged, plus 
Abzug's statement that "The committee agreed with me that 
Mr. Siscus' answers were not responsive" 87 would s e em to be 
sufficient remarks to allow an audience, comprised largely 
of students, to view themselves as victims of governme ntal 
control. Afte r establishing this second stage in the process, 
which allows the m purification, she brings her audie nce into 
the third stage - redemption. 
Throughout the speech she has emphasized the importance 
, ' 
of the public's involvement in government. Abzug asserts 
that it is through each individual doing his and her part 
that these evils can be averted or r8solved. Thus, she 
illustrates that by following the course of action she has 
suggested, redemption will be obtained. For example, in the 
very beginning of the speech, she urges public outcry about 
the pardon of Nixon, but the refusal of Ford to grant an 
universal and unconditional amnesty. She stresses this 
third stage when she insists that it is the public's outcry 
which was causing Kissinger to reach an understanding with 
the Soviet Union, an understanding which will provide for 
freer emigration of Jews from that country. 
She concludes the third stage when she emphasizes 
that students' and women's groups (in the vanguard of this 
struggle against nuclear proliferation) are springing up all 
over the country. She shows what they can do to obtain 
87A d' 22 ppen 1x B, p. . 
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redemption by stating, "I urge you to form such groups and 
to make your views known." 88 
She continues: 
Beyond that, I urge you to participate in 
the political process - all of you me n and 
wome n alike. To give up on the political 
system just now, when it's b e ginning to 
change, is to cop out. If you don't want 
the politicians using your money to buy death 
and doomsda~ - then become politicians 
yourselves. 9 
Abzug was successful in her attempt to gain accept-
ance for her purpose--her course of action. In an editorial 
written for the Univer s ity of Maryland's student newspaper 
entitled, "You Live Here," the success of Abzug's appeal 
during her address becomes apparent: 
Bella reappeared Tuesday night at the Student 
Union, wearing the same tired dress as on 
that first day I saw her, in less than two 
hours convinced me that she's not a comic-
strip character or a buffoon. On the 
contrary, I found myself thinking that Ms. 
Abzug was something that had never existed 
for me: a public spokesman (spokeswoman, 
spokesperson, whatever) with whom I felt 
a kinship. · I trusted her.90 
The student continued with an appeal to out-of-state 
students to take advantage of the opportunity to register on 
campus to vote locally: 
88Ibid, p. 22. 
89rbid. 
90
silver, Sheila, "You Live Here," The Diamondback, 
(September 27, 1974). 
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" If you'd only use your voice," said Ms . 
Abzug, "you young people could b e the 
balance of power ... the big job i s who 
we ' re going to be putting into office in 
this country ." 91 
As the student continued: 
It wasn ' t mere campaign talk . Bella won ' t 
be running from the College Park [Maryland ) 
district. She doesn ' t need your vote. 92 
She was extolling your potential. , not hers. 
Sheila Silver then urges students to vote and empha-
sizes the influence a student body the size of the University 
of Maryland's could h ave on a small district, such as College 
Park : The students could form a block which would insure 
respons ive r epresentation. 
Conclusion 
The methodology e mployed in the analys is of this 
address indicates several things. While Bella Abzug may have 
been misinformed concerning the type of audience s h e would 
address, her speech did receive enthus iastic response by the 
e nd , indicating that she did obtain ide ntificat ion with her 
audience . Her strategic use of e xhortation , indignation and 
activi s m was an important reason for the consubstantiality 
Abzug experienced . 
An examination of the pentadic e l ements named in the 
speech implied that the elements were ordered in a way, so 





Agent, Bella Abzug, was the featured element, the use of 
familial substance was indicated as the context for her 
political philosophy . Finally, by tracing the three stages 
of dramatistic process , the critic found indications that 
Abzug did establish suffici ent cause for her audience to 
exper ience guilt which she then characterized as victimage. 
Thus, she shifted the blame and allowed her audience to 
experience purification. At that point, she eased them into 
the third stage in order to gain their approval of he r 
policies and actions. The editorial in the student news-
paper, ''You Live He re," seems to indicate that Bella Abzug 
was successful and effective in fulfilling her primary 
motive: to impress students with the knowledge that they 
need to b e come involved in the political process, and to 
continue to organize, as they have done so successfully in 
the past. 
III. Speech to The Johns Hopkins University, 4/ 14/75 
Bella Abzug's appearance at The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity was well publicized. Several weeks prior to the speech 
The Johns Hopkins University's Office of Public Information 
issued a press release to the community giving the date and 
time of the speech. It also mentioned that the program 
would be open to the public without charge. It gave some 
background information concerning Bella Abzug. The press 
release description of her stated: 
A vocal proponent of the women's political 
movement, Mrs. Abzug has been active in 
progressive activities for many years. 
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While still a freshman member of Congress, 
she sponsored or introduced over 100 bills 
on peace and foreign policy, women's rights, 
urban affairs, housing, the environment, 
civil liberties , consumerism, s ocial security, 
crime, and narcotics control.93 
On April 11, 1975, The Johns Hopkins University's 
student newspaper ran an article by Jan Hammerman entitled , 
111 Next Step' Features Bella Abzug." This article informed 
the student body that Bella Abzug would be the next speaker 
in a series entitled "Next Step: A Festival of Women." The 
s e ries was sponsored by the Women's Center at the Johns 
Hopkins University and as the lecture coordinator, Virginia 
Donovan said: 
"Abzug was invite d so that Next Step would 
have a good balance of speake rs: (Ge rmaine ] 
Greer on literature, Margaret Mead on social 
science, and Bella on politics."94 
The article also noted that originally Barbara 
Jordan was to b e the political speaker, but she was un-
available at that time. Donovan added that the Women's 
Center had attempted to bring Abzug to Hopkins for the past 
three years. 95 The Johns Hopkins University is located in 
Baltimore, Maryland. It is approximately a forty-five 
minute drive from the Capitol in Washington, D.C. to the 
93 d' 17 Appen 1X A, p. . 
94 
Hammerman, Jan, "'Next Step' Features 
Abzug", The Hopkins Newsletter (Vol. LXXIX: 
Friday, April 11, 1975), p. 3. 
95 rbid. 
Bella 
No. 4 4, 
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University in Baltimore, Md. Therefore , it is not unusual 
that Bella Abzug would agree to participate in the series, 
as long as she was in town. 
The article continue d giving background information 
on Bella Abzug: 
Long a proponent of a more active role for 
women in national politics, Abzug helped to 
establish the National Women's Caucus and 96 
has spoken on this topic at several colleges. 
The l ead paragraph of the article indicated that the 
speech would be . held in Shriver Hall at 8 p.m. on Monday, 
Apri l 14, 1975. The issue of Vietnam and her opposition to 
military aid for the Lon Nol and Thieu governments was 
mentioned, as was the fact that according to "The Almanac of 
Ame rican Politics 11 : 
Abzug is one of the most controversial 
members of Congress, whose support of a 
bill can, at times, cost the sponsor 
twenty or thirty votes.97 
The speech was a major event on campus. The Shriver 
Hall is a huge auditorium which can seat between 11,000-
25,000 people. 98 It has a traditional stage and Bella Abzug 
spoke from behind a lectern, using a microphone. She wore a 
nat and glasses and wore a long sleeved print dress, as well 
as a necklace. 
96 rbid. 
97Ibid. 
98This figure was given during a discussion with 
the office staff of the Office of Public Information, 
Baltimore , Maryland, The Johns Hopkins University, June 22, 
1977. 
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Bella may have a r rived l ate but a t l east she 
arrived, (there was some f ear that s he might 
no t) ... . Te l evision , radio, ne ws p ape r people 
puttered around expectantly , everyon e WqS 
wa iting for Be lla. 99 
Since the event was part of a seri es concerned with 
women a nd sponsored by the Wome n' s Ce nter , it i s like ly that 
a l a r ge percentage of the a udience that night were female 
students. The speech Abzug delivered to the audience at The 
Johns Hop kins University was r esearc hed a nd written by Mim 
Kelber . 
Be lla Abzug did arrive and she didn ' t disappoint her 
audience. She began her address by r e counting the story 
that when Fis hbai t Miller, the House doorkeeper , asked her 
to r e move he r hat, s he replied with a s exual directive . She 
stat e d that this s t ory was untruG. She told her audience 
h h b . h h t 100 w y s e egan wear1ng e r a . The n her t o n e c ha nges , as 
she stat es : 
99 
But I ne ver insisted on wearing a h a t on the 
floor of the house . It ' s against the rules. 
If I ' m going to break any rules , they have to 
b e important one s.lOl 
Gallagher , Pa trice , "She ' s Strong, She ' s Inv incible , 
She ' s Bella , " The Hopkins Newsletter (Vol. LXXIX: No. 45, 
Tuesday, April 15, 1975) , p . 3. 
100
she b e g an wearing hats when s h e dis c over e d that 
wheneve r she a nd other me mbe rs of her law firm sat with a 
group of c lie nts , ine vitab ly someone wou l d turn to her and 
send he r to get coffee. Once she put on h e r hat , they 
recogniz e d h e r as a lawyer, not as a secretary . 
lOlA d' 2 ppen 1x B, p . 5 . 
( 
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In her bid to gain the support of her audience, Abzug 
recounts the issues of her initial race for Congress in 
1970: 
I ran as a peace activist, a community activist, 
as a woman, as one who challenged the insane 
list of government priorities that places war 
and corporate interests ahead of human needs. 
I was s ome thing of a rare breed then. But now 
I have some help.l02 
It is extremely like ly that this statement would have 
easily gained the affirmation of he r audience, particularly 
' 
an audience coming to listen to a s peech in a series billed 
as "A Festival of Women." 
Developing the idea that now she has some help in 
Congress , as the type of individual in Congress has changed , 
Abzug states: 
Some were not only marching in peace d emon-
strations , but organizing them . Now they •re 
in Congress, and the y•re showing their 
stre ngth and irreve rence for the old ways by 
challenging the seniority system. . . . Many 
subcommi ttee slots and chairma nships have 
opened to more junior members. I am among 
them, holding cha ir of the subcommittee on 103 Governme nt Information and Individual Rights . 
Attacking the s e niority system would be a safe move 
considering Abzug•s audience, as are her comments concerning 
Mr. Colby and Abzug •s discovery that the CIA kept a file on 
her for years before she became active in politics. 
I found to my horror that my activities as 
an American , activities I had thought were 
protected by the first amendment, had been 
102Ibid., p. 26. 
103rbid . 
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of interest to government snoopers as far 
back as 1953 when I was a private citizen 
practicing law.l04 
Her discussion of how she became a suspicious character 
in the eyes of the government could not help but gain the 
affirmation of her audience. In a lengthy list of examples, 
she cites instances which would have seemed to be ludicrous 
to the majority of her audience . For example : 
Another item -- a cablegram from some 
mysterious source in Paris -- reported 
excitedly that I was in Paris meeting 
with the .Vietcong . That certainly was a 
waste of the CIA's and taxpayers ' money. 
They could have gotte n more complete 
information from the newspapers . ... 
Our meetings were widely reported in the 
American and foreign press, and everything 
we did, we did as members of Congress, out 
in the open.lOS 
But beyond this, her tone becomes quite serious when 
she describes finding out that during the 1950 ' s , when she 
was in private law practice , the CIA opened her mail , inter-
cepting and photographing letters that: 
I had written to the Soviet Union in b ehalf 
of clients in inheritance cases. I was 
engaged in private routine legal work tryinq 
to track down r e latives of my American 
clients, and the CIA was engaged in spying 
on me.l06 
It is difficu l t to imagine an audience who would not 
share Bella Abzug's indignation concerning this issue . And 
104Ibid ., p . 28. 




as she states firmly, "This i.s the kind of thing we intend 
1 . h' .. 107 to c ange , 1n t 1s Congress. 
The next issue Bella Abzug discusses concerns priori-
ties in the national budget. Abzug starts right in with the 
assertion that "Presiden·t Ford wants to freeze all the 
programs that help people, while authorizing $105 billion 
for the Pentagon." 108 She develops this topic further, 
giving facts concerning the military bureaucracy and appropri-
ations for new nuclear weapons . 
As she states so convincingly: 
After the U.S. taxpayers have spent more 
than a trillion dollars since World War II 
on national defense, after having reached 
a period when the U.S. is at war with no 
one, after the needs of so many Americans 
have been sacrificed for so many years to 
the insatiable demands of the Pentagon, 
President Ford now wants us to enact the 
highest military budget in the history of 
the United States in war or peace. It 
doesn't make sense.l09 
It is very likely that Abzug's audience affirmed this 
statement very enthusiastically, as at the time of this 
address, campus sentiment, in general, would have supported 
the position that far too much money was being spent on 
national defense . 
If anyone in the audience felt that prosperity depended 
on big spending for armaments, Abzug sets them straight with 
107
Ibid., p. 31. 
108Ibid. 
109
Ibid., p. 32. 
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figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics which il l ustrate 
that a billion dollars spent by the Department of Defense 
produced 75,812 jobs, compared to more than 80 , 000 jobs 
produced by the billion dollars spent by state and local 
gove rnments in health or more than 104,000 jobs produced by 
h t d . 110 t e same amoun spent on e ucat1on . Therefore , the 
following comments Abzug made on the issues of spending 
government money should have been well r eceived by her 
audience: 
.· 
Even more important, spending for health , 
education and manpower training meets 
very r ea l needs of people, whil e buying 
the fancy new weapons systems that we will 
have a lot of missiles and submarines 
lying around . If we don ' t use them, 
they're worthless . If we do use them , 
we ' ll all be dead . lll 
At this stage in the address , it is very probable 
that Abzug had established numerous instances of commonality 
between her b e liefs and programs and those supported by her 
aud=:..ence. When Abzug discusses the main problem in society 
(which she considers to be the maldistribution of the nation's 
wealth and resources) she appears to have established identi-
fication with her audience . She states: 
Two hundred manufacturi ng corporations 
control over two-thirds of all assets 
held by all manufacturing firms. 
Monopoly costs each of us a lot of 





inflation that is burdening working 
people, s mall farmers, small business , 
poor and the e lderly. 
We're going to change all that. 112 
After her assertion that "we're going to change all 
that," Abzug turns the discussion to foreign policy. She 
becomes quite adamant about the need for a reappraisal of 
mistaken policies of the past. Finally, she declares that 
"the worst and most costly mistake in our history, perhaps, 
. . . d h. ,113 was on 1ntervent1on 1n In cc 1na. There can be no doubt 
that her audienbe would s upport her statement, particularly 
after she describes her visits to both Cambodia and South 
Vietnam the previous March. 
Five years ago there was a lovely little 
country called Cambodia. Tonight there is 
a mass of rubble and a nation of refugees. 
Two decades ago there was a lovely land 
called Vietnam. Now there is a mass of 
rubble and a nation in confusion.ll4 
She strengthens her position with the statement that 
a Washington Post article the previous Saturday (Apri~. 12, 
1975) discussed what was happening in Hue and Da Nang. The 
Communists sought to reestablish order quickly and to make 
.sure that public utilities kept working. She continued by 
quoting reporter H.D.S. Greenway's comments that, "Reading 
between the lines one gets an indication that the citizens 
112
rbid. I pp. 32-33. 
113




of Da Nang we r e out looting and robbing the houses of those 
who had l e ft, a nd that the Communi s ts we r e trying to preve nt 
't 11115 l -. Perhaps with a sense of unde rstate me nt, she adds, 
"1'his doe sn't sound like a bloodbath to me. " 116 
She continued he r statements conce rning Vietnam and 
the then c urre nt proble ms with pea c e talks in Pa ris and the 
fact that during he r trip to South Vietnam, "I he ard almo"st 
no support for the dictator [Thie u) ." 117 She al s o note s 
tha t Thie u was not me ntioned in a state me nt made by Ford the 
pre vious Thursday night. Abzug believed that, 
Mr. Ford must be well a ware that Thieu 
is likely to be overthrown by his own 
p e ople. His flat r e fusal to ne gotiate 
with the PRG in spite of the Paris 
agre enent recognizing the PRG as a 
l e gitima te cla imant t.o power--has made 
him the chief obs tacle to negotiations 
and to peace.ll8 
It is probable that Abzug gained further support for her 
position with the following state ment, as Americans were 
very suspe ct of any further ~isleading of the public or 
deliberate withholding of information on the part of govern-
ment officials, as a result of Watergate . Abzug clearly 
insinuates that this may be the case, as she comments: 
We do not hear much of this in the news 
and we hear none of it from our President. 
You'd think President Thieu ·was a model of 
115Ibid., p. 34. 
116Ibid. 
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compliance--whereas every first hand con-
gressional report for two years has pointe d 
out that both sides have violated the 
agreement.ll9 
And Abzug continued her development of the theme that 
many (including Catholic bishops, Quakers and other relief 
workers) were staying in areas taken over by the Provisional 
Revolutionary Government. They did not fear a bloodbath . 
Abzug addresses herself to three principles she feels 
remain paramount in charting a course for the United States. 
Humanitarian aid : 1} Individuals must have free choice 
insofar as possible to go where they want to go; 2) All 
Humanitarian aid should be administered by the U. N. or 
voluntary private agencies approved by the United Nations; 
) . b . l d 120 and 3 U.S. Forces must 1n no way e 1nvo ve . Again , it 
is very probable that the majority of her audience , if not 
the entire audience, would find it easy to s upport these 
three principles, particularly when she asserts , "Congress 
and . the American people have made it abundantly clear that 
we will not tolerate any reintervention in whatever guise .'' 1 21 
This last statement would probably have received enthusiastic 
response from the audience. 
She concludes by stating that when this "turbulent 
period" is over, she hopes we will not forget the lesson of 
119rbid. 
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Vietnam and that we neve r again attempt to impos e our values 
and our ways--"and our military might"--upon another nation. 
Abzug e nds by saying , 
This Congress is going to do all it can 
to see to that. For the rest, for the 
support that will make it possible , we 
count on all of you.l22 
It appears that Bella Abzug did achieve identifica tion 
with he r audience. All of the iss ues she discussed in this 
speech espoused positions and attitudes which would have 
bee n easy for an audience of college students to affirm and 
support . In bringing about this identification with he r 
audience , Bella Abzug employed several strategies . One she 
used very effectively was the strategy of victimage . I t was 
employe d early in the speech when she explained why she 
began wearing hats and when she discounted the rumor that 
she had given the House doorkeeper a sexual directive when 
he t old he r to take off h e r hat. 
The strategy of victimage is apparent once again when 
Abzug discusses the change s in the new Congress and challeng-
ing such issues , as the seniority system of which Abzug and 
most freshman Congresspe rsons were victims , during their 
fir s t term in the House. This is particular l y apparent when 
Abzug me ntions, 
• •• and th~y • re showing their strength and 
irreverence for the old ways by challenging 
the seniority system , deposing a couple of 
122Ib'd 39 l. • ' p . • 
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the most venerable committee chairme n, Eddi e 
He bert of t he Armed Services Committee and 
Poage of Agricul ture . They also made changes 
in the r ules . Many subcommittee s l ots and 
chairmanships h ave opened to more junior 
members.l23 
Her most e ffective use of the strategy o f victimage 
becomes obvious in h e r discussion of the CIA a c tivities and 
the CIA files , including her di scovery that the CIA had a 
file on her activities from 1953 to 1973. It is during this 
discussion tha t Abzug es tablishe d the sense of cons ubsta n-
tiality with audi e nce , so vital for identification to take 
place. Her strategy of victimage is further deve loped as 
she lists the reasons why she 'd " ... just become a suspi -
124 cious character in the e yes of the governme nt.'' 
Since it is generally accepted tha t we, as Americans, 
have a right to privacy and that there are other rights 
guaranteed by the first Amendment , Abzug's CIA fil e seems 
strong evidence of wrongdoing on the part of t h e government . 
Sin~e h e r audience was composed largely of stude nts who 
traditionally are v e ry assertive about these inalienable 
123rbid., p. 26. It was common knowledge in Congress 
that Bella Abzug was de t e rmine d to break the t raditional 
seniori ty sys tem as a Freshman Congresswoma n by getting 
herse lf appointed to He rbert' s committee. Despite her 
valiant efforts, she was unsuccess ful in h e r bid to be 
assigne d to the committee . This journal was me ntioned 
extensively in h e r journa l of her firs t year in Congress, 
Bella ! Ms. Abzug Goes to Washing ton . Thus, it is not 
unlike ly tha t ma ny individuals in the audience would make 
the connectio n if they ' d r e ad the book or followed news 
reports of her first year in Congre ss. 
124A d " B 28 ppen 1x , p . . 
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rights, there i s little doubt that Abzug's self-characteriza-
tion as a victim of the CIA's extra-legal ac t ivities was an 
e xtremely effective way t o gain the support of , and identifi -
cation with , her audience . 
There was a l ong list of n ewspaper 
articles in which I h ad been mentioned. 
I had the Library of Congress c heck o n 
their contents later and found they 
reported various unsavory activities 
on my part , s uc h as beinq endorsed for 
Congress by the Mayor of New York , 
att ending a l awyer s conference on a 
civil liberties issue, speaking out 
against ma ltreatmen t of retarded chil-
dre n, and having an e lection fun d-
r a i sing party a t a restaurant on the 
l ower east side called Katz ' s De lica-
tessen . (Kat z ' s i s the place where 
they have six- feet l ong salamies ha ng-
ing from the ceiling with a World War II 
sign in the background that s ays , ' Send 
a salami to your b oy in the Army. ' Who1 2 c knows what they put in those salamies? ) ~ 
In a more serious t one, she employs the strategy of 
victimage when she states that a l etter from the CIA Counse l 
accompanying her fi l e admitted that the CIA had opened the 
mail of private American citizens: 
That means thousands of l etters of the 
most private nature were opened and read 
and used, by the CIA's own admission~ as 
a way of seeking to recruit agents.l~6 
When she intervi ewed Mr. Colby the next day after reading 
the contents of t he file he decided she could have, 
He explained that the CIA was still main-
taining my file, the files of several other 
members of Congress and the files of huge 
125Ibid., p . 29. 
126Ibid. I p . 30. 
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numbers of Americans. That continues. All 
he conceded was that the CIA had made some 
mistakes . l27 
At this point in the address , Abzug changes her 
strategy from one of victimage to a strategy of change. In 
response to Abzug's statement that , '' The CIA wants to be 
above the l aw and b eyond the reach of the law, .. she states : 
This i s the kind of thing we intend to 
change, in this Congress. We a l so 
intend to change the priorities in the 
National Budget. President Ford wants 
to freeze all the programs that h e lp 
people, while author i zing $105 billion 
for the Pentagon.l28 
She continues to u se the strategy of change in her 
di scu ssion of the natio nal budget and she does so in a way 
tha t she finds i t easy to gain the affirmation of her audience 
and i s able to sustain the identification she's s uccessfully 
obtained : 
We could cut up to $30 billion fro m the 
military budget without e ndangering our 
national security. We would b e more 
secure because we would be taking care 
of the needs of ordinary Americans. All 
toge ther , the nations of the world are 
spending a total of $250 billion of 
armaments . None of them can afford it . 
I b e liev e the y would welcome a signifi-
cant cutback by the United States, the 
foremost military power in the world. 
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Abzug further e mploys her strategy of change when she 
discredits the assumption held by many that prosperity 
depends on big spending for armaments: "In fact , defe nse 
spe nding is one of the least efficient ways to provide new 
. b. , 130 
JO S. She develops this argument for a change in our 
nationa l spending habits by illustrating that a billion dol-
lars spent by State and l ocal governments produced more jobs 
than a billion dollars spent by the Department of Defense. 
The strategy of change is very pronounced when Abzug 
addresses the problem of the "gross maldistribution of the . . 
nation's wealth and resources . Too few get too much." 131 
After stating that two hundred manufacturing corporations 
control over two thirds of all assets held by all manufactur-
ing firms , Abzug says, 
We're going to change all that. But the 
major change t:hat I perceive will be a real 
change in foreign policy. Not only the 
administration, but the Congress and the 
Country, are undergoing an agonizing re-
appraisal of mistaken ·policies of t he 
past.l32 
She describes the mistaken policies of the past and 
then addresses the need for humanitarian aid in Vietnam . 
And she employs the strategy of change in the following 
assertion: 
1 30
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Once again American military might is poised 
off the shores of Vietnam, and mnerican 
marines have flown Americans and Cambodians 
out of Cambodia. Now Mr. Ford proposes to do 
the same in Vietnam. 
I maintain that the panic is misrepresented 
and that a panicky melodramatic rescue is 
not necessary.l33 
Her attitude obviously differs from that of the Administration. 
At this point in the address, Abzug employs a third 
strategy, the strategy of explication. She employs this 
strategy in her discussion of Vietnam and American inter-
vention in Indochina. 
Contrary to administration statements, Hanoi 
has given both public and private assurances 
of willingness to negotiate--but not with 
President Thieu.l34 
Abzug uses the strategic use of explication very 
effectively in this discussion as she notes that Ford did 
not mention Thieu in his message the preceding Thursday: 
Mr. Ford must be well aware that Thieu is 
likely to be overthrown by his own people . 
His flat refusal to negotiate with the PRG--
in spite of the Paris agreement recognizing 
the PRG as a legitimate c laimant to power--
has made him the chief obstacle to negotia-
tions and to peace.l35 
Her u se of this strategy makes ~t easy for her audience 
to affirm that while she's telling them something they 
didn't know previously, they can believe that she is giving 
133Th t 1 ' ' e erm exp 1cat1on is used to mean a detailed 
description, a full account. 




a full account and thus affirm what she has asserted. Abzug 
employs this strategy very effectively throughout her develop-
ment of what was actually occurring in Indochina and in her 
assertions concerning what needed to be done. It is evident 
in her ~xplication of the decision of bi~hops who fled Da 
Nang in 1954 who h ave decided to stay in areas taken over b y 
the PRG , as did some Quakers and other relief workers. 
"They believe there will be a stable government, not a blood 
bath." 136 
She cont~nues this strategy when she discusses the 
willingness of the provisional revolutionary government to 
help evacuate American personnel , if asked ! As she sums it 
up: 
For the Vie tnamese, however , it is home , 
and our effort s hould be to provide the 
humanitarian aid and e ncourage the negotia-
tions that will permit them to stay there , 
rather than attempting to evacu ate 200 ,0 00 
people wit h al l the attendant risks .l37 
She ends her speech by applying the strategy of 
explication to the issue of an appropriate course for U.S. 
Humanitarian aid , which she has summed up into three main 
points and with the comment that she hopes the American 
people won 't forget the lesson of Vietnam. She closes wi th 
the following remark: 
This Congress is going to do al l it can to 
see to that. For the rest, for the support 
that will make it poss i ble , we count on a ll 
of you.l38 
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Thus, through he r use of the strategies of victimage, 
change, and explication, Bella Abzug successfully achieved 
identification with her audience. That she gained their 
acceptance was clearly expressed in the opening paragraph of 
an article which appeared the next day in the student news-
paper : "Bella may have arrived late, but at least she 
arrived (there was some fear that she might not) and the 
audience loved her." 139 
In examining this address, the following elements can 
.· 
be identified. 
The Act: The speech presented to Johns Hopkins 
University's Shrive r Hall on April 14 , 
1975. 
The Scene: Shriver Hall, The Johns Hopkin s Univer-
sity, Baltimore , Maryland. 
The Age nt: Bella Abzug. 
The Age ncy: De livery of the speech . 
The Purpose: To participate in "Ne xt Step: A 
Festival of Women," to gain support for 
Bella Abzug ' s ideas and programs. 
These elements are ordered in such a way, so that the 
Agent is featured throughout the address . People came to 
' this event to see and hear Be l la Abzug. As a news anal ysis 
of the event, which appeared in the stude nt newspaper stated: 
139 
Gallagher, Patrice , "She's Strong , She's Invinci -
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Waiting for her arr ival, some members of 
the crowd expressed outright adulation; 
from the conversation of two spry women 
with white hair came the vigorous assertion 
that, 11 She really tell s it like it is.u l 40 
But , perhaps, the f eaturing of the agent in thi s 
event is best illus t rated by a statement which is made l a t er 
in the same article. The author, Patrice Gal l aghe r, suggests 
that, 11 Some times the a udie nce i s more interesting than the 
speaker ... 141 However, s he follows this r e mark with the 
following statement. 
But such was not the c ase with Be lla. 
She is mobile, she is dramatic, she is 
a politician, but more important, she 
is in earnest. She is in earnest 
about each issue , s he is in earnest 
about all the issues combined.l42 
In viewing the purpose of the address, t h e f eatur ing 
of the agent is appar e n t . The quotation indicates that the 
audience responded to Be lla Ab zug be ing in earnest about the 
issues , rather than r esponding to important issues be ing 
dis~ussed earnestly by Bella Abzug. The emphas is is on the 
age nt. And such is the case with Abzug's part icipation in 
"Next Step: A Fe stival of Women'' (the agency) . 
While it is true that Bella is a woman politician, an 
article in the student pape r before Abzug gave the speech 






Donovan added that the Center [Women's 
Ce nter) has attempted to bring Abzug to 
Hopkins for the past three years.l43 
There fore, while the l e cture series was the means of bring-
ing Bella Abzug to speak (the agency), the series was not 
the f eatured element of the ev e nt. 
The speech to the audience that day in Shriver Hall 
at The Johns Hopkins University (the Act) utilized strategies 
which once again illus trate the featuring of the Agent. 
Bella Abzug u sed the strategy of victimage to illustrate her 
own experience as a victim. Obviously such a strategy 
feature s the Agent. Her strategic use of change placed 
emphasis on the Agent once again, as muc h of her discussion 
centers on changes she's been advocating for years before 
other members of Congress. And h e r strategy of explication 
places her in the role of making her a udie nce aware (the 
Purpose) of what is actually occurring in the world and in 
society, thus featuring Bella Abzug , the Agent . 
Since the age nt is the featured element in this 
address , it soon becomes evident that familiar substance was 
utilized in this address. Thi s concept was spiritualized in 
the address. She addressed her audience as f ellow Americans 
when she mentions Congress and that "our country" is ready 
for a change. This is evident later on when she describes 
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her experience with the CIA and the discove ry that they had 
a file on her activities . 
When I read earlier this year that the CIA 
had amassed files on thousands of citizens 
involved in anti-war activity h ere in the 
Unite d States , I immediate ly wrote to CIA 
Director William Colby suggesting tha t he 
notify each American whose name was on a 
list or dossier illegally held by CIA . l 4 4 
As she continues her thoughts about the CIA keepin~ a 
file on her , s h e emphasizes that she is an American , estab-
lishi ng a familial connection with the audience. She states 
thi s very eloquently . 
I found to my horror that my activities as 
an American , activities I had thought were 
protected by the first ame ndme nt, had been 
of interes t to government snoopers as far 14 ~ back as 1953--whe n I was a private citizen . . . ~ 
The use of familial substance is effectively employed 
by Abzug , as at the point she is trying to gain the acceptance 
of her audience , the task becomes easier once Abzug has 
illus trated the familial con n e ction between herself and her 
audie nce . Thus , when Abzug , the Agent , li s ts those activities 
which the CIA f e lt were substantive enough to justify keeping 
a file , the audience find s i t easier to identify with and 
accept because they are a ctivities many Amer i cans coul d 
easily see the mselves involved in , s uch as : being at a 
'fund- raiser at Katz ' s De licatessen , or being endorsed by 
144 d' Appen lX B, p . 27. 
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someone for an office or a pos ition he or she is seeking . 
And e v e n if the audience was not composed of l awyers , it 
wouldn't seem unusual to the audi e nce for a n American lawye r 
to write to other countries on behalf o f his clients . 
Therefore , Abzug's use of famili a l substance appears t o be 
effective . 
The use of familial substance i s evident throughout 
the address . It is obvious in h e r discussion of a change in 
priorities in the National budget and in her discussing 
inflation, which is affecting mos t Americans' lifestyles: 
Two hundred manufacturing corporations 
control over two thirds of a ll assets 
h e ld by all manufacturing firms . Monopoly 
costs each of us a l ot of money and is a 
major cause of the inflation that is 
burdening working people , small farmers, 146 small business , the poor and the elderly . 
Abzug's imple me ntation of familial substance is 
definite ly an important part of her explication of Amer i can 
foreign policy and American involvement in Indochina. 
The American people decided some years ago 
that t h ey didn't wa nt to be policeman to the 
world, but somehow the Pentagon hasn't yet 
got the mess age . We're going to have to make 
them hear it.l47 
Therefore , when Abzug discusses the three principles she 
feels must remain paramount in U.S. huma nitarian aid , she is 
asserting the s e points to a national group who have identified 
with the beliefs and programs of the Agent, Bella Abzug . 
146Ibid . , p . 32. 
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It appears evident that Bella Abzug's spe ech did in-
volve familial substance which was spiritualiz~d to include 
the national conne ctedness of her audie nce as .fu-nericans. It 
was an appropriate use of substance when one conside rs that 
the agent was the featured element of the pentad in this 
particular address . In addition , the agent 's use of the 
strategies of explication, change , and victimage were utilize d 
effectively by Abzug in gaining ident:ification with her 
audience, as all three strategies were employed to appeal to 
an audience who felt they were a part of a nationa l group 
(in this case they were Americans). Therefore, the audience 
could experience an immediate connection and sense of common-
ality with the speaker. Such a sense of commonality is 
essential if the speaker is to achieve identification with 
his/her audience. 
Bella Abzug does take her audience through the three 
stages of what Burke refers to as the dramatistic process. 
The first stage is brought about as a result of the familial 
substance of the speech. Since her audience was composed of 
Americans who have certain rights which involve them in the 
democratic process of government, they must share the respon-
sibility and guilt when things are not as they should be in 
·this country and as a result of this country's actions. 
The first stage of guilt is established fairly rapidly 
as Abzug describes wearing her hats, so she'd be distinguished 
from the secretaries. This guilt is then reinforced through-
137 
out the rest of the speech . It is evident in Abzug's state-
me nts conce rning the CIA who , "amassed f i l es on thousand s of 
cit i zens involved in anti-war activity h e r e in the Unite d 
St t .,148 a es . And it is implied in Abzug ' s attitude towards 
the need for a c h ange of priorities in the national budge t . 
That this showed guilt is evident in the fol l owing stat ement. 
Af ter the taxpayers have spent more tha n 
a t ri llio n dollars s ince World War II on 
nationa l defense Pres i dent Ford now wants 
us to enact the highest milita ry budget 
in t h e history of the United States .l49 
When Abzug turns the d iscussion to Vietnam , and Indo-
china in general, Abzug ' s implication of he r audience's 
guilt i s evident once a gain: 
Not on l y the administr ation, but the 
Congress and the country, are undergoing 
an agon izing r eappraisa l of mi staken 
policies o f the past .lSO 
Fina }.. ly, thi s guilt is expressed when Abzug conune nts , 
"I hope we will neve r again atte mpt to impose our v a lues a nd 
d '1' . h h . .,15 1 our ways--an our m1 1tary mJg t--upon anot er nat1on . 
The s e cond stage of the dramatic process (purifica-
tion) i s apparent in Abzug ' s address as well. Abzug allows 
he r audience to cance l its guilt through their victimage at 
the h ands of s everal federal institutions , such as the CIA 
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and the Pentagon. The audience ' s victimage is first apparent 
in Abzug ' s revelations pertaining to the CIA ' s files on 
"thousands of citizens. '' The audience would have responded 
to Abzug's strategy of victimage at this point , since it 
would allow them to view themselves as victims as well . Her 
audience would a l so find it easy to view themselves as 
victims of the Pentagon during Abzug's comments concerning 
the priorities of the National Budget . 
Think of it , $105 billion . For new nuclear 
weapons , ·when we already have more than 
enough to destroy the world. For the vast 
military bureaucracy, including the generals 
with their free golf courses , free clubs, 
free servants and free health care.l52 
And as she states so succinctly : 
. after t.he needs of so many Americans 
have been sacrificed for so many years to 
the insatiable demands of the Pentagon, 
President Ford now wants to e nact the 
highest mil itary budget in the history of 
the United States ..• 153 
In light of Abzug ' s remarks pertaining to Vietnam, it 
should have been easy for her audience to complete stage two 
and feel that their guilt was cancelled. 
Four presidents of different political 
parties have not me r ely allowed but 
encouraged this war to continue.l54 
By the time Abzug suggests that President Ford has misrepre-
··sented the facts to the Amer i can people concerning problems 
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with negotiations in Paris, most of the audience should have 
felt that their sense of guilt had been cancelled. As Abzug 
remarked: 
It is interesting that President Ford did 
not once mention Thieu in his message 
Thursday night. Mr . Ford must be well 
aware that Thieu is likely to be overthrown 
by his own people. . . We do not hear much 
of this in the news, and we heard none of 
it from our president. You'd think Thieu 
was a model of compliance--whereas e very 
firsthand congressional report for two 
years has pointed out that both sides have 
viola ted the agreement.l55 
After Abzug concludes her explication of Vietnam , she 
takes her audience into the third stage of the dramatistic 
process (redemption) . The audience is given several indica-
tions of what they can do to make themse lves feel whole 
again , to obtain redemption . The first thing they can do is 
accep·t Abzug' s world view and lend their acceptance to the 
changes she asserts need to b e made, in such areas as t he 
national budge t and in Congress. In addition, she e nds her 
discussion of Vietnam by asserting very strenuously that 
when the Vie tnam war ended , " •.. it will be our jobs to 
see that humanitarian aid , properl y administered through 
. . 1 . . b d .. 156 1nternat1ona agenc1es 1s a un ant. 
In the concluding remarks of her speech , Abzug tells 
·her audience that it is essential to chart "an exact course 
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for U.S. humanitarian aid. She lists the three points she 
felt must remain "paramount.'' By accepting this position, 
her audience is brought into the third stage and can achieve 
redemption by supporting the three principles asserted by 
Abzug. Beyond this, her audience can achieve redemption by 
accepting her closing remarks~ 
I hope we will never again attempt to 
impose our values and our ways--and our 
military might--upon another nation . 
This Congress is going to do all it can 
to see to that. For the rest, for the 
support that will mak~ it possible , we 
count on all of you.l57 
Conclusion 
The preceding analysis of Bella Abzug's speech to The 
Johns Hopkins University illustrates that Abzug did achieve 
identification with her audience and maintained it throuqhout 
her speech , utilizing the strategy of victimage, the strategy 
of change and the strategy of explication . 
It also becomes apparent that Bella Abzug , the agent , 
is the featured element in the pentadic analysis of this 
address . And , since the agent is the featured e l ement, it 
implies that the substance of the address is familial sub-
stance in its spiritualized form, so as to include social 
and national groups and beliefs. 
Finally, Abzug is successful in taking her audience 
through the three stages of dramatistic process. She eluci-
dates issues which can't help, but leave her audience aware 
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of their guilt . Second, she emphasizes their victimage at 
the hands of the CIA, the Pentagon and President Ford. 
Through her di scuss ion of the need for guidelines for humani-
tarian aid and learning our l esson from Vietnam, s he takes 
her audience into the final, or redemptive, stage . 
The analysis of her speech , which appeared in the 
student paper the following day , emphasized that ''the a udience 
loved h e r." 158 Thus, it see ms evident that Abzug's speech 
was an effective one . She was asked to speak in the "Next 
Ste p: A Festival of Women" series as a fema l e political 
speaker, and she fulfilled her audie nce's expectations: 
She is mobile, she is dramatic, she is 
a politician, but more important, she 
is in earnest. She is in earnest about 
each issue, she is in earnest about all 
the iss ues combined.l59 
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CHAPTER VI 
Summary and Conclusion 
A Burkeian analysis of three selected speeches delivered 
by Bella Abzug has made clear several important points. 
Abzug did achieve identification with her audience during 
al l three speeches . She accomplished this in her speech to 
the Information Industry Association through her strategic 
use of exhortation and indignation. Her strategic use of 
exhortation , indignation, and activism al l owed Abzug to 
become consubstantial with her University of Maryland audience. 
Through her strategic use of victimage, change and explica-
tion , Abzug achieved and maintained identification with her 
audience during the speech she delivered at The Johns Ho pkins 
University. 
As a result of examining the pentadic e l eme nts in each 
of the three speeches, it became possible to identify the 
controlling e lement of the 0entad in each event . When 
addressing the IIA , the scene was the controlling element . 
In the address delivered at the University of Maryland, and 
in the address delivered at The Johns Hopkins University, 
the agent was the controlling pentadic e lement. In a l l 
events, the controlling e l ement was appropriate to the 
situation . 
An angle of Abzug ' s speaking reveals the controlling 
e l ement of the pentad to be Abzug ' s use of substance. The 
geometric substance of Abzug's speech to the IIA reinforced 
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the cons i stency of her attitudes a nd rhetorical strategies 
to her political philosophy throughout the speech. This was 
also evident in the other two speeches. In her speeches 
delivered to the Unive rsity of Maryland and t o The Johns 
Hopkins University, ~bzug utili zed familial substance , which 
was appropriate as the agent was the c ontrolling pentadic 
element in both speeches. Finally , in all the speeches 
discusse d , Ab zug successfully provided a sufficient number 
of examples to convince her audience of its guilt, which she 
then a l tered by shifting the blame to a llow them to obtain 
the second stage, purification. Ultimately , her audience 
was convinced that they could e nter the third , or redemptive, 
stage by accepting Abzug • s policies and program . 
Depe nding on the kind of s ituatio n Abzug felt she 
faced , h er use of strategies changed . In her address to the 
IIA, she implemented the strategies of exhortation and 
indignation . She us e d them to convince the audience that 
she was an honest and credible speaker o n i ssues concerned 
with information and the information industry . Such s trategies 
woul d appear essential when addressing an audience l argely 
composed of businessmen . I t is like ly they harbored a 
variety of feelings concerning Abzug , the indivi dual . Her 
strategic use of exhortation allowed her to urge and to 
caution her audience earnestly about issues which directly 
affecte d each indi vidual ' s live lihood . He r strategic use of 
i ndi gnation a llowed her to emphas ize the injustices she had 
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suffered persona lly, thus creating a s ituati on which made i t 
easier for her audience to connect with the opinions and 
attitudes she espoused throughout her speech. 
However , the situation was quite di fferent when Abzug 
addressed students and community members a t t he University 
of Maryland and at The J ohns Hopkins University. In light 
of h e r background and deve lopme nt as a speaker and politician , 
it was e vide nt that Abzug felt very comfortable addressing 
campus g roups and individuals who were inclined to attend 
campus function s . Sh e first gained national at t ention as a 
result of her invo lve men t in anti-war demonstrat i ons a nd in 
her quest for women's rights. Therefore , when Abzug del i vered 
her addresses at both camp uses , she knew what he r audience 
wanted and her response was appropriate . She admonished 
society's ills , as wel l as urging change a nd acti v i sm. Then 
she share d her sense of victimage and her indignation. 
The strategies employed by Bella Ab zug to obtain identi-
fication did change depending on the topic of her address 
and depending on the socio-psychological stratification of 
her audience. On the basis of this study, it is not possible 
to state with specificity that given a certain situation, 
Abzug will employ specific strategies. Her use of strategies 
was novel in e ach of the speeches . However , i t is possible 
to d e scribe the situat ion she felt she faced, give n her 
imple men t ati on of c e rtain strategies . 
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When she addressed the IIA, she stra~egical ly used 
exhortation und indignation to obtain identification with 
her a udie nce , but she limited her appeal to specific subjects 
concerning the information industry. (This was indicated by 
the fact that the scene was the controlling e l emen t in the 
pentad.) When addressing campus groups, her appeal broadened 
to include more diverse is s ues. She also s trengthened her 
bid for identification by including a strategy of change or 
activism. She broadened her appeal to urge action, either 
in the form of making a specific change in society, or in 
the form of e ncouraging active participation in the po litica l 
process. 
Bella Abzug r emained consistent in her position on 
issue s and in her suggested policy, regardless of the audience. 
(She became loudly indignant in all three speech es when she 
discussed the CIA's fi le on her activities while she was a 
private citizen.) Yet the emphasis was changed, so that 
strategies for gaining acceptance differed and different 
elements of the pentad became controlling. Thus each speech 
she delivered was reflective of the situation Abzug felt she 
~aced. It was clear in each speech that Bella Abzug had 
specific concern s she wished t o impress her audience with. 
By the same token, she had spec i f ic solutions she wi s h ed to 
elicit support for. 
In a democratic society, political speaking plays an 
important part in determining successful political candidates 
and in determining the acceptance and rejection of public 
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policy. In each speech , Abzug gained accepta nce and rejection 
of public policy. In eacl1 speech , Abzug gained acceptance 
for h erself and for her programs , while urging her audience 
to reject the opposition and its programs . She was s u ccessful 
in describing man responding to the world around him. She 
cons i stently r e lated her arguments for a policy to a political 
philosophy and she s uccessfully l ed her a udiences through 
the stages of her thinking on given policies. 
In conclusion, based on the Burkeian analys is of three 
of Bella Abzug's speeches , several conclusions seem appro-
priate. First , Bella Abzug was effective in her use of 
oratory. She succeeded in becoming consubstantial with her 
audiences , despite vari e d socio-psychological stratifications . 
Second, given certain strategies it was possib l e to determine 
what kind of s i t ua t ion Ab zug believed s he faced. Third, 
while the critic could not state with speci ficity that give n 
a certain situation, Abzug would empl oy a certain strategy, 
it was e vident that her use of strategies varied according 
to the audience and the polic i es and programs Abzug wished 
her audience to support . Finally , Bella Abzug's use of 
rhetoric illustra t ed that she was a natural and capable 
speaker whose orator y stemmed from social situations and was 
her ho nest a nd credible response to specific conditio ns in 
human affairs . 
APPENDIX A 
~an Jfrandsco <lhronicle 
THE VOICE OF THE WEST 
March 1 0, 1 97 6 
Dear Ms. White: 
Sorry for the delayed reply, but here it is: Bella 
never kept a journal. Rather I was in touch with her every few days 
and I would interview her about what she had done in the interim. 
Everything was taped, the tapes were ~ transcribed, and I wrote 
· the book from the transcriptions. In doing so , I altered her language 
only to make it more clear. In other words, I took her spoken 
langu age and turned i~ it into written language that sounded like 
spoken language. I would expect that that would confuse anybody 
except somebody who is writing a thesis on the rhetoric of Bel l a 




FRANCISC O, CALIFORNIA 94119 (41 5 ) 421-1111 
WASffiNOTON Ol: fo• tc r : DELLI\ S. ABZUG 
2.0Tt1 DISTnlcr. New YonK 1~06 LoNGWORTH OrnCt:: D UILOING 
WA91l1NQTON, D.C. 205 15 
COMMtTTEV..S: 
GOVERNMENT OPCRATIONS 
PUDLIC WORKS Ql:ongrezz of tf)e 'mlniteb ~tate% 
1['oune of l\eprezentatiue~ 
lmlasbinglon, :tn.<1:. 20515 
February 26, 1976 
Ms. Kris White, Student 
Department of Communication Arts 
College of the Pacific 
University of the Pacific 
Stockton, California 95204 
Dear Ms. Whit e : 
Dl!l'TRI{.1' OFf'IC£9: 
2L2.-7TH A veNUE 
NEWYORK,N. Y . 10001 
725 W E<rr 18 1ST STREn' 
NEwYonK, N .Y. 10033 
720 COWMOUS AVCNUE 
NEW YORK, N .Y. 10025 
Please forgive the delay in answering your l ette r. I have been 
extremely busy and have not ha d the time to give the kind of 
detailed r esponse that your questionnaire deserves. 
Congresswoman Abzug and I have been personal friends for more 
than 35 years. We were classmates at Walton High School and 
Hunter Coll ege and kept in touch with each other after graduation. 
I am a professional journalist. I worked as a r eporter in 
Washington covering Congress and late r was editor of a labor news 
service for many years. While my children were young (I have two 
daughte rs in college), I free-lanced and worked part-time . I 
worked with Rep. Abzu g in Wome n Strike for Peace fo r about 10 
years and did most of the writing for the organization and he lped 
to edit its newspaper. This was on a voluntary basis. 
I was fulltime editor of a pediatric newspaper when Rep. Abzug was 
elected to Congress in 1970. (I worked in her campaign writing 
leaflets, press releases, etc.). She asked me to join her staff 
as a writer and policy adviser. I did a~d have bee n with her through-
out her service in Congress. We remain friends. 
I hope this provides you with enough information. We would appreciate 




Mim Kelbe r 
Executive Assistant 
"rHJS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIDERS 
A 
P.2 
f)UESTIOIIS COilCERIH:lG YC'IUR ROLE P.S SPEEI.H\·II"IT ER 
2. Do you and ~1s . Ahzug have a set orocedure for writing soeeches? If yes, 
couldyouhrieflyexplainit? J. v-...--. -,-K ~ <:>~l.,- _5~ 
~ ~ -~ \;.....~ 0...~ G.---~ ~~' 
\.M ~!.A ">k ~ ~ ~ -
3. Do you onl y ':lrite speeches to be oerformed in the :11~•:1 Yor k Area? 
tJ () ' 




6. IJoes 'ls . Abzug contact or meet 1·1i th vou about an idea for a soeech or 
7. 
8, 
does she leave t~at up to you? Pl ease exo la i n. 
')k ~~ -A- '-~ X ~ 
~ 0~ ~') c,......-., <l) 
If no to above auestion, does Ms . Abzug simoly look at and revi ~e the 
final rough draft? 
Ho~t do you kno1~ what kinds of things to include i n her soeeche~? 
a. noes she givP you an outline? 
b. Do vou have file cards on ooints she wisfles to cover to 
certain groups i~ certain geo9r aohical l ocations? 
If yes to 3b , pl eas e give details ahout t he svsterr1 1~ith an examole 
C.........c;,'-.J..J'__...., ~ ~ (, 
if oossible . 
9. An.v corrments you wish to mai<e that I h<~ven' t asker:! about and vou thi nk 
wou l d be helpful? 
LIST OF TITLES nF SPEEr.HES 
If you ~~ere invol vt?d with tl]e oreparation of a soeecl] lis ted , nl ease 
i ndicilte by ans11ering "yes" and by col!1llenting on th~ nilture of :'our input 
into the nreparatinn of the spe~ch . If you were not invol ved , pl ease 
i nd icate t;y stating "no." 
1. "From the ste~s of the United States Capitol CALLS FOR PEACE 1\Hf) 
PR IORITIES COALITION ," given Thursday, January 21, 1971. 
,f. \..V"\.1.~ ~ ~ c;\-t ~\:_ c..-& L~ 
-~ N--w-. !.Y'-1--,. SN. ~ >--~- fi ~ ~ 
01 ~5 ~ ~~ '"""' ~ . 
2. "BP.l l a flbzug ' s Speech to PROBE (1~omen's group) In Ann 1\r bor , '1 i chigan , " 
gi ven Apr il 17 , 197 1. 
3, "S pecial Order o~ Indochina," given June 1971. 
A 
P5 
5. "Speech by Cong ress1•:oman Bella .1\hzug to na tional Conference on the ~ole of 
Women in Jewi sh Life," g iven February 18 , 1973 (Hotel McALPIN, New Yo r k) . 
l ,'-.)...~ (.~ ~~t~.. \-\,____, 
7. "Speech hy Representative Be 11 a Ahz ug to Homen Stri ke for Peac e, " given 
~ovember 16, 1974 (Phi l arle l phia , PA . ) . 
9. 
"S peech by Congressvtoman Bella Abzug to Hill el Foundation, llniver~ity 
of '·\<~ryland ," given Septembr.r 24 , 1974 . 
"Speech for Johns Hookir.s Univers ity ," given Aoril 14, 1975. 
;_ ,..._,__.,~~ ...... ~ Cv~ '-'J~. ~ 
"Speech to the 7th Annual Infonnation Industry 1\ssociation 1-'eetinl'), 
:~P.\~ York Hilton," given .C.pril 2, 1?75. 
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For the Week Et1di11g February 22, 1975 
I SURVIVAL TACTICS I 
INFORMATION TEASE 
... Locating useful drops from oceans of data. 
By Daniel Henninger 
Intormatlon Is power. 
We are a nation of Informational U· 
lltentes. 
The man who has done the most to 
lead us toward Informational literacy 
Is Ralph Nader. lhe Martin Lulher Of 
the modem age. 
These are the Intriguing thoughts of 
Paul ZurkowskL a young. sandy-haired 
man whO went to washingtOn, D.C., 
from a small Wisconsin tov.'l\ of 700 to 
work tor Rep. Bob Kastenmeler. He 
Comment 
left Kastenmeler after five years to 
form a new trede association. As pres!· 
dent of the Information Industry AS· 
soclatlon, Zurkowsk,i- works In Wash· 
ln&ton tor a group or about 70 compa· 
nles In lhe buslneu or selllng ln!orma· 
tlon that ~Uually Is avaUabte free t" 
any of us-tt we know how to lind lt. 
SqulrreUnr !lll'ormatlon 
There Is an overabundance ot In· 
formation fioating around today. The 
Government Printing Office alone-at 
an aMual cost of several billion dollars 
-produces Information about nearly 
everything. n Is a staggering lnforma· 
tiona! output, mucb of It usetul, and 
many Federal agencies already are 
squirreling It away In sophl!tlcated 
computer bank.!. 
The FreedOm of Intormatlon Act Is 
supposed to make much of that lntor· 
matlon a~ollable to anyone. But cur-
rently the only seriOus uaers are oor· 
poraUons, scientific and technical INti· 
tutlons, pubUc·lnterest research groups, 
and so tort.t-.-what Zurkowsltr cam the 
ln!ormationslly literate or tntormauon-
al ellte. 
The average citizen doesn't have ac· 
cess to much InfOrmation useful to hlm 
A 
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Information Industry ~~~@©dfffJad©xliJ ---------..... 
Putting Information at You r Fingertips 
because he doesn' t lmow where to look. 
In a sense, says Zurkowlkl, the In· 
tormatlonally Ullterate today Is slmUar 
to the lll!terate Middle All!s peasant. 
The Cburch Jl.eposltory 
COnsider : During the Middle Ages, 
when little printed matter exl.sted, the 
Roman CathOUc Church was the re-
pository ot "Information" about the 
things ~pte thought most Important 
-Ood and salvation. The church. con-
trolled the dissemination ot this Infor-
mation from the pulpit. A;ong came 
Martin Luther, preachlna that men 
should take more personal responsl· 
btllty tor their soul&: to help them make 
their own declslom he printed and dis-
tributed a catechism containing much 
ot the Information held exclusively by 
the cathOlic Church. The Reformation 
followed. 
Governments noted well the effects 
ot widely distributed InfOrmation. In 
the centuries following the Reform•· 
Uon they enacted taws to restrict the 
flow ot lntormatlon to the public. De-
pendlng on one's point ot view, gov· 
ernmental control ot tntormatlon came 
to be known as censorship or red tape. 
Now jump ahead to the IaUer halt 
ot the TWentieth Century. a time when 
computer technologies, telecomruunlca· 
\Ions, and sophlstlcated prlntlns proc· 
esses tmost notably photocopying) are 
producing more Information than any 
of us can absorb. Some ot this new In· 
!ormation Inevitably 'lnshea over 111, 
but most runs ott Into computer banb 
and rues, u!etul cnly to thOse whO have 
access to them. 
Tile Nader Intluenc• 
Along came Ralph Nader, aaytnr 
that cltt.zens should have more tnlluence 
over decisions attectlng their uvea. 
Through lawsuits and pesklness he and 
his associates exuacUd Information 
from government and Industry. They 
made photocopies ot the InfOrmation 
and handed It out to the press, which 
printed lt. Th!y dWernlnated the lntllr-
matton over televtalon. They collected 
their Information In cheap paperba~k 
books. They told us things we didn't 
know about cars, tllod, drugs, and regu· 
latory agencies. Tbe consumer mo'e-
ment followed. 
zurkowsk1' doesn't pU!h his hl.storl· 
cal paralleLs so tar as to auuect that 
Ralph Nader, llke Martin Luther 400 
years before him, has slnglehandedly 
touched ott a second Reformation. What 
Nader did essentially Is demonstrate 
that enormous amounts ot useful Inter· 
malton, dlrectly attec\lng our llves, was 
be Ins collected tlllt_ stored by sophlstl· 
cated new tecbnolog!ea. Uslnr many ot 
these same tecbnologjea, he and others 
gained access to Uilil lntllrmatlon and 
used It to affect publlc pollcy-moatlv 
tor tbe publlc COed, In their view. In-
formation II power. 
Despite Nader's success In dramatlz. 
lng the potential uses · ot our new 
abundance ot Information, It b more 
Ukely that some ot the comptnles In 
Paul Zurkowsk;l"'s trade association 
will puU us out ot the Informational 
Dark Ages Into a new, computer-based 
literacy. 
A Poulble SHnarto 
The scenario tor this transition mliht 
run like Uilil: 
Currently, the companies In the " In-
formation market" are selllni their 
rather costly product to corporate and 
Institutional c111tomers. 
Example: The Institute tor &:!entitle 
Information aMually Indexes about 
18.000 reviews trom 2, 700 scientific and 
technical journals. For $2$0 a year It 
provides the Index to IndividuaLs who 
must stay up to date with developments 
and llterature In their dllclpUnes. 
Dodge Information Systems collects 
data on construction jobs In the United 
States: the names ot the job's contrac· 
tor and subcontractors, the materlala 
they wtU need and delivery dates, and 
the dates bids are due on contracts. 
Stored In computera. the lntormaunn 
Is sold to builders, salesmen tor mate-
rial aupplleu, and so :orth. 
A prime welkneu of many lntorma· 
don-retrieval S)'ltema II thll they re-
trieve more lntllrmauon !ban anyone 
can handle. But beca~~~e many ot these 
lntormatlon companlea are competittve, 
they try to pro'Fide tbelr product In u 
little or 11 much dttall aa \belr c\111o-
men dtltre. Borne reiuJar customers 
Install computer term1nall In \belr ot· 
flees. and answera to lntormatlon re-
quests are tluhe<f on · tiUo~.Ciili ciil.~ 
ode-ray screens ute \how used at air· 
Une counters. A customer mlrht re-
c~l ve In the mall a collecdon ot one-
llne or one-para1rapb aummartes ot 
articles alld atudlea he Ia lntereated ln. 
Or the retrtnal company mlihl pr~ 
duce copies ot the tuU reporta. 
REPRINTEQ WITH PERMISSION 
'Colle Will Fall' 
How Is this extraordinary Informa-
tional capacity ever going to reach 
those ot us with unspeclallzed need.!? 
As the companies find more customers, 
says Zurkowslc I, their costs will tall, 
and at some Ume they Inevitably will 
seek broader markets tor their services. 
Predicting exactly hOw they wculd 
serve the general public Is rl.sky, but 
one can suggest possibilities. 
Last year I wrote a column about 
Karen Wouters and her orocery Oulde. 
Each week she publlshes comparative 
prices on 100 Items sold by tour super-
market chains In the washington, D.C., 
area. She now distributes the guide In 
a chain ot groceries. Think how mucn 
more usetul that Information could be 
It flashed on one's personal computer 
viewer or over cable television. Groups 
could collect and disseminate compara-
tive price lntormatlon on other con· 
sumer goods. One could evaluate sale 
prices. Actions taken by local consum-
er-protectlon agencies could be Usted. 
Instead of stumbling through hundre<:s 
ot names In the YeUow Pages to lind 
a plumber, one could order up the 
names ot the tour plumbers closest to 
hl.s bouse. 
A SpUt World 
Despite Its promise, lntormatlcnal 
llteracy raises many questions. can 
suppllers guarantee the truth ct their 
Information? Will mlslntormatlon be-
come pandemic?· Will all thl.s Inform a· 
Uon make us treer to chOose wisely. or 
will It numb us Into lndecl.slon? Con· 
slder the harrowing lmpllcatlcns ot a 
world divided between a .sophisticated 
Informational ellta and those whO can't 
even read. 
Some may object to these compa· 
nles profiting from theoretically " tree" 
Information, but zurkows~r argues per-
suaallely that withOut private enter· 
prise most ot the Information will taU 
under goYernmental control. Intorma· 
tlonally, we'll be back In the Middle 
Ages. 
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1/A Annual Meeting 
Government vs. the Private Sector 
In the Supply of Information 
ihe information Industry Association 
began its seventh year with an annual 
meeting reHecting a number of internal 
operat ing concerns. a growing marketing 
effort, and an emerging involvement in 
the mushrooming national concern over 
freedom of information issues. 
The week-long meeting actually was 
three programs in one, following these 
themes. The first two days dealt with in· 
ternal problems of operat ing comranies 
in times of economic stress. and a variety 
of speakers addressed themselves to the 
management skills and business strate· 
gies appropriate to the moment. 
The second and largest part of the pro· 
gram, in torms of numbers of people and 
sessions in\'OI\'Cd, was three days of user 
workshops. Manned by members of II A, 
these sessions presented a variety of in-
formation industry services and products 
and how they are used by the industry 's 
customus. 
Most controversial, however, was the 
third part of the program which emerged 
from two sessions, the IIA business meet· 
ing and the general overview session held 
at mid-week. At those sessions. II A pres-
ident Paul Zurkowski attempted to de· 
fine the essential role of a private-enter· 
prise industry in information handling 
and dissemination. while a group of na-
tional figures ba cked up the posi tion with 
observations on such an industry's rela-
tionships to the larger issues of in forma· 
tion freedom. Inevitably, these dis-
cussions touched on practical and 
sensiti•·e questions of publ ic versus pri-
vate handling and control of information 
in specific cases at issue now between II A 
members and the public sector. 
Addressing the membership t"ice on 
this subject. Zurkowski noted that IIA ·s 
case for a private information industry is 
being miscead by many in the public sec-
tor. The fact tha t t he private sector has a 
oole to play, he said, does not mean "that 
the national system of libraries in this 
country should be destroyed. To counter 
the current predominant theme that 'in· 
formation is free' is not tc arg ue that 
publicly supported libra ry functions pro-
viding free information should be abol· 
ished. To call a ttention to a policy of one 
federal agency that tends to have anti-so· 
cial and monopolistic aspects is no t to 
say that all government information ac· 
tivities should be terminated." 
The private industry'' role, as Zur-
kowski sees it. is to guarantee full and 
open choices to information users from 
multiple sources. it is readily apparent 
how goYernment functions as a major 
generator of material that could not be 
produced by anyone e lse, and how librar· 
ies provide the accessible storehouses 
that make information available to the 
public and not just the e lite, he said. 
What may not be so apparent is why 
someone should pay a for-profi t com· 
pany for information which they might 
be able to find in a public library or ob· 
tain free from the government. 
The answer lies in economics. Zur· 
kowski said. What really is available 
from public sources most often is data, 
not information. J nformation companies 
transform data into information by as· 
sembling, formatting and trans mitting 
data in a combination of form and sub· 
stance appropr iate fo r specific in te nded 
uses. Identifying data. creating the form 
and infusing the substance in anticipation 
of needs is a ris ky business, he said. As 
with all risk·taking ventures. these are 
mo~t realistically measured in the mar· 
ketplace. 
There is a danger, Zurkowski added, 
that user-purc hased c hoice in informa· 
tion one day will be replaced by "free in-
formation" from one source. "The dead-
ening effect of the generosity o f Dig 
Brother will impose perhaps not an iron 
c urtain. but certainly a wet bla nket. on 
c reativity, c hoice and the competition of 
ideas this nation needs to fun ction." 
He cited several recent experiences in· 
dicating that a trend is running in this di· 
rection. In talking recent ly with National 
Library of Medicine officials, he was in· 
formed tha t the pricing of Medlars ma te· 
rial was structured so that no commercial 
firm ever could expect to make a prorit 
fro m reformatting and distributing the 
ma terial. In speaking to the Universi ty of 
Wisconsin Library School and the Syr· 
acuse School of Info rmation Studies. he 
encountered "e<treme hostility" to the 
idea tha t information is a business. A re· 
cent study dooe for the Natio nal Com· 
mission on Libraries and I nformation 
Science on the ro le o f the private sector 
concluded that it, as represented by II A. 
could be di>eounted as not as important 
as it would seem. 
"Actually. the public sector a lready 
knows that there is no such thing as free 
information. that someone has to pay for 
it somehow." Zurkowski said. "What 
they c1on't know or remain unconvinced 
of is that it is private companie:s which 




should be assisted in making a profit form. The information industry, with its 
from information." role of reformatting to fit end uses and its 
The information in4ustry is only one emphasis on dissemination, could play a 
eletnent in the national freedom of in for· vital role in this area, Cohen said. 
mat ion contest, however, and on other An example or the importance of this 
fronts the drive for open access to infer· can be found in the current energy situ· 
mat ion has been advancing. Harrison ation, where the only good sources of in· 
Salisbury. former associate editor of the fo rmation are the energy industries 
Ntw York Timts, described the increas· themselv•.s, who have a strong partisan 
ing freedom to report which the press has interest on the public policies developed 
been winning over the last decade. While to control energy use. The information 
there have been some setbacks, Salisbury industry could change this kind of situ· 
believes the new frontiers will hold and ation, he said. The need for multiple 
may even be e~panded in the years to sources of in for mation is doubly impor· 
COrJle, particularly as more knowledge tant now that Congress is setting .up its 
comes out about go•ernment dossiers own information systems to give it equal 
and spying on private citizens. weight with the c~ecutive branch. 
Peter ~oldmar.k , w~dcly known for h~'\.£. Representative Bella Abzug, who as 
tcchnocal onnovatoons on communocat oons·,;~~hc new chairwoman of the House Gov-
as head of CBS Laboratoroes, dcscrobed · ernmcnt Information and Individual 
the iml'ortan~e of communications tech' Rights Subcommittee has become a piv· 
nology on solvong many other pro.bl.ems of ot~l fig ure in information industry af· 
present socoety. The natoon !s hvong far fairs, described the moves by Congress to 
beyond ots means, consumong unSUJ>' " counter the shell games that the e~ecu· 
portable amounts o~ resources, by con- tive branch is continually playing wi th 
centratlng people on sp_rawhng urbaJ> (very government program," and the 
areas. A more decent~ahzed syste~ .of subjects her subcommittee will be dealing 
smaller, more ec~nomocal communohes with. A Co)sponsor of amendments last 
could he possoble of modern communoca· vear to the Freedom of Information Act 
lions technology ~ere employed to link ;..Is. Abzug also described some of her re: 
people. over long dostances. cent e~perienccs with government 
Da,·od Cohen, prcsoden ~ of Co'!"mon agencies that kept dossiers on her activi· 
Ca~se, e~plored the use ofonformatoon as ties over the years. In atlldition to privacy 
a 'lltal tool that hos organozatoon brongs to issues, Ms. Abzug intends to investigate 
bea~ on openong up ~ovcrnmcnt and mak· overlapping, over publication and "out· 
ong ot more r~sponsove. The only means of right waste in the production of uneccs· 
holdong government accountable between sary government publications" which 
elections IS knowledge, Cohen saod, and cost the taxpayers untold mill ions. 
there has been maJOr rem tance to the She cited "a typical case history" of 
Freedom of l nformatlo~ Act. the kind of "mission propaganda" activi· 
In addotoon to outroght secrecy, t~>o tics engaged in by agencies. Congress cs· 
other onformatlon ~robl~ms must be tablishcs a program and the administra· 
solved: adequate. avaolabohty of materoal tors start a modest program of publicity, 
and ots presentation on a comprehensoble 
perhaps a quarterly newsletter. Congress 
then responds to the pressures of the spe· 
cial-intcrest constituency receiving these 
materials a~d increases funding. The old 
fou r-page newsletter blossoms into a I(). 
page or 24-page monthly "'ith more cir· 
culation, more pictures and two colors. 
Top administrators have articles and pic· 
lures in almost every issue and key Con· 
gressional members arc likewise fea· 
lured. Over the years, as funds grow, so 
docs the publication program, along with 
films, radio and television spots. 
" Recently, too," Ms. Abzug contin· 
ued, "one of your member companies has 
been involved in a d isp~te with the Na· 
tiona! Library of Medicine, seeking ac· 
cess to its Medlars system of informa· 
tion. 1.1,nder the Freedom of Information 
Act, in my view and that of most legale~· 
perts who are familiar wilh lhis act. it is 
beyond dispute that the government must 
provide such info rmation to those re· 
questing it. The Library, however, at first 
refused to provide the information and 
then said it would provide it for a fcc of 
S50.000 when the actual cost of the com· 
puler time involved amounts to about 
S500. My subcommittee is now in corre· 
spondence with the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare on this 
matter." 
We must make sure that the massive 
. advantages of the government bureau· 
cracy in the collection, management. se· 
lective dissemination and concealment o( 
vast amounts of information. fi nanced by 
public funds, are not permitted to over· 
whelm the information capabilities of 
nongovernmental sources-profit or non· 
profit. Ms. Abzug said. What Congress 
can do, and effectively and promptly, is 
to establish enforceable. legally man· 
dated guidelines over all federal informa· 
lion policies to bring bureaucratic info r· 
mation monopoly under effective controL 
P.D.D. 
Reprinte d with permission from Pu~LISHERS WEEKLY, May 5, 1975, 
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FOR D !HEDIATE USE 
Bella Abzug, congresswoman from Ne\'1 York , vlill continue the second 
annual "tJext St ep: A Festival o f :Jonen" at '::.'he Johns Hopkins Unive r sity 
with a lecture on :1onciay , ~.pri l 14 . 
Pres en ted by the i11. Carey Thonas !'iomen ' s Center, the lect:.~re will 
be h~ ld at 8 p . m. in Shrive r Hall o n the univers i ty ' s Homewood campus . 
:rhe progr<li!I ;.;ill be open to t he public without c harge . 
Ti:is yaar 's festival, organi zed by Johns r!opkins underg raduates , 
\'-- . is dedicated to the l ate Anne Sex ton a nd Ann Londo n Scott . The f e sti-
val , 1~hi ch open ed r ecently wi t!1 a lecture by author Germaine Gr eer and 
sever ~l workshops , will also f e ature a ~aculty l ecture s~ries and a 
p r esentation o n Apri l 22 by anthropol ogi st !1iargaret i·lead . 
A voca l proponent of the women ' s politica l movement , ~1rs . Abzug 
!' ~ ~ been acti ve in progr ess ive a c t ivities for many years , ~fui le sti l l 
reshman member o f the Congress , she sponsored or introduced ove r 
b ills on peace a n d foreign policy , wone n ' s righ ts , urban affairs, 
-; ing, the environment , civil liberties, consumeri s m, social security, 
r.: ·.e a n d narcotics contro l. 
Mrs , Abzug i s an alumna o f Hunter College , where she served a s 
ro l :.c:ent council president , and Columbia University School of Law , where 
-: >· ·1as editor of the Columbia Lm; nev ie•A' , Admitte d to the aew York ,-





·chief counsel fo r Hillie i·lcGee, and rece ived national press coverage 
for her challenge of the traditional practice of axcluding blacks from 
jury duty. 
The faculty lecture series will open April l4 ~rith a discussion 
of "The Future of Political Philosophy" by ~nid Blo=k , assistant pro-
fessor of political science at Johns !Iopkins . Open to the public 
without charge, ~r. Block's l ecture , as will the r est of the series, 
Hill be held at noon in the Listening- Vim.,ring Room of the Hopkins Union, 
Homewood . 
_ .:rhe series continues April 16 1d th an exa..mination of "Being a 
~loman in the Academic 1lorld" by Frances Ferguson , assis tant professor 
of English. Dr. Carolyn Pincock , president o: the American \·/omen ' s 
( t1edical Association, \•Till discuss "JI.do1escent nedi cine" on .a.pri1 17 . 
Phoebe Stanton , professo~ of the history o f art at Johns Hopkins, 
will speak on' "Challenges Fa_q i ng 'flomen Today" on April 21 , and .Jean 
Straub , associate p rofessor and associate dean of the Schoo l of Health 
Services , and Dr . Jennifer Nieby1, assistant professor of gyneco l ogy 
and obstetrics at the School of Medicine , will discuss "Nomen in Medi-
cine : Professional vs. Paraprofessional " on April 23 . 
(For further information call Sue Seif , 366-3300, Ext. 704 . ) 
(___ Re l ease 5986 
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?:·\ V::RY PLEASEI) TO BE liERE TOD.W TO TALK AE'-0 UT A SU2.JEC f '11'.-\T I'. I C!H iDT 
. .. .. . . .. . 
IJ,WE OCCURRED TO OU~ i-ORi:rATI · ::.:r~S \'.H:N TI1EY 1-.':\0n: 11::: BILL Of Ru:~:rs, L: UT Ti~<\T 
. . . 
IS VLRY Af-'f'ROPR !ATE TODAY, T11F. SUBJECT, Oi- ·CC!J\SF., IS Tl\i: RI GHT TO l~;,;·.-t, 
THE FOU:\DlRS r·.:.:OV I Df:D FOR r-REEDJ:-1 OF rliE F-RESS N :u Tlf)!Ji.iif 'II 0 IJ.\D TM~lJ~ 
c;RE OF ALL EVENTUAI~ITIES : H:: STILL BI~Ess ll·:B·I FeR n '.'I.T, ESPeCIALLY \·liTH Tl-iE 
HINDS IGHT OF THIS ?OST-!'fATERGATE YE/;R, =vr A GRt:AT r:,,:!N 11-i l l!GS TE'\T N\E f-:A?PEi~-
·' 
l!lG IN OUR COU:HRY AND IN THE I.'C~I.D \·:JIJLD HO.VE ASTOWOED THE FO:.Ji·mi::G FATH::RS 
RIGHT GUT OF THEI R EREECHES , 
IN FACT, IF r:~a H!l.D BEEN /',BLE TO E!~'/I SIC:~ THE U:·:ITt:D STATES OF 1975,· TI~EY 
. . . 
B:.JT T:-iEY DID:/ T ;-:·::.vE Ti~.il. T r:ucH FCf(cS I GifT, A:m HERE \·:E ARE O~l THE EVE CF OU.~ ~UJ ~'-1 
flm l\'Ei\SARY .;s A :.ATI0:-1 , LIVING IN A CIVI LI ZATIO:~ CC·;.-,?LICATED BEY0:m THE \·:I L[•:::>T 
11-'.'\Gi ~~ H·:G or :3:::~·U.!::·11rl fRA': KLIN, o~R r: IRST PCSTi-'."SrE\ -:,.:·-:c::=:t-..L, c~ T:,zj:-'.\ S Jt:FF~:\.'-: ··1, 
THE FIRST. Al\lD AU·DST U\ST \·!;; ITE FousE 1!'-:TFI.LECTUN . • 
PA?G\S A:·lD ~-00KS ARRIVED ::;:.o:-1 /~ .. -'-<0.:,0 i:".'l:.KY Sl:.\'cN \·:::~::<S C:~ SO 3Y Sil l P; A"'D 11-:E 
' I \·<e.s IN R~N ::p_.-.:~KL IN's PH 1 LJ\Dt:LFn!A U\ST :·:i:EK, AI'PCAR 11 :r; ON rHE f·\1 i\E 0.;-_; ~-_:,s 
s:-D·.~, /l.ND O!'l TI-lE \·:AY HJ.'-:E '.-.~·HLE I K~s ~-~~ITJ~:G o~ THE TP./\IN P:..J\TFCKI~J n·0 r··.:::N c·-·;:: 
UP TO 1·\E N·ID I NTRODUCCD i~1FJ·:SFL\'lS .'I.S ::f\'.) .'1 TH:: 1-': .: ~'\Gl]·',S'H S l iJE OF I: ;;: :~.S~•X.I.e.: :.D 
PRESS , H~: sEr,A..~ TALKING t~ovr vt,qJOus KH~Ds oF Ir<i ' O:-\i·'~'\rl u~, !:'0TH 1 ::r:_,,_ r.:!D 111 :_ ::~L 
~E CIAJ i-:m mE TECn.'liRUtS usrn TO GAn :rn Ii': ~'Of\;·':t..rio:--~. A r::--~ :·:.-IJ ·.-:.\s SJ:.:o i:: :; ·::.t.. 
us HHER?.UPTED /\.'JD SA ID, ''l' t·\ FRO'·! T!!.E N~j~ \c:\K T1: ... ::s_, .\'JD I HAVE .t\ L·'lr.'l. :' \ ':K RI :-::; 
HERE." HE FO INT ED 10 l\ FAI RLY S: '.\1 L RFD C..'\1\r\YH:G C/\SE Af IllS l' l!.:L :::;1 F:.X;'iJII ;; .~!) 
~ 
(;·, ;;~E ) (J.I 
. TI\-\T linT C·:·!I.Y CGUID IT I(UR I LVE f,;lYJiili'!G I i-'d(!l f \· :_:Jn 'II) i:.::;:·t IH.:-1 Till: Fl i ES OF 
Tilt: !i:::N Yo:~K Tw.r:s·,· BUT Fr<1~:-1 n:tE F·l,:rs oF (/) oTii::R ;;:_:-::·.:i·:: .. :rr,s .· f.:m r-•:JICKI_Y, 
. . . 
[T W,S THE FIRST TII·T: I IVul fiCfUAl.LY ~EC~ A D.'\TJ\ ['g~K, N_TH'!U0i1 \·11: uc:·/ : :·WL 
wr:; {\V/~ILP.13LE TO us AS I-'.I'J-'o3ERS OF Co::Gr~ESS f;J:D I ,·'.WE IJSED IT,· j T)fl[ GR LESS 
succ::ssFULL Y, CoNGRESS 1 s sr 1 u_ · . A f!OVICE ~ .. ~ lFJ~ IT CG:-',::s TO THE USE C 
ECI-'.B.t.KDED DA ILY 1·/I TH FACTS f\!·:D F!f..IJRES, /•3W \·liTH I.I ES, OFfU~ i·'/-.SG>0!:Pv'\Dii\S AS 
STATI STICS, o:~ 1:1/ERY CONCEIVABLE SUBJECT. f1S N~ Ii':STITVT JO:~, 1·::: !~WE NOT H.-ill THE 
\·,'rlERt:l •llnio\I...I.TO Gt:T AT THE 1l<UTH NW COIJHER THE SHELL GM·',[ S WAT TI1E ExECUTi'.'E 
ERr'lNcH 1s coNTii~u.r1tLY PLAYI NG 1·1Illi EVERY Govi:J-::-::...~xr F~OGRN·\ , 
HoPEFULLY, THE Co:~sRi:ss ,·s BEG!I>:H:-:G To cATCH uP oN rrs RIGHT To Kr~o·.·1, A :r· 
.tm lbc Su2.co;:;.',JlTEE ON CO;-',PUTt:RS H\S 3EfJ~ ESTf,BUSHi:D TO OVERSEE ·n1E USE OF 
. ~ c . ONE OF TI-J:)SE u:::·:-:s::u:ED YOU::G ,:-vUTHG\i~ERS h':·D IS HEI.PI!!S TO 2~ li~S ,:;::S~ESS 1:;10 
PR03LE:·:S OF Cc: !SRE'3S: 
. . ' . 
f!:::J-',3:.:RS CF HIS STAFF ARE 1\T Tii lS I·:EET ING TO SEE THE !.../\TEST D8/ELOPi ',::XJS C;F 
TO li-'.?~OVE THE LEG ISU\TIVE r."OCESS, 
\·!:·HLE I A.'·\ N:J·t~...Y INSTAI.I_FD .t..S C::.-\IF.· .. c.:,:.,:~ GF m: !{}USE [t)\!ES: ~:· · .. :~n [ : :FO~-'.',TJC 
t..N D I~m ! YIDUAL RtGlHS Su3CG-';·tlnt:E, I f.;., riOT ; ~ ::.,.~ ro r::t :-'.\ . .JJ R stJ:.xr:r A::::.:;\s ·.·: 1 i'H 
1·:.1 I CH 'O-lE INFC"''·\r\T ION. H:DUSTRY IS CO~lClRNED , 
DuR ING ·n~E LAST Co~lSI~ESS, I SERVED ON n~ r s su~o::;.u rt 1:1: \·:.ilu: P.::F ~:~s~:~n.t\T I'.' 
i"OORI lt/\0 \·U\S U-!t\ I RJ·\•\N •· I \•I."S A co ~SPO::Sc~ OF l1.1E I r-;i-\);Hii.N r I ~71! ;';;:: .: !!> .... .!HS TO n : 
FREE..DJ.·I oF INFORI·\li.T I0:-1 kT !>..'10 THC: LEG I Sl~t\T I 0:--1 \·:.ncH BEC.'\:·\F. T11E P.-Iw.cY fv:.T Gf l 
. . . .. . 
I PLJ\YEU /1."1 :\CTI VE ROLE IN THE DR/'HI!~G STf\;.::s or- ll-IESE BIL I.S A'lD iN fHt: EVf':!\nJ.<\. 





r , .. ,.R''SS II I'"""'U" ''.·I y nf"C'US!" or:: .,.Ill" li 'C"I'AS'IIr / .1.11''1 1 "1. ,,.r IS .. , ! " r I"( - 0'' v J,\'...1 t.:. , .• ,t: ..... . ~ "':"- o: " : •. : , , .. J , J,,.) ' :.: , c... 1 ... \ • ~. .• : .J , .J · >eu-.,r::.o ·" 
EI:rUC:\Ti 0:·1 Ai·!D Ll :RJoRY r:XPN{S I 0:-1, I 1-;r-o;:-,;:/\T I c:~ SYSn:;:,s TECH:\OLOSY, co::::.u:: I C/\TI G:! 
RECUIRE:V.:tHS, Silf'EGU.'·.'~DI::G OF FIRST f.; :,;:~~o:.:.C:ill: Ri~:·H·S·,· N:O Sli .. ,IL J\R ;-'.'llT::RS REU,T~:D 
TO THE FREE FLO;·/ Of 1!\i·OX·\\T 1 0;~ , 
11J·,:I:"YER, lli:.: BE\ i:IIUGS OF \·r,JAT 111G:H Br.co;:,E _TiiE~I !\ FC:~ ·.'\TI C:·I (V: \ lESS ARE 
RWTF..D 11'1 PRI:."VIOUS Co:_:G\SSES lli~T i:I'U1CTED ~E OR !Glt!AL ·REEI:XJ:1 OF ! t{f'C~·'AT I O:-l 
ACT, I·~~ ICH AUTH:::RJZED M·m\:-mr:..n r:.o:JERN ~ATA . . PR~CESSJ~G E~U~·~:: rn Fo:~ Fr:oER.r,,_ 
AGEHC IES Alm \·:;·ilCH HIS B:.:Gu:~\0 DEAL l·l!ni ~0;'\f'LICTS Bl:T\'iE:J~ IN~~'ATION \ 
TECi-~ ·!OLOGY, PR IV:\CY, A:~D INDIYiDU~L RIG;HS, 
\ A LEADm I I~ YOUR li\DUSTRY RECI:.;~n.Y CC.St:i~Vffi l~J.!\T I·:E 1-',UST VIE'•'/ "l:;::O:'\; ',O.TIC..'I" 
IN ITS E~.CADEST TE~J-~'3 AS A co::i.-ODI"iY CR AS A VI IAL NATIO:·!AL ASSeT, SI JC:~ AS l·iE 
i:, J G~ [() \·:!TH STEEL PRWUCTI0:-1 CAPAC ITY, THE OUfPLJT OF OIL CR i-'IILUC:;s CF E·USH::LS 
C"' \•''~ "T ~.!E . r'. 1·' -!''<=" "'L"TT<="' u·,,1n''RS-!l"D '·'·''T ,·.•.r l'··c,v" f1"·'T RO' E 11 l"F~'"'-'\T I ON 11 I , ,i._;-'\ , I .1 \...J" .. ., r u . . , D C I e n ,,!.J t:, o""\: \ I l l·'"' ... ., • ·' \.,;('\ ... .. , _ I\ .... . \J. • I 
1:0 ~·C;JGRESS l N f:J\Y OT:-it.:R OF OUR W\ I 10:·1 
1 
S Ern ERPi\ I SES 1 {\ DYi !/;,'·11 C /~-10 EVER-
PROGRESS lNG AP?LI C:\ Tl C:-1 OF It : I'OF~·'/\T I C:-1 TEC~:mLOGY TO THt: REST OF OwR t:CO:·lC.'·lY 1 AS 
\·:;:LL .e..s '10 C.OV~~;;:·.::iHAL A:,o F·RIVATE USES, i'.W \·:Et.L D::. r r.:.~J·i lt> :: lHE FUTU.~E TR:-::i:;S i ll 
OU.~ r·m I c;-/ S P~;0DOCTI VI TY A"lD PROSPER I TY IN ,'\U·(IST EVERY OT: i::R N~Sfl . 
U:~FORTUi~ATELY , FE\'/ PUi3UC OFFICI.f\LS OR OTI1ER LF./\D:~RS IN OUR l!DUSiR L'\L 
SOC IETY VIO~ 11\t'C:\:-'.~Tlml IN 11~'\T S:::OAD SENSF., OR co;.;m:::iiJ lD ITS SII;:;t:' l C,:·If i;·,:.-.c. r 
0:-1 OUR t!ATIC:tf\L LIFE .'\J'lD FVfu:\E li':DliSTRl i\L D::'\'El.CC:: · ;~::NT . 








SCIC I/\LJ EOUC!IT!f:;~'IL Nm !1 !)1 '/i[.: l.'~l. li:l;-',',q 1\EI !_IS , 
0JR SIJi?.C0:-';-',1"1 fEE !'.'IS Ju:ll SD ICllGi~ l·i.j Tl~i: !i.J:y:i: u:: i\ .. : ;~ I . SE:n i1Tl\'t:S C\'::R t,I.L 
,.. f.c 0 c:Cl"S or: 1""1' ll ';:o-·:•11. 10'·1 rJ)I !Cli:S /'''0 ···?,!·C·l· )r!:S 0 1: t'~~" '··y ;., .. -.;L_Y 0'= n": 1:1·1"::-: •. L '\...,1 \- 11- \.1 ,'\I •, 1 I I • • -' f .,. ""1 .,. - •• . • t.l\ /'1 H.t • I l l... _ ./\.... • .. , 
YOU AND TO AIL f;-',[R ICN~S : 
Ho:~ CA.111 You FIND ouT ~-.:-'AT THE (;ovcR: ~-·.e1r 1s oo rNG AND :·:,.',_\r 1r l<!c·.-:s? 
A.'~D 1-KJ;~ cr~~~~ ·You KEEP -THE GoYERi~;-:::Nr ,~f\o;~ ,~-~-,;o·r ,~G 0·~r \·:~ . :IT You As /.;~ 1::01 \' ! ,._. ·,L 
. . . 
ARE D:lll ;G---','idEN IT IS NC:~E OF TI-iE GOVER; :va n'S BUS W[SS, 
CO~?LED \·liTH c::~:,j:_;S S::CRECY, 
Or. .-,·: - ·[9 '1 Tl·•r:c•- !/',- 'C" SYST'-'·'S ''·'0 PI .• :S·- \·'t:·- .", :, ., . ~-,: 1·,:, .,. -t, :-> ,-." ... , ' ''" '= 0~ ..• , "(;~-·-=-· ·:: , LL,., ... '\- _ ,,- ."'(.; .-, IJ '1' u • I'\J 1 _ ...... • , , 1' '"''- ..J ... ... . ~ '"- v....>t_ ' r , .. _i ....... ,, ,-...~ 
AND cn-;;:R SOCALll=.i) "u E D8ECTC."~S" 3Y i-r:.iJm\L /ISEi~C ll:S •· ~-!E li:.:I..D H!_:_:;_q I: ! ~·S C~ T; -:;: 
EXTE!H OF Tt=LEPI-D:;E 1-'v:~ITC.i\l::s P?J\CTI CES \·IJTiii N l-t=.,X'::N~ ,A,t~~:i ;CJ <: S , 
\.I,: . , -l.D s·r 11 l. o·rL!cR H::··" 1;'';' C·'' l L-r l s'LI\. "f iG·,; ·ro 1'' " '- ·-1 "' ,:·" •·-.-; .. ·.: '·' I-' S ·'L- r,c P~ - ~..-""~ "'" "' ,::, · " _ u .. . ..: . \r, c. I ll.. _ .. J v t_,"'\.! " - · ' 
SECU;~ Il'Y Cl ASSIF IC..\ TlW SYST8~-- i·'CRE EFI'tCTIYF. , \·,:1ILE i\I .SO DI SCCiJ:\.'\•:· iUS ~: . - ~ tCESS."~t"( 
S"C"'ECY .. I .!.; STLI" l'-"T\ l'' 'E r;·~lc OF r ur: Pl '~l '1C J•·cc · ···\ f l r ' l .~ ·- ·: 1,- 1 ., 1 '·'I , .. ,, .1 !"" ' ' '= ' "'.· :· , f l: h t . 1 l._ '...) L. U 11 - PV L.. nL... ·.:" . 1 \1 j"l,., \.., V II '-'" . If l1 l ., . -" ' "-•'- ' •· . \ 
AG<:;~cll:S ft:'u ·n>E EXTENT OF PL13LI C RC:U\TIC;;s cc:~T~:/1Cl" I1~G BY Tl-::: r-t-!.JL.!='.\1. (··)'.·t::.;:::··::; i , 
!-IE HI\VE- fO:.JND ~t\T TI-iE f rm:R/\L GCVC\; ;~-:1-.~T IS Ti lE i·\JS f 1-'.\ SS I\'F. Sli:~;u: r. : ~ : :_=:.\1CR 
1·\-\!?lll. JW: S-· N~D Ofl ilH 11'PES OF PiiiNTFD 1'.'\T[R !ALi i·'.·\ i'S , fAILS, FILJ·\S, cc::,,' tJfJ..\ 17f-O 
RECO.(DS, !{it'm·;·!XJKS, DIRt:Cl C'R II'S, i-\)LICY R::C:l ii .J\1"1 0:\S, i~ ID S f:\ fl S i'I C~I_ i' \ fl\ Vl j;,l_ !0 
lNDUS fRI.I\l i·'.::J\SU."~IJ·;EJH N~O filE COi·:.~ufAfiC•:'I m: COS f OF I.IYI!·!'i P.\Y IV\1 :': S . r1n: P.·\.'; ~;E 
N•D l.<J.\'I ITI'Y m: nilS lNJ'C;\:·\1\1"1 0:-l JS Si":\c:··.:~ li:G, "/!·10 I liE U lS f .~t_;: \S !l~iO :: :: : tqJ L!C::S 
( i· l;. ;~:) B f . t.f 
. 
I 
GF LOI_I.f.'\S I 
Lk;PUCArJCi~ GR 0\'ici\U,r'i'li·!G l)l:'rl·:ri; j f,;;::: ;CII:S-,, o-~: . r, i· :_:;~r ,, IC ,:\lf O>I, J.!;D O~I S !Wr 
l ~-;.'•.STI: IH THE Pi'ODUCT!Oi~ OF u:::;~:o:SSt-RY G0VEE!:i',:JH l"l_l!l,I_ ICAT Io:·!S COST r: i[ f.;,.,l:f-:Ic;,:l 
TAXI·/>,YlcR U;HOL!) l·i I LLI o:'S [/1CH YEJ•.R , 
FoR EYN',PU~, /·'ORE Ti{'~~ A 007.[:~ ru~[eJ\L (\(;El ~C I[$ /\RI2 1 iNOLVI'D Ill Tl it:: cou_r:cr! c: ' 
AND Dl SSC·HI\iiTI Oi~ OF ''sc I l] HJ F I C NJO Tr:m i l C~L it ;1~0:·:_..:~,\rl C:--1 ,·,, { 1~\V[ f\EOUL:STED Y :E 
"u'·:• ··:o• t' ~~~cOU'.IT I": If"' a··:,; I r•: ·ro· I,, 'I"=RT •, ''E0 ~ ro·.:.,.;l_.: .. :r.:s I ,_",r; ·r·: ;\1>:<' 1: I ;._,,·r I 0'·1 c•: 1'-•r: ··v - '·" 'T t.t\L1v' '\ .. l11.,;. .,., , ,'\•J I ... L Uo\LJL. •• t ... f'. i\.,.,ul\.111 . . ~ YL. olYL-) '-<. , ( l!l...C:. , I . l 
. - . 
TO \·t.-11(11 SUCH ACTIV ITi ES DU:'LICATE tACH OTHi:R, l':r'AT THi: TOT/II_ r:osrs r!,.·:lU:H TO, .·:.:D 
l·f. 10.T TYPES 0~ r:o ;:s6Ut::ATIC~l OF EFFORT CM~ BE RECO:-';·-:~iWEO , 
AtL OF us u~cJTE E>~L.'-',i'LES o(·,-.~'AT i·iiGHT BE CALLI:D m:. "nrssic:~ ?.::oP::·::t,_t.: _\11 
Activrn.r:s or: v.',Rto~ t:r:cERIIL AGt'~c: l t::s.- t.E.1: ' s exPLoR~ ;.. rYP rc:\1~ cAsE 111sroRv. 
'\ . . --
CmsRliSS E:·:.lltts A u,\·1 ESTr,sr_rs:-m:G A FFc::F':Ar. PRor:;::.:J·l r-o.~ \·:;ncH A P:Buc 1\E::.O :-: ·..s 
;:...., : , :. . ·· ~, . ,;., • • - - ~.- ..... . :<.. :\ - · 4·. ~-··"1·· :~ ;, ... -.~~ .. ,, ,. 
b..:c'~ Du_·,-·.ISrP;\Td'l. rcl\, 1.c,PS 1\S A_PIL~J r ;o,-,,_._~ .-... ·1 0:~ 0.": IN \,., tCH Lli·~ITED Fu:c.: ::S 
IS ADV!'-:.~C'JJ BY THE t~P?RQP.'IIATI O:~S co.·:;-',ITfE ES , ,. 
\ 
Usu.".LLY, TK P~OG:::'J~·l AD>'d N I S'f\.Tc.:;s 3:~ r; iN ";I:::: R ?i_t~l_ l CITY c;;:,?l\ ! :::N TO / :::.:-: 
TH;:JR "I'.ISSION" ON A 1-DDEST E.4.S JS--S.W 1\ 0~ \'Ht.:}ILY ISSU:C: c;: A 1~-?/;GI: i;E'.-:SU::Tii:.~ 
. \ - .. 
Tr-\\T D:.:SCRis:-:s TiH~ PROSR;V·1 i N OUESTIC·:~·TO 11 \~ PU3UC IN GF!\t:S.-\L 1-:m TO 11-:~ s;·-~·~:.t. \ .. . 
I!HERES T CC:xST!Tu::;<eY o:: T: 1AT P/'-.RT!CUI_/R F~.J:3C',.','-\ , . • 
. - \ 
Co;~GRESS RES?o);;oS TO P'r\ESSCr\ES iJ·lD WCC:f~/\Sti S !liE FLJ::Di~\S LS'i:L OF T1 :E i .= •. _ =, .:.., 
\ 
THE OLD 4-?ASE ;;c.-:St.EH:.:R S'_OSSG:·:S INTO A !G -e.v;r: CR ~~~- P.\r;c ;·. :.:n~~LY ', :JTH :SI'- · .:~ 
. \ . 
Cl RCUl.A rl o:.~, ,'·DR~ P I CTLJ.~c:s, ;\'m A r.-.o-coLCR FC~:-:'\T. T:11: lOP : ,.~o-~'='J,'·\ .-.~:-'.i:ns·; :::, . :.:: 
\ 
!-1.'\VE SPEC L!\1. /\RTl tU:S Nm ll1E I R PICfURt:S IN VlRTU·\I.LY EVd~Y JSSUr:: . i;:::Y r::.;~:_::: s ..:;;: 
. . \ 
(.ONGRESS \·,:-n SUi' PORT n \E Pi\OSR/'.~1 A~E L1 KD~ 1 SE P~O:·m;: :'l fLY 1-:C.·'\ il_:.~::n I;~ Ti ;;:: r ; ;::-. · ~ ::' ;, . 
. \ 
AFTER A FD·I YE/\RS or sucH PROi-ESS IO:\,'\L FL:31.1c ": :t_!\Jl C:>s ,,c;:;!•.: :·_s , ,-;;E >lL'. 
. . . \ 
PKOSR.A/1 IS 1·\'\!Jc PEt\!-': ;.>..:l::'H BY (o;;SRESS, /l.r-..0 l l iE I;;: C:\i·~ \ Ti 0:--.l i· ~ r..!'.'·il D I G i . -.\~ : \J I F. TH 
\ 
PRli~Ri.,'·l Si'RS\DS !IS 1-'CRE Flf.·IOS BECCi·~E ,<\\',II I U\;~1 E. rb~t: PIJ?UC:\IIC::S : ,.;;-: , ·: ·~t_J:: :,·'J~ 
\ 
1-'IU-~S, RNJ IO A:~D TF.LEvl SI0:-.1 SPOTS .t\RE f-'R(lD'JC!-D, ;\'tOm:: N::j iCY ,-, .:;.-.i ::! ~>IUI: ;~ . r . 
(! , ·,;:_) B 
P.5 
::: F~;o-;:u~-1 C'<Q;,'$ Iil NLI·3Er\S or B:.Ji~S'\UCft-\1 s ;._.;!) cor-:;~ES! c: ;!m~s CfJSlS 'iO '!l-Ie T/'~(l·{;'(l_R 0 
n s r:c;:,·.·AT 1 s A cr;;-'; -'GN ~' 1 N \-!t,s;nr isro~i: . 
IT A?PLIES TO F'ROGR!·!·iS ~n i·'AY CLEA!:!LY BE I t~ 1·.: ~ ..... i: 1·:E \·,·.:::uLn ALL ;\~~Rf. E 1·:.\S IN 
;: r:.J3LIC Im m:::sT. U:-wo:-nu:!.A.T~,- rr ALSO f•.PPL·I-ES 1:0 j-',~.SS !VE FEDC:f'\;'\1: ESC-E.CI;SU::S . 
- . . . ... 
JT IS CLEA."{ TH.\T NEITHER Cc~IGRESS f'OR lHE ExECVriVE 2-'?N!CH r:.::-:Ar:ERS OF OLK 
;:;-:E i/>F:'( A':D ACi·\IN ISTP.ATIVE PF;OCESSES 1t~.VE FOU;·I!J A ',·:.W TO CGiHROL St.,:H EXC ESSES 
. '11-16'{ . -· 
: PYFJ:!·~ID!NS "t·1ISS !O:~ PF:JPAGA':DA", •,·an:ER l-T co:-;c:s FRC:·1 A NS'~LY EST/IBLI SHED FEDEJ\.4L 
. A -
~CGP.?.'·\ OR FRC:-1 A F<)i·:CRi'UL liiSliTLJTIGN LIKE THE Pc:~nk:..'JN , 
- ~ . . 
.. T:-:c:sE-Ext:- :r: ~_Es ·ARCOi·iLY Pi'~~~ o := -n:E r r:-ot::LEi·i OF n:E G~c·.-m: ·:; "f·r::.PcF::·:JR!<. J ill;GLE" 
::__rJ:sFEDERAL- su:-:EJ·.ucKAcv.· EouALLY Au.:::.--iws ME Go''~':i ;: -::::.· rr n::=o".:-',\Ti cN FOLIC 1 ES 
-'Xi Rt SI_!LT IN />;'i EVER-EXPi-:':D liiG t::Q,'·:QPQJ..Y. CONTROL OV::CR ACCESS TO t-.::'J Pf.OCUCTION OF 
I C·fTS , 
THE It:: ::: ~: :': i :T [';'.'·iGmS TO o·_:-;: SCI.: l ETY OF .'·D::'Ji'Qll i'.C·.T! C~l BY GO\': .. :: .::;:,'n Or THE 
f.' :? f{·;T iC~l ~: D FLO'.-.' or- ESSEimAL TYPES OF WFO?,'-'),T!Cil N~E 03'/ !0US , TOJ CFl t.::l, 
~::=CI,'-',),TJG.'l TH-\T IS OF 'IHE UTi-'.CJST PS.;~_CTICi\L li-',28R f/·;'-iCE TO Til::: F'OCi<fT2~·Jf<S , HEALTH 
::::> ~Vt:;l SAFE:. iY 0;-' CO,'ISU:·:U~S IS KEP f SLml:.T , THi S IS ~!O f Sl-:U. [:.CY FOR Sl:CkECY ' S S'\!~': , 
R J UST A !·;i NDLESS LUST FOR PJ'•!::R 0~1 l ~:c: P/\~:T OF THE Fr:r:U:.'\L p.:..;_-:::.:!\L:cp_!'I.CY, TH ! S ! S 





C0::;;::·.PJ\TiVE il'll'i:R~ST P.:\iTS , 
. . . 
ESSENTl!\L Ii:FCC:F:';TI0:4 TO Tli[ PUBLIC, !iOT CC:~CL'\U !':G IT , ~'Jf TilE r, ,):YJIL Rc;::wt: TOJK 
. ' 
. RfCENTLY, TOO, o~~E OF YOUR i·:8/3[R COi,.,PNH ES 1t'\S BIT:N li NOLVED li~ A DISPUTE 1·1n11 
., · L " · · · r· · THi: 1AfiWi\L IERJ;.RY OF t'l8) iCJ NE, SEEKJUS ACCESS TO ITS ·:r:ou:..R SYST::J·l Of I! ::C ORi-':1\TlC~ , 
U:-<D:-:R THE f REl::IXX·1 OF fi\1-0?;;··.'\TIO:-l k.T,· IN i-iY Vl 8 ·/ 1-l:O TF.'\T 01: !,.CST U:G.!l.L EXP:::RTS \·:.--t::> 
?CiO\'IDE THE I ::::c::-,;::\1! 0:01 N•D '!'HEN S.!\10 IT 'o'IJ:.JI..D r ·,:;OV i DE IT FOR A 1-'EE Oi- $5C),OJJ 
1.;,~8~ 11-:E .'1Cn..J.\L CO.ST OF T:>E CC:·:Pl.Ji'ER m:E Ji;'.'OL\'~·D .!-.'.'.''J'J:ns TO ~~~~u r $5')J. '·'jy SLJo-
THIS 1·'/\HER , 
/.',~:~~GEJ B H, SF.I.ECTIVE Dl SSt;:: I :\ATJG'l, /-.' JD CG~:CF.:'\i.J:, :JH OF Y.·".ST /...'·\)!J:HS or- !! iFOR!:,;r 10;~ 
n 1\V~ 
CF E\'tRY CC: ICE IV.~.3LE TYPE . f\ ' A ~ l R;';CT I i· ~::'~CT lJc0~l E\'L\Y F.US I ~~I:SS, ~:'/Ei\Y r·.~ I V.'\TE . 
l:\S'i! TU I'I C!I, ,\:;o :;\';J\Y 1;-:')i'/I!)U.=<I_ CITL~.:.\1 l:-1 O:.;~ COV;rRY, 
. . 
\·IE i·1UST 1-'AKE SU.~E T:~'\T SUCH AD'.'A'IT;\GES Cl- GOV[~J :>:2H, FI~::J-;c::o BY Pt.:'='\!_IC Ft.;::os, 
.!~~E NJT P::~·\1 ll'ED TO OVERI·.~~EU>l TI~E i ;i i-Ci\/·'o~T I 0~ CAPN~ I 1.1 T 1 ::s OF r:G:; -:,u\'tK' :: · . ... : L'\1. 
r')"' ···s P""'" IT CR 1, .. .. rno;_, IT . <:c:u~ '!'"VI'"" '""' "'" ""l'' l 11" . ... , .. '\1' 1"" '\,.. 1. 1\'l ·t· S ,::, u:,Lc. - - 1.v 1· • 1 1.J.1 - r f\ , - • ""'· ·-~-'' "J l ' v • l-:\L • .- .. _; , '' _ \ t·v,· .. ·. tJ . 'i . '- I < J 
!D f BE Pcii:·\I'IT [!) TO SU!TOCATE NO:; -GQV;:~:::··.::HAL I:.;::c.\i:.\TIC~~ .1\.C i lVl fl i.S, 
B 
P.7 
I:: :'\T C/ H )·:( 1J) 1 i ~ Cr:·: :G:\LSS /,i :0 \· .~ '.\T cr.:l )'p~ J. !Xl ., 0 I ;; ·I_P /·. ·~ ·~;J,i l ; r1 :'1 I' n :u~r: 1 S A 
f':\l!i'LR E.'\I I~'C E ~l:r,·:; : EI~ (.J.)'/LHI~:,::r-:T/1 1 ~ t:m r;r;:{·:(,GVU\t :;:,;:!:T/IL I ;;; t;:_·.-.\ 110:4 i\C f i\' l r! LS? 
THr: EXCESSES OF HtiT[ F:GAH: H.WE D: :; ·,:>:~S ITV\TED TO AI.L OF US l i :E 1-:W Ill \·i,iJCil T: ,;: 
[ XECU r I 'IE 3R/:J!CH C/.>N r :~t,Jn PUU\ TE THE V!,ST F-Oi·:r:R OF G')\'L:~; ::'.<:!'IT TO llS Q'.-,;~ 1\DV.Ll :TASE 
/.1:0 TI~EREBY suz··/ERT THE PUBLIC INTEREST: i·~:.,· :t\G[t··,air 01~ T:l~ 1: 1 ·~.-:s f;J !D THE 1-1~0:·1 OF 
J:;I'OR:-',·\T ! Gi~ TO REI-LECT c:ILY TH::JSE PO~T IG: :s n-t'\T RI::J'L!:CT 1'/:.'-fOf''!,:\t.Y C:·l Ti·CSE 1·:. 0 
co: HROI_ THE RE INS OF GOVI:R!i: ·,r;:n U N, i\S \·:E r.·WE ','/ll !l~~SSE.D, ·n;: \:.:xrF.!~ THt: VeRY 
(o;:STiTUTl W/IL 2.'\SE OF OUR GOVLf\i~·1ENT, 
\-1:1/\T (O:I~.:~ESS CAN 00, .'-.NO 00 EFFECT IVELY /•l~D PRO:·i?TLY, IS TO CSTABI.I S;j G~­
FO::<CE/\BI.F., I.EG:i.LLY-::N\L'/1. 1 FJ) GU I DEl.! NES OVER :\ U_ Fox:RAL li-:~ORi,.:\ T I G:~ POLl C I ES TO 
BRING THE BIJ~E.b.IJCR.I~TJC I :~:'CP..: -'J\TI O:~ i·D:-:On:JLY U:iDER EFFECTIVE CC;HROL , 
So:·1t: t..F.ADERS oF YWR li~DUSTRY lc.-..vF. i:.D'IOCATt:.D 1:11:: G\E.'1TIG:~ c r= A lt'\TIC:-t!IL 
! t~ STITUfE OF !i\FO.Z-'.\Tl (;:--l '!0 DEAL \·11TH ll il: TOTALilY IJi- THE P;Ji3LIC NID P;1 1V/\TE 
I !: FCf..i-'XI! O;~ r:;:=RASTRUCTIJ::\E OF THE t:.Cl.T! W , fN SIJP~CRT OF SUCH A ~ ?.c ;:--,')S.I\1. , iT IS 
ARGUE.D TI-n T CIJ:"::\E!HLY ll1ERE IS NO i~:\TI 0; ~;\1_ rORU:·\ iN :·.~·ilCH TO 0[:' /:J.C? n::: .i'YPE OF 
SUS.!'A i :~f.D D !ALOSIJE f=RO:·I ;·:.~i CH ENLI G:-fft i\CD I ~!I.TI c:~AL 1!\:=0:::i-',<\T IW PJLI Tl C I i:S Cfo!~ SE 
EXPi:Of:U TO EJ',:-:RGE, { BELi l:'VE THIS IS r..:~ ii\Tf:KESTI~G PRC;-=DS:'\1_ TI'.\T \·:;~.R :\."•!HS SEKIC:S 
STLi!)Y. 
Ccc~:.:ss 1 s ; .. ,'\JOR cc:HR 1 BUT 1 O."l 1 N ER 1: :s1 us r N m E.!\I.J':-..'lCE ·n ;E L~ovf:f\N:··.::rH 1 s C\';:.::.-,: L 
L.\TER llHS YE;\R \•I JLL CWD'JCT EXTEI.'SIVE HE.·'\:~ 11/GS C:~ ',·.:~!\T n;:: r;,\Q.'\0 INFO~ ... \TIG~ rtO; E 
OF Fm :R.I\1_ GOVERr::·:t:NTAL AGC:NC l ES S: 1.Jlll.D SE IN 0: ;K 1·\)D:: '\N SOC I ::TY, 
I.J..ST I·DNTH, TOO, OUR SU3C0i,.I·IIHEE CCilDU:TEO l i:'!\!~ I W;S IV/\T 'I OU(i ~~·D 0:~ IHE (If\, 
n;E SECRET SERVICE AND TI{E fNTERHAL Rt:'YrJlUF. SF.RVl CE. O n :u~ Co ::C':-\cSS IG:!I\1_ co::;·i! I II:':S 
t.J\E ALSO L0~K I NG l NTO THE .<\CTl V 1 TII: S OF ·n iESE I.QVl:~:~;.;!;N f N ;Ff·IC 1 ES. 
THt:SE IrN::STI C:.Af 10:-:S 1~\VE D l SCLOSED Tl'J\T THt: ( !/\ i~:'lD 0 n lER GJVLR!·~ ·:::NT ,\ G::; lC I t S 
H!I.\'E E!:;.!\Gi·D IN FA:\ · rLU~lS i\'JD II I.EGII!_ l i-:FO.'\.'·'tl f !C:-1 t'/\ll ll::w -::; Cf'l.R!\ rl O:-.IS r.~'\ r urr-r r 
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SI:Yc~.r;~_ I·',EF3li~S c r- CG::Gi~Ess 1·:.nr CIA Dl :i:-cro~ \·!JI.I.I A'·i Crll ;:,y r.u ·,IIIT!:> \·::J;;; Tlil: 
SU?-JECTS OF s:·:P/;~./I.TI: FOIJJE:~S 1·1~ ll.lE (If\' S VN5T LC: ·.:- U 11:'\1 ZI·D F! I t:S : 11:: ~;!\ I D l T 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Ttt··.t.:s IN CIA REPORTS , I:;ciot.::nAu_v, ;~t:c·-:-~:: nit.: ~H?-~:- c r or- A su·:,?.'\l E r-1u: . I 
. . 
ALSO Feu: m ~N I ·.-;As o: :E or- THJUS!,; !DS cr= ;"-;.-.r:R 1 c.r::-~s \·:, r•sE 1-'.'\ 11. 1 '.'.i) r..::::: l cP<:~>ED 
DtJR!t:G A 20-YE/\R PER IOo--r.f\G:-1 (9«» 10 1.97}· -·.-:.-:~:.:~ n~c:: CI A cw o•JCT8) .u."J ILLEI;AL 
1-'~\IL COVER, \·:.~lCH IT SAYS li;S Jm;·/ si:E,~ D I.SCG~l~rl .t:um·: Bur AS Ri:CE:HLY AS LAST 
\·:cEK, IV~LPH i·ho:.:R CI'.\RGCD Tlit\T THE PosT O:'=fi .CE \·:,~$ Ti,.;:,;'E.RI ·~;G \•:i .T11 HIS 1.'_.'\IL: 
HHEN I ouc::snc:;rn 11R: CoLBY Arour :·iY FI.LE AT THE :1~:ARI::GS :w suBcc::;.;tncE 
. . . . . . 
HE s.!l.ID HE Tr::.~;,:-rr IT 1-~·\S .~.J.L RIG:n ro i2.'Nt rx::~:: 1-:.'.\ T 11::: CIA DID, Eur IT \·:.'•.S:{ 'T 
<:-:m:s TO oo !T i:;y;.-,:;;~E--:·I!TH so:-',E Exc~:r-nc:-:s . A1:L HE cwct:DFD ·,·:~.s m'\T T:::: CIA 
DJt;3T TYP!C.Cl.L OF \-:.-'.'\T 1--'J~JLD BE FOU:m IN DiE FILeS OF THJ'_;s . .:.::GS f.:;o P'.)SS IBLY 
i\GEI~C lr::S --t•LL Kit;DS Or 1!\!V l,'\ .. ~S \·:::: JL AS !\t:F'CRTS Cl .\CT IV JT : :..:s L.L:C\I.LY C:\i\R i f.D 
OlJT "Y ~-: ·:"'lr' ''" u· ·-· ~, ''R 1~ · -= tR rr l"ST ".·· ·:· .-·.- -: · 'T Rl ;.l·' fS. D I ' 1:_.i\ \....- .1,.:, •'-' L-1 • 'h. f\ J ~, ·· -"!..A ·· ...:'i ,, 1 1 
. . . 
U:-mm n1E PR IV/ICY .ncr oF 1974, ll~E CIA !'I-:D Si:C\I: r ~ci\VICE .~.:-w N ' · or::·:.R 
AGF.NC ! ES 1~•\\'E f·N EXGiPTI C~ nt!\T PROTECTS Tl;::.i·li 'RC::·l DI SCI.OSI::G !J~Y ! '.\l: . .;: i/11. 
Rl:L!l.TED TO 1l~E l'\ATIO:·!AL c:~rEt~SE, FCRE l t~:~ FC!_ICY CR Ci~I:·\it~o\1_ l:;v::S i'J'-,·\i lt:::s . r::\T 
t 
I S !\ \',\LI D I:Xl:;.-.O'TI O~. TH::: CL~ /,'lD St- (1\ET SG\\'IC:F. , lt)';;;:\'ER, 1•'-;'E NOT ~.\f i'JFI ! f) ~-: j IH 




Ti !'\T ISSUE . 
\·!HY, I AS!\ED v~~ . CoLBY, om n~r: CJ/\ .:u=:u i ,:: Exu .. ,:,rw:: wxr ~·.·r::m s::Yc.:m 
. . . 
PROl f:CTIO:·I OF r:~f\TER IAI_ Rr: l_,\lTD TO r:.'\T!0::/\1_ DU'E<;<jE C~ ; :r;:-:r:iG:~ r i)LICY? 
. . . . . 
THE N~S\·:c:R \•1.'\S TI-'.1\T THE CIA DID NOT li."'.I·IT TO 11.!1'/E TO (./) !~:TO COIJRT, l\'5 OTK::R 
JlKr~ciES ro, TO JUSTIFY THE SECRECY cL~,ss i FIC,\T io:~ o:.~ t·'II\TERI!IL IT H'JtDS . THE CIA 
THE CATCfi-1\LL ALI BI us:::o BY Tiif: CIA fOR ITS COVERT A!~D ILLEGAL ACTiV ITI ES 
. . .. 
co::viNC I:·:G cc.: .. ,I ::s ::RG:-1 ;t~~ . CCL aY cR m: l:n :~ ::.:;.'\1_ R:vr::;;JE Sc;.:ncE n~·-:~ IT DI D 
OF THE P:.:3LIC, !i::J IV IDUAL CITI /.C:\S, /-.'!u Tl·:c i'i:: iV;:.TI: Si'.CiCR_, 
SwdL~.RLY, TilE I::l) JVI D'JAL's Rlc:-; r ro <~ Iv.: •. cv - ·-A RIG:1r 11J.~T n:E i-o· .. . :..~:.:i-5 I:<iD 
Pi\·)V!Cc fOR IN Ti iE Cc:;STI'fUfJC.:;- -:·'.JST :;:,: FULLY P:::Ol ::cn:D FRC:1 ltN . .:.SI C:~ SY A s.:•.: ;;;c.l 
\-!E HWE. CC.'·~E /1 LO(IG '>1'\Y l-'RC:·\ 1775 ro 19/6, hm l:VEtHU.!o.I_LY '.-:E ~-:JI L CC:·iE 'iO J •:.~ · 
BIJf 11-:::<0tJGH OUR CO~~ I NED IJTCRTS \·IE ~iUST .~,SSU~E il'.'\T IT \·Ill L iiOT BE Tiit C.\·.-:::11_1: :1 





SPEECH BY CONGRESSWOHAN BELLA ABZUG TO HILLEL FOUNDATION , 
UNIVERSITY OF l·lARYLAND, SEPI'El·!BER 24, 1 974 
THERE '·S A RU~!OR GOING AROUND THAT THE CA.i'!PUSES ARE DEAD 
THIS YEAR - - BUT I CAN SEE FROM YOUR PRESENCE HERE THAT THE RU~lOR IS 
PREMATliRE. I 1 H PROUD TO BE ON A CAI·!PUS THAT P.AS PLAYED SUCH AN ACTIVE 
ROLE IN TRYING TO BRING A REAL END TO U. S. INVOLVE~IENT IN INDOCHINA , 
AND I S NOO ~l REJECTING PRESIDENT FORD ' S PHONY "CLENENCY 
PLAN" AND .l1411.fl.J;I!/~ AI1NESTY , UNIVERSAL A~ID UNCONDITIONAL. 
IT'S TH:E FOR THIS COUNTRY TO PUT THAT HORRIBLE 1'/AR BEHIND 
W1 -k~71-~ a<.d-tr£% ~ k~J/~ . ~·~ 
·~ TO FORGET~UPT .'\DHINISTRATION THAT LIED TO US ABOUT 
~ . 
CA!·!BODL'\ , !\BOUT THE CIA, ABOllr EVERYTHING. WE COULD FORGET IF I•!R . FORD 
WOULD LET US. BUT l·!R. FORD INSISTS ON LE'l'TING THE OLD ADt•UNISTRATION 
CALL THE PlAYS FOR THE NEI~ ONE . HE GRJ\NTS AN UNPARDONABLE PARDON TO 
HIS PREDECESSOR AND CO!<SI DERS PARDONI NG ALL THE OTHER CROOKS INVOLVED 
IN I~ATERGATE--I,tO:LE REFUSING !\~!!'JESTY TO TilE YOUNG NEN 1-1110 FOLLC\~ED TI!EIR 
CONSCIENCE TO CANADA , TO JAIL, TO THE UNDERGROmrD . 
BUT I T ISN ' T TRUE THAT THERE ' S NOTIUNG \olE C\N DO .\BOUT IT . 
YOU IN YOUR \-iAY AND I IN HIN!:: C\N DO PLD.'TY . IT I S PUBLIC Otrl'CRY TI!AT 



















SPEECH BY CONGRESSWOH!\.N BELLA ABZUG TO HILLEL FOUNDATION, 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND , SEPTENBER 24 , 1974 
THERE 1 S A RUf.10R GOING AROU:m THAT THE CAHPUSES ARE DEAD 
THIS YEJ\R -- BUT I CAN SEE FRON YOUR PRESENCE HERE ':'HAT THE RUHOR IS 
PRENATURE. I 1 11 PROUD TO DE ON A CAHPUS THAT P.AS PLAYED SUCH AN ACTIVE 
ROLE I N TRYI NG TO BRI NG A REAL END TO U. S . INVOLVEr-tENT IN INDOCHINA , 
AND IS NO.'/ ~ REJECTI NG PRESIDENT FORD 1 S PHONY "CLEHENCY 
PLAN " AND P£11.flJ/!f-11Jl A!·!NESTY, UNIVERSAL AND UNCONDITIONAL . 
IT ' S TIHE FOR THIS CO~~y TO PUT THAT HORRIBLE ~~ BEHIND 
w,ic~r/1-~ <4./-t;-U.. ~ t:...~ ;/~ .~'k 
~ TO FORGET ~UPT .Z\DHINISTRATION THAT LIED TO US ABOUT 
. 
CM1BODIA , ABOUT THE CIA , ABOUT EVERYTHING . HE COULD FORGET IF NR . FORD 
IWULD LET US . BUT MR . FORD INSISTS ON LETTING THE OLD ADr1INISTRATION 
CALL TilE PIAYS FOR THE Nfl·l ONE. HE GRANTS AN UNPJ\RDONABLE PARDON TO 
HIS PRE!JECESSOR AND CONSIDERS PARDONI NG ALL THE OTHER CROOKS INVOLVED 
I N WITE.'<GA'l."'E--h'HILE REFUSING MINESTY TO TI!E YOUNG NEN WHO FOLLOiiED Tl!EIR 
CONSCIE!\CE TO CANADA, TO JAIL , TO THE UNDERGROUND . 
BUT IT ISN ' T TRUE THAT THERE ' S NOTHING \-IE CAN DO ,\BOUT IT . 
YOU IN YOUR HAY AND I IN m NE C\N DO ?Ll:.l'ITY , IT IS PUBLIC Ou"l'CRY THJ\T 
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/ .. A LOUD NO TO JUSTICE THAT I SN ' T BLI ND. 
U OF ~ID 
JUSTI CE l-IHOSE SCALES ARE 
2 
WEIGHTED WITH M:JNE'l AND ~TER. KEEP RIG~rr ON SAYING IT . 
FOR ~t{ PART , I INTRODUCED A RESOLUTION INQUIRING INTO THE 
CONDI TIONS UNDER WHICH THE NIXON PAROON WAS GRANTED . SEVERAL OTHER 
ME11BERS INTRODUCED SIHILAR RESOLUTIONS , AND TODAY HEA..UNGS !."ERE HELD: 
(i\D LIB) 
-::;::::::--
THE CONGRESS , AFTER A LONG SLEEP, IS C0:1ING BACK TO LIFE. 
A LOT OF THIS IS DUE TO THE J..'E\-lER AND YOUNGER <-!EHBERS, THE BLACKS, 
THE I~OHEN. I THINK TI<:rS INDICATES A DIRECTION YOU SHOULD FOLLOI_, IN 
THIS YEAR ' S ACTr:'/!TY . SO LONG AS CONGRESS IS CONTROLLED BY ELDERLY 
WP.ITE IUDDLE-CI..l\SS l·lAI.ES 1 l-IE l-ION 1 T GET T"rlE REFOR1·1S WE NEED . 
I ' H DELIGHTED TO BE IN A STATE , TONIGHT, THAT IS ENLIG!ITE:NED 
ENOUGH TO SUPPORT BARBARA HIKULSKI FOR THE SENATE , GIJ\DYS SPELL<·I<\N 
FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES , AND IDANAE GARROTT FOR ~10NTEGQ1>!ERY 
COUNTY EXECUTIVE . 
WOHEN ARE CCmNG ON STRONG THIS YEAR , IN RACES FOR O!.'TICSS ,\'!' 
ALL Lt."'VELS . PEOPLE ARE 'riRED OF ~rMIE OL D FACf-:5 , THE SiU!E OLD IVORllS . 
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THEY'RE SAYING , W01·1EN HIGHT DO BETTER, AND TilEY CERTAINLY CAN'T DO 
WORSE. YOUNG PEOPLE, BLACKS, HINORITIES, HIGHT DO BETTER. AT LEAST 
THEY WOULD HELP MAKE TIIE CONGRESS TRULY REPRESENTATIVE , l'lHICH IT 1 S 
A LONG \'lAY FRON BEING AT PRESENT. 
DID YOU KNOH THAT BEFORE I 'i1AS ELECTED TO CONGRESS FOR THE 
FIRST TINE IN.l970, THERE HAD BEEN ONLY ONE OTHER ~HSH HOHAJ.'l HEMBER 
IN THE DITIRE HISTORY OF OUR CONffiESS? THE PREVIOUS ~!EMBER \'lAS ADELE 
HEYER OF CALIFORNIA , ELECTED IN THE LATE 1 920s TO REPLACE HER HUSBAND 
HI!O HAD DIED. NCM, WITH THE ELECTION THIS PAST NOVEHBER OF ELIZABETH 
HOLTZ~!AN CF BROOKLYN, HE Hi\VE T"t!E GRAND TOTAL OF T\'10 JEVIISH lvO~!EN OUT' 
OF A TOTAL CF l{>tv011EN IN THE HOUSE (THERE IS NO l'lm1AN IN THE SENATE) 
AND A TOTAL OF ~A DOZEN JEI'IS . 
S TILL, THIS YEAR .AND :LAST , THE HOUSE RECOGNIZED THE JEIHSH 
HOLIDAYS • •• Ol\'E TINY INDICATION OF THE DIFFERENCE A FEH -PEOPLE CAN 11.r,K£ . 
I PERSONALLY AN VERY PLEASED TP.AT !-!ORE AND 1-!0RE JE'.-IISU '.'IO~!SN ARE 
ASKING QUESTI O};S ABOUT THEIR RIGHTS . k'\ST YEAR IN NE\<1 YORK I HAD TilE 
GRATIFYING EXPERIENCE OF TAKING PART IN TilE F I RST NATIONAL CONFERL1<CE 
ON THE ROLE OF 1-10~ IN ~HSH LIFE . TilE CONFERENCE l'iAS P1Jr •rcx:;E'l1!ER 
BY A GROUP OF 1-10!-IEN STTJDENTS 1m0 1\RE EXMUNING TilE ROLE OF HO~!EN IN 
JEWI SH HISTORY AND I!A.U\CHi\ 1 liN D ,\SiaNG SOCH FUNDM!EN'l'I\L QUESTIONS 1\S WilY 
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A WOMAN CANNOT BE COUNTED IN A ~ITNYAN , TilEY l\RE ASKING HOI~ OUR 
JEWISH TRADITION , IVHOSE GREATEST STRENGTH lU\S BEEN IN W\KI~lG JUDAISH 
A LIVING FAITH AND NOT A RELIC , CAN l\CCO~!ODATE ITSELF TO THE CHANGI NG 
ROLE OF WOHEN IN OUR SOCIETY. WHY CAN 1 T WOMEN BE P.ABBIS ? AND OF COURSE 
WE NOW HAVE THE FIRST WO!-!AN RABBI , SALLY PREISAND , !rlST FALL AT l·lY 
INVITATION RABBI PREISAND DELIVERED THE INVOCATION AT ONE OF THE DAILY 
SESS! ONS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES . SHE WAS NOT ONLY THE FIRST 
WOMAN RABBI TO DO SO , SHE I~S THE FIRS'I· WOMAN TO DO SO IN THE ENTIRE 
HISTORY OF CONGRESS. 
MY · CMN LIBERATION, I SUSPECT , BEGAN WITH CHI LDHOOD \•IHSN I·!Y 
GRANDFA'l'HER, THE REVERED AtYI'ClC<U\T OF THE FAMILY , viOULD TAKE ME TO 
SYNAGOGUE. I QlTICKLY LEARNED THE HEBREH RITUAL AND PRl\YERS , AND I·!Y 
GR!>.NDFATHER LrM:D TO SHO\~ ~IE OFF TO HIS 1•11\LE FRIENDS . BUT AFTER I rL\D 
FINISHED RECITING AND TilEY F I NI SHED PATTI NG :-IE ON Tl!.E !lEAD, I 1 D !!AVE 
TO GO BACK AND SIT IN TilE BALCONY AND ASSmiE THE TRADITIONAL S U!l 
SERVIEl>.'T ROL£ OF JEWISH 1.;0~1EN . 
RECE:l'.'TLY I RECEIVED ,\ CJ\LL FRON R!Cill\RD GOLD!Ii.IRST , '111E 
~ 
SON OF Hl\RRY GOLDEN . HE ;\llD HI S FA'rHER ;.;,.: -« 'l'RA\.ELLD;C ,\ROU:!O 
r!IE U. S . Gl\THERI!\G ~11\TERIAL FOR A BOOK ON JEWISH LIFE . HE •row 
B 
P.IS 
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~IE THAT THEY HAD HiTERVIEI'l'ED A HUNDRED OR SO JE\HSI! LEl\DERS IN 
COHMUNITY, RELIGIOUS AND' POLI TICAL AFF.a.IRS . ONE WOULD DIRECT THEH 
TO ANOTHER , SOl·!EONE VERY IMPORTANT. AFTER i\ \-'RILE !T DAWNED ON THEN 
THAT NONE OF THESE !1E:-I EVER SUGGESTED Tl:'.AT THEY INT£RVIE\~ A JE\HSH 
Wmll\N. HR. GOLDHURST TOLD HE, "IF YOU TALK TO JE\HSH LEADERS ABOUT 
THEIR Cm~1UNITY, YOU IVOULD BE LUCKY IF YOU e<JESSED THAT HALF OF THAT 
COI-!NUNI TY ARE l'l'O!·!EN . " 
IT FINALLY OCCURRED TO ~IR . GOLDEN A...'ID HIS SON Tfi.l\.T THEY JO.'EI~ 
THE N.l\~!ES OF SO:·IE PROHINENT .JE\flSH KO:·!EN ON THEIR CMN , AND THEY 
DECIDED 1'0 IHCLUDE SOi·IE OF US IN A SEPARATE CHAPTER IN TSEIR BOOK. 
I DON ' T KNOiv wr!ETHER TI!A T ' S THE LITERA."qY EQUIVALENT OF THE BALCONY , 
BUT I ' 1·1 GL>\0 TJi.1\T CONSCIOUS:.fESS-RAISING ~ REi\CHED THE1·1 SUFFICIEl\TLY 
TO ~t~ THE~! SELF-CONS(;IOUS ADOI.j'l' THE ROLE OF JE\VISH 1</0~!EN. 
TRADITIONALLY, 1\'m!EN CARE ABOUT PEOPLE . YOUNG ~!EN STILL 
ABLE TO DREA~l DREMIS , CARE ABOllr PEOPLE. AND AS YOU KNOI'i, TO BE 
A JE\v IS TO CARE- - NOT ONLY 1\BOlll' OURSELVES, OUT ABOUT OTHERS . h'E 
LIVE BY TilE COUNSEL OF ISi\L"\H , 1'/HO TOLD US: "SJ!A."lE YOUR BRE,\D \H'l'll TIP.·: 
llll.'CRY , TAKE THE !101-!ELESS INTO YOUR llm!E. CIOI'Jffi '111E NI\KED IV! !EN YOU 
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IT IS PEOPLE LIKE YOU IN THIS AUDIENCE I-IHO ARE CONCERNED 
WITH SOCI1\L ~IELFARE PROBLENS , WITH THE INCREASINGLY DESPERATE ~lEEDS 
OF THE AGED , THE SICK AND 1-!Al'IDICAP:pc'-D , TilE POOR - AND ESPECIJ\LLY 
WITH EXTENDIN.:; HELPING P.ANDS TO THOSE HOPE:FUL H!l'liGRANI'S WHO COME 
TO ISRAEL, AND THOSE WHO ~IOULD E1·liGRATE BUT CANNOT. 
YOU CAN TAKE HEART , BECAUSE YOUR EFFORTS ARE BRINGING P£SULTS. 
THIS ~lEEK , SECRETARY OF STATE HENRY KISSINGER SAID THAT HE IS 
''VERY OPTit1ISTIC" ABOUT REACHING JI.N UNDERSTANDING \-liTH THE SOVIET 
UNION THAT lULL "PROVIDE FOR ~RJCH FREER EI1IGRATIOl1 OF JE\~S FROH THAT 
COmlTRY. "HE 1\RE HOVING TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING " HE SAID , "TiiAT 
SHOULD SIGNIFICANTLY DDliNISH THE OBSTACLES TO E:.UGRATION AND EASE THE 
HARDSHIP OF PROSPECTIVE EHIGRANTS. " 
TI!Ol.'CH HE GAVE NO DETAILS , IT HAS BEEN REFORTED T!L\T THE 
COi•!PRONISE PI...\N WOULD ALJ.£M THE YEARLY EmGRATION OF AT :U:..\ST 60, 000 
JE',·IS AND OTHER PERSONS, HH!CH \o/OULD BE AUIOST '1'1\ICE ,\S mNY AS HERE 






/ U OF MD 7 AS YOU KNOW , TRADE lflTH THE SOVI ETS HJ\S BEEN BUX::KED UNTIL 
THERE WERE GUAR/\NTEES THAT HARASSMENT OF RUSSIAN JEI·IS 1-IOULD STOP AND 
PERNISSION I-IOULD BE GRlU'lTED FOR THEIR E:·IIGRATION. 
YOU HIGHT LIKE 'IO KNOW THAT I AN ONE OF THIRTY NE'tl YORK 
, · A a tr P;Nffllr sjj v 
CONGRESSPERSO:-IS l·niO !-'.AVE "ADOPI'ED " A PRISONER OF CONSCIE'NCEA-ONE OF 
THOSE WID HAS BEEN J AILED SIHPLY BECAUSE THEY !\PPLIED FOR PE:RI-USSION 
TO LEAVE THE SOVI ET UNION . UNDER A PIAN ~IORKED Ol.J'T BY THE NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON SOVIET JE\-IRY , EACH OF US PLEDGED TO WORK 0:-1 BEHALF OF A 
PARTICUI..AR PRISONER. I P.AVE ALREADY DONE T!!IS I N ~lAL'!Y OTHER INSTANCES, 
INCLv"IHNG 'l'HE PANOVS r THE SOROKOS AND T'd.EIR SON, SYLVA ZALHANSON , AND 
THE 'IHR.EE HUNGER STRIKERS r DR . ISAI GOLDSTEIN , DR. GRIGORIJ GOLDSTEIN, 
AND DR. GRIGORIJ GORI·IA.t.'ll , IN ADDITION TO LETTERS TO RICHl\RD NIXON MiD 
LEOlUD BRESHNEV , I HAVE N?.DE CALLS TO T!!E SOVIET UNI ON AND TO OUR 
STATE DEPART!1ENT, AS CONDITIONS INDICATED. 
I 
! I 
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BliT TriSSE INTr::RHATJO~!AL t,GRSS::ENTS I·JOIJLD U ,C!C EVE~! TI!:O 
OT i\SR CGtr.\'T!1 I ~S . 
~it.T S I T!·:SR EGYPT 0:1 I S !?!\EL 8ECO: :S A PARTY TO T i·l?:: 
NON - I'!WL!F'SRATI0:'-1 TREA:.:lNO~ REF'!~.".H~ F'RCJ.: CC'>-!ST~;_'CTH;G 
C HEI :I C'\L SEPARAT I O.'I PLANTS, NO~ GRANT THE t!S, THE RJGI{f 
TO APPROVE. rtEPi'?OCESSING FACILITIES, i<OR Gl!<'\l{,\i·IT3 E 
SPEC! r-IC c o :;TrtCLS ro:< T!·I!O DI SPC5 IT I<J:~ ,\~!::> STC:V\G3 o;. 
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AGAIN, ST!JDm:-:;::;' AND \·/O:.:a; 's G~OUPS A~£ m 
THE VA~<GUA~D or Tl!IS STRL'GGLS AGAI~ST ~:uCLSMl 
PROLIF2RATIO~..'. LOCAL GR~;;;:::zATIC:':S TO CG-:DAT r' !SSICN 
?Q:'l~R ~~:; SP~INGIN~ UP ALL OVER T!IE COtr.~TR 't . 
V! E":;S !'C'~C~·.'N . 
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BY NO l :EJ\NS CAN J\ NUCLEM RE/1CI'O~, IN /\NY Gi.JI SE , 
BE CO.'ISIDGREO J\ ID TO I SRAEL - N '!D TJ~ REJ\CTOR FO!l EGYPT 
POSES A.'l ENO.~;. :ous TllREJ\T TO IS MEL , YET liH. SISCO SAYS 
THU AGREEi:ENTS \HLL BE H\l"DLEO "IN SYl::·:RTRY" - AND "IN THE 
SJ\;.J;: THiE FRN:E." Tl!E EGYPTI,\NS CLA I :! T h:>Y NE.r,D T i-lE 
REJ\CTO~ AS A PO:Jt;R SOURCE - YET Tlf:.Y ARE I N TilE OIL CEI\'Tr:~ 
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SFt:ECH FOR JCHNS HOPKINS UNIVt:RSIT~ 4/14/75 
It is a "be~ pleasure to be lviTH THIS ENLIGHTENED AUDIENCE 
DuRING A REAL· TURNING POINT IN OUR HISTORY•. I HOPE TO GET YOHR OPI~!IOi<S 
ON SOHE OF THE MOST H !PORTANT ISSUES THIS NATION HAS EVER FACED. 
BUT FIRST I " D LIKE TO DISPOSE OF AN OLD RUMOft. ~/HEN I FI~ST 
CAME TO CONGRESS, SOME REPORTER NADE UP A STORY THAT \oiHEN THE HOUSE 
DOORKEEPE R, FISHBAIT HILLER , TOLD ME TO TAKE OFF MY HAT, I GAVE HIM 
A SEXUAL DIRECTIVE . ABSOLUTELY UNTRUE . FISH BAIT MILLER IS GONE BUT 
THAT FALSE STORY LINGERS ON. 
ACTUALLY , I"VE BEEN WEARING HATS EVER S INCE I STARTED 
PRACTICING LA\v MANY YEARS AGO. I DISCOVERED THEN THAT lvHEN I AND OTnER 
ME;·!BERS OF 11Y LA\v FIRI-1 SAT vl!TH A GROUP 1 OF CLIENTS , INEVITABLY 
S0:1EONE lvOULD TURN TO ~1E AND SEND ME OUT TO GET COFFEE . SO I PUT ON 
A HAT AND THEY RECOGNIZED ME AS A LAI·IYER, NOT AS A SECRETARY . DI-
CIDENTALLY I DON ~ T THINK SECRETARIES SHOULD BE THE ONLY ONES TO GO OUT 
FOR COFFEE, EITHER . THAT " S NOT A PRIMARY SEXUAL CHARACTERISTIC . 
BUT I NEVER INSISTED ON \oiEARING A nAT ON THE F LOOR OF TiiE 
HOUSE , IT"S AGAINST THE RULES. IF I ~ l1 GOING TO BREB.K ANY RULES , 
THEY HAVE TO BE I MPORTANT OH1ES . 
t\ND PROCEDURES , 
IT IS THE 
IN TODAY " $ CONGRES S 
IHPORTA..NT RULES, 1 AND TRADITIONS, THAT ARE c;;,A..:~GI~!G 
~;..io 
AND I BELIEVE I~' IS ONE OF THE 110ST ENCOUR..AG::IG 
SISNS THAT OUR COUNTRY IS READY FOR A CH~~GE , A BIG CHA..NGE. 
l3 
P.25' 
It/HAT IS H.'\PPDJING NOv/ IS A CONTI!'JUJ~TION OF A PROCSSS TnAT 
HAS i3EN UNDERHAY FOR THE PAST FOUR YEARS . I 1tiAS FIRST ELECTED TO 
CONGRESS IN 1970 AT THE HEIGHT OF THE PROTEST ~IOVEMENTS AGAINST TliE 
NIXON POLICIES IN VIETNAN AND CAMBODIA. I RA.'II AS A PEACE ACTIVIST, 
A COM11UNITY ACTIVIST , AS A 1t/Ol'IAN, AS ONE 1tiHO CHALLENGED THE INSANE 
LIST OF GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES THAT ?LACES WAR A~lD CORPORATE INSERESTS 
AHEAD OF HUI-IA.N NEEDS. I '"lAS SO l'!ET3!ING OF /1. RARE BREE D THEN . BUT NO\·/ 
I HAVE SOME HELP . 
OF THE 435 MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE, 291 ARE NOH DEHOCRATS , 
AND MANY ARE A NEW TYPE . THEY ARE YOUNGER, !'lORE LIBERAL, AND FAR !-lORE 
ACTI VIST THAN THEIR PREDECESSORS . DON MT GET l'IE \oiRONG . THE GREAT 
11AJORITY OF l1EMBERS IN THE LAST COtlGRESS HERE HONEST , HARD 1t10RKING , 
Ai'IID 'tiELL MEANING, BUT HOST OF THEM DON ''T LIKE C~ANGE . THEY PREFER 
TO LEAVE THINGS THE WAY THEY ARE . 
SOME OF THE NE\~ !'!EMBERS COME fROM A DIFFERENT CO!lSTITUENCY A!H 
HAVE DIFFERENT OBJECTI VES . A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO SOME OF T~EM WEPE 
HORKING IN THE MCCARTHY AND l1CGOVERN CAMPAIGNS. SOME \·IER::: NOT ONLY 
l·IARCHING IN PEACE DE!10NSTRATION~, BUT ORGANIZING THEM . IWW THEY " RE 
IN CONGRESS , AND THEY rl RE SHOWING THEIR STRENGTH AND IRREVERENCE FOR 
THE OLD HAYS BY CHALLE:-IGING THE SENIORITY SYSTEM , DEPOSING A COUPLE 
OF THE MOST VENER.<\BLE COt1MITTEE CHAIR11EN, EDDIE HEBERT OF THE ARl·IED 
SF.:RVICES C0!1MITTEE .'\ND POAGE OF '.tH'i: AGRICULTURE. THEY ALSO HADE 
CHP..NEES IN THE RULES . MANY SUBC011MITTEE SLOTS AND CHAIR11ANSHIPS nAV2 
OPENE D TO MORE JUNIOR HEMBERS . I AH Al10NG THEM ,HOi..DING THE CHAIR 
OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION AND INDIVIDUAL RIGnTS . 
B 
P. '-C.. 
HE 11 VE HELD SOME INTERESTI:-IG HEARI.!GS OH CIA ACTIVITIES, AS 
YOU MAY HAVE HEARD. WHEN I READ EARLI ER THIS YEAR THAT THE CIA HAD 
Ai1ASSED FILES ON THOUSANDS OF CITIZENS INVOLVED IN ANTI :dAR ACTIVITY 
HERE IN THE UNITED STATES, I Il1MEDIATELY \·/ROTE TO CIA DIRECTOR 
WILLI A!1 COLBY SUGGESTING THAT HE NOTIFY EACH AMERICAN \mOSE NAHE 
ltiAS ON A LIST OR DOSSIER ILLEGALLY HELD BY THE CIA AND THAT HE 
PROVIDE THE INDIVIDUAL WITH ACCESS TO HIS OR HER FILE . 
I REMINDED HHJ !!!HAT THE CIA IS NOT HIHUNE TO THE PROVISION OF 
THE PRIVACY LAI,oJ THAT PROHIBITS THE MAINTENANCE OF ~ECORDS "DESCRIBDIG 
Hmv ANY INDIVIDUAL EXERCISES RIGHTS GUARJI.NTEED BY THE FIRST AMENDMENT" . 
AND INCIDENTALLY, I ADDED , IF YOU HAVE A FlEE ON ME, .P D LIKE TO SE:t: IT . 
6 
P. 2 '7 
:j 
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ABOUT l\ HONTH Li,TF.R I RECEIVF.D A RBPLY FR.O:-t 1-~ R . COLnY SAYI"lG 
THA'I' I·IY REQUEST t.IP.s UNDER coNsrnr.RA·rro~ . ·rHEN, o:-~ 'i 'HE mc;HT 
BEFORE I•IY SUBCOI·HH'l'TEE viAS flUE 'T'O OPEN I'J'S l!P.lllUNGS OH '.I'J!E 
CIA EXF:NPTION 1 .IH'rH NR. COLBY AS THE S\,!ORN :HTNESS 1 A !-\ESSEN-
GF.R ARRIVf.D AT I-IX OF'FICf. BEARING A LARI,E BRO\VN ENVF'LOPE ~U.\RKED 
I PERSONAL A.Nf) CONF'J:DENTIAJ, . I 
I'! S IDE NJI..S .a. COPY O~" TH F CIA F'ILF' o~J r-~.;::: , OR I SP.Ol!Ln SliY , 
THOSE PARTS THAT MR . • COLBY CHOSE TO LET ;. r;.~ SEE. 
I FOUND TO ~y HnRROR THAT ~ry .a.CTIVITIES AS P.N PJ·\F.RICAN , 
ACTIVI'riES I HAD 'l'HOOGH'T' !VERF. PRO'rEC'rEn BY 'J'HE FIRST AI'~F.NDNC.:NT , 
HJI..D BEEN OF' INTERF.ST '1'0 GOVF.RN~IENT SNOOPERS AS FAR B.l\CK AS 
1953 1-iHE'~ I '·I~S A PRIVATE CITIZEN PRACTICI:-Jr:; LAI-1. JiQ;-1 OID I 
FIP.ST BEC07-1E A SUSPIC IOUS C!IJI.RACTF. R IN THE EYES OF 'f!iE GOy-
ERN11ENT? 
I SERVED AS COUNSF.T, TO AN ACTOR AN D TO A SONG1·iRITER 
\·i!IO HA l) BF.EN CALLEO n~:FORE THF. House unl\merican ;\ctiv i tics 
C01~.~1I'l'F.E . THEY CHALLENr.r.:n '!'HE COf.IMI'J''I'EE, '\'HICH I.JAS 0N A 
SUPERSNOOPINr. SPREE J:l'l 'l'HAT MCC.Il,R'J'HYISN ERA , A."lf) SAI D THAT 
UNDER 'rHE FIRST Al·~E'WNENT THE CO!"J1I'l'TEE H.;D NO RIGHT TO INQUIRE 
INTO THF.IR Bf.LIE~"S. THA't' 1~ADF. THEN SUSPECT AND I 1 AS THEIR 
i\TTORNEY I JI.LSO BECAI<\I: Sl!S?ECT. 
l'.J.'W'!'HER IT.r.M IN PY F.'ILE REPORTED THAT I l•IAS ON A f~f!111...1NG 
LIS'!? OF LAI>TYFRS ITS!':[) BY ,\N ORGl',NIZA1'ION CALLED TifF. IWRLD PEACE 
CGlJNCI L. ANOTHF.R I TP.J-1--A C:~BT.EGRl'J.\ FROM SOI<IE i•IYSTERIOUS 
SOURCE IN PARIS--REPORTED EXCITEDLY <rHAT I h'AS IN PARIS HEE'l' ING 
'HT!I l'HE VIETCO:-IG. THAT CERTAINLY 1-l.ZI.S A \•IAS't'E OF THF. CI.ZI. 1 S 
.ZI...'lf) TAXPAYERS ' MOCIEY . THBY COULD HAW. GOTTF. N ~~0~ CO!•IPLETE 
- more 
. . i: .· -.. . 
I~?OR!-'_1\TION FROI·'TiiB :-JE\·:SP,WERS. 'rl!E EVI:I-iT DESCRIBED TOOK 
PLACE IN TliE SPRINc; OF' 197 2 \vl!P.~ I ,\N O l~'WTilER :·•.F:·t'3E R OF 
COHc;JmSS I:E!'JT TO PARIS /\NO Tl\LV.EO \'liTH l\LL SIJ)ES IN TilE 
NORTH VIETNAHF..SE, 'T'l!E NLF' , THE U. S. 1 TilE BUDDHIS'rS , AS S OUTED 
GENERALS AND THI RD FORCB ELEI•,ENTS , OUR NF.ET I NGS \'/E RE IHOELY 
REPORTE D IN THE AJ'!ERICAN JINO FOREi c;N PRESS 1 AND EVERYTHING 
\ 
I·!E DID 1 h'E DID AS NE~1BERS OF COc-JG~SS 1 Oll~ IN THE OPEN. 
STILL · ANOTHER ITEM REPOR'l'ED I HAD M..l\DE AN Al''ITI-1</AR SPEECH 
AT A RALLY OIJTSIDE THE NE\'1 YORJ< P IJBJ,IC LJ:BRARY . THF.RE ~·lAS 
A LONG LIST OF NF.f·ISPAPER ARTICL ES IN l•IHICH I . HAD BEEN r-1F.N'I'IONED . 
I HAD THE ToJ.R~RY OF C:ONGRESS CHF.CK ON THEIR CONTENTS LATER 
.a.~m FOU lD THr;Y F.P.PORTED VARIOUS UNSi\VORY ACT IVITI.F.S ON 1-\Y 
PII.RT , SUCH .ll,S BEING JC:..!f)ORSEn FOR CONGRESS IW 'J'HE Hi\YOR OF 
'~EH YORK 1 ATTENDING A LAI·1YERS CONFERE~lCE ON A CIVIL LIBERTIES 
ISSUE, r.PF: JI.~:PJG OUT N':i\J.NST l-11\LTRF;J\Tt-lENT OF' RE'.T'J\flDF.D CH ILDRF.N 1 
l\1\D !!J\VING ,',N ELEr.'riON FUND - P.AISING PAR'I1 AT A RESTAURANT 
ON THE LO\vER EAST SIDE CALLED KATZ 1 S DELICli.TESSEN . 
(KATZ 1 S IS THE PLACF. \'lHERE THEY HAVE SIX- FEET LONG SALANIS 
!-iANG!NG FROM ~HE CEILING WITH A \'IORLD I·JAR II SIGN IN THE 
B.\Cl:GROUND THAT SAYS 1 1 SEND A SALAMI TO YOUR BOY ,I:--1 THE ARHY. 
~:HO KNOI\'s: · '•TJ1AT THEY PUT IN T HOSE SALAl'' IS?) 
T HF.RE \'lF:RE A COUPLE OF I'TfTS H I l''Y FILE 1 HOI'IEVER 1 TH.'-\T \·/ERE 
NO'r FU~NY A'r ALL . J FOUN D THAT IN T HE 19505 t-JHF.N I NAS IN 
?RI\l.a.'l:'E LAN PRAC'J" .l:CF. THF. CIA 'iAD OPF.NF.D l·f'i MAIL, INTF.RCEP'rn:r, 
AND PHOTOGRAPHING LETTF.RS T HAT I HAO \vRIT'l:'EN TO THE SOVIET 
UN I ON IN RF.HALF OF CLIENTS IN INHERITA.l'-ICE CASF.S . I \vAS E~lGAGEO 
l~ PRIVATE ROuTINE LEGAL IWP.K TRYING TO T RJI.CK DOI<IN RE LATIVES 
OF MY A.MERICAN CLIENTS 1 AND THE CIA NAS F.NGAGED IN SPYING ON I•!E . 
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l·:;..s T>. nrHT'.rt-:o THAT FOR T\·1"" r.w~Y YEARS , FHO.~I 19 s :1 'I'O 197 3, 'I'HF: 
CIA HAD OPENED THE l·~IL OF PRIVATE A;'~ERICAN CITIZENS . ~'l!A'T.' 
AND REJI.D AND USED 1 BY '£HE CIA 
1 S 0:-1N ADHISSIOt.J , AS A 1·/AY OF 
SEEKING T O RECRUIT AGENTS . 
AL'£H0!1GH ~'AJ>iPERING IHTH THE :-tAI L IS l\S CLE;.:?.LY A 
CRIMI NAL OF'f'P."lSF. AS IS 3REA:<ING INTO AN OFFICE , NO 0:-JE IN THE 
CIA HJl.S BEEN CHARGED >-liTH CRININAL ACTIVITY FOR 20 YEARS OF 
L;.!•ffiP.EAKING 1> .. \ID ].IR. COLBY HAS REPOR'J'P.DLY ASSURED HIS STAFF 
NOT TO i·/ORRY ABOUT ANY CHAHGES Bf.INc:; FILED AGAINST THEM. 
\'/HEN I QUESTIONED ~1R, COLB Y ABOlJT MY FILE AT THE HEARING 
T HE ~lP.XT NORiH~:r., HP. Jl.DI·1ITTP.D 'l'l!AT NO F.VIOEliiCE OF' ANX 1-! Rm!r. -
DO IN(:; ON NY P.;RT. Hi\D B.P.EN FOUND . HE SAID HE 'l.'HOUGl1T IT 1·/l\S 
l\T,L RIGHT '£0 HiWE DONE h1HAT THE CIA DID , BUT IT I·!ASN 'T GOING 
TO DO IT ANY l'lORE--1-/I'l.'H SONt; E XCEP'l'IONS . HE EXPLA I NED '£HAT 
THE CIA WAS STI LL !•IAINTAINING HY F ILE , T HE FILES OF' SEVERI\L 
OTHER 1-!El~BERS OF CONGRESS ,"\NO TH E FILES OF' HUGE NUl·\BERS OF 
Al-'.i;;RI C.P.NS . 'J?HAT CO;'IITi t~ UF.S . ALL HE CO~l CEDED ·.,'AS 'T'HAT THE CIA 
H~.D :·lADE SO!~E: I'IIS'~'i\KES. 
1'1HAT I FOUND ~40ST INTERESTING I•I.;S :~R . COJ~BY ' S EXPLANliTION 
OF 1-;"HY TH E CIA \·lAS NOT SATISFIED IVIT H .;N E XEHPT I ON TH.:XT 
PROTF.CTS I T FROM DI SCLOSING ANY l'!A'£ERIAL RE LATED TO ,'£HE 
NATIONAL DEFENSE OR FOREIGN POLICY . l'lHY , I ASKED, DID THE 
CIA NEED AN AJ)DITIONAL EXEHPTION . 
TH E Jl.NSi>/ER l'lAS TH.Z\T THF. CIA DID NOT lvANT T O HAVE 'T.'0 GO 
INTO COURT, AS OTHER ~GENCIES DO , TO JUSTIFY THE S ECRECY CLASS -
IFICATI ON ON ;.1ATF.RI.l\L IT HOLDS , THE CIA 1-/A..\ITS T O BE ABOVE 
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'fHIS IS Ti-iE KIND OF THHIG '.-iE INTDID TO CH.A.::GE , IN THIS COJ:•; ;;:::s 
WE ALSO INTEN D TO CHANGE THE PRIORITIES IN THE NATI ONAL ~ UDS~l 
PRESIDENT FORD \~ANTS TO F RSEZE ALL THE PROGRAJ'1S THAT HELP PEOPLE, 
WHILE AUTHORIZING $105 BIDLION FOR THE PENTAGON. 
TH I NK OF IT, $105 BI LLION . FOR NEW NUCLEAR WEAPONS , WHEN 
I~E ALREADY HAVE MORE THAN ENO UGH TO DESTROY THE 1tiORLD. FOR THE VAST 
i1ILITARY BUREAUCRACY, I NCLUDDIG THE GENERALS v/ITH THEI R FREE GO LF 
COURSES , FREE CLUBS , FREE SERVANTS AND FREE HEALTH CARE. FOR 
MAINTAINING A HALF l1ILLION AMERI CAN TROOPS A3ROAD AT MORE THAN 200 
FOREIGN BASES . FOR COST- PLUS, NON COMPETITIVE CONTRACTS vl!TH DEFENSl:: 
MANUFACTURING FB!1S \mOSE BOARDS OF DI RECTO RS ARE LOADED ~liTH RETIRED 
GDIERALS . 
AFTER THE U. S . TAXPAYERS HAVE SPEN T MORE THPu~ A TRILLI ON 
DO LLARS SINCE 'r!O RLD '.~AR II ON NATIONAL DEFENSE, AFTER HAVI NG REACHED 
A PE:\IO D \-I HEN THE U. S . IS AT 1r/AR WITH NO ONE, AFTER THE NEEDS 0 F SO 
;~_-\NY ANERICANS HAVE BEEN SACRIFICED FOR SO MANY YEARS TO THE 
INSATIABLE DErlANDS OF THE PENTAGO N, PRESIDENT FORD NOv/ HA.J\!TS US TO 
ENACT THE HIGHEST MILITARY BUDGET IN THE HISTORY OF THE UNI?ED STATLS , 
IN WAR OR PEACE , I T DOESN "T MAKE SEN SE . 
WE COULD CUT UP TO $3 0 BI LLION FROM THE NI ~ITARY BUDGET 
1.HTHOUT ENDA1iG E. RDG OUR :-IATIONAL SECURITY. \·IE 'dOU LD BE t10RE SECURE 
BECAUSE 'tiE '.'/OULD BE TAKING CARE OF THE NEEDS OF ORDDARY A.MERICA'IS . 
ALL TOGETHER, THE NATIONS OF THE 1.-JO RLD ARE S? ENDL IG A TOTAL OF 
$2 50 BILLION ON ARH1\MENTS . NONE OF THEM CPu'! AFFORD IT . I BELIEVE 
THEY \~OULD HELCOME A SI GN IFICANT CUTBACK BY THE UNITED STATES , THE 
FORD!OST MLLITARY PO'tJE R IN TnE HORLD . I :-.JS TEAD OF AN ARMS RACE, Lt:T" S 




THERE IS A MISTAKEN NOTION THAT PROSPERITY DEPENDS ON BIG 
SPENDING FOR ARMAMENTS , IN FACT , DEFENSE SPENDING IS ONE OF THE LEAST 
EFFICIENT l . .JAYS TO .PROVIDE NEYI JOBS . A STUDY PUBLISHED BY THE BUREAU 
OF LABOR STATISTICS IN 1972 SHOWED THAT $1 BILLION SPENT BY THE DEPT . 
OF DEFENSE PRODUCED 75,812 JOBS, C011PARED TO l10RE THAN 80,000 JOBS 
£lll! PRODUCED BY $1 BILLION SPENT BY STATE AND LOCAL GOVERN1·1ENTS ON 
HEALTH , OR MORE TH.A.N 104 ,000 JOBS PRODUCED BY THE SAME AJ"!OUNT SPENT 
ON EDUCATION. 
ANOTHER BLS STUDY UNDERSCORES THIS POINT . IT SHO\~S THAT 
AN EXPENDITURE OF $1 BILLION WI LL CREATE MORE THAN 60,000 JOBS IN 
PUBLIC HOUSING , 88 ,000 JOBS IN HEALTH CARE, AND 136,000 JOBS IN 
t1i\NPO\~ER TRAINING , AT THE SAME TlHE A BILLION DOLLARS TO DEFENSE 
CONTRACTORS \-JILL PRODUCE ONLY 51,000 JOBS. CLEAR LY, IF OUR AIM 
IS TO PRODUCE JOBS l-IE CAN DO SO FAR BETTER TP.AN BY GOING THE 
PE:ITAGON ROUTE . 
EVE N MORE IMPORT.A~T , SPENDING FOR HEALTH, EDUCATION ~~D 
!1ANPO'..JER TRAINING MEETS '/ERY REA L NEEDS OF PEOPLE, l..Ji-II LE BUYING THE 
FANCY NEl..J HEAPONS SYSTEMS 11EA:-IS THAT WE WILL HAVE A LOT OF MISSILES .~.ND 
SUBHARINES LYI NG AROUND . IF HE DON '1T USE f!HEM, THEY " RE \·JORTHLESS . 
IF WE DO USE THEM, WEhLL ALL BE DEAD . 
THE RECESSION IS FORCING US TO MAi<E CHOICES AND TO Tl1Ii!K 
ABOUT LONG P~NGE SOLUTIONS, THE }~IN PROBLEM I N OUR SOCIETY IS A 
GROSS '1.ALDISTRIBUTION OF THE NATION " S HEALTH AND RESOURCES . TOO 
fE!..J GET TOO MUCfi . Tl..JO HUNDRED .M.ANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS CONTROL 
OVER T'..JO THIRDS OF ALL ASSETS HELD BY ALL MANUFACTURING FIRMS . 
11:lNOPOLY COSTS EACH OF US A LOT OF MONEY :AND IS A HAJOR CAUSE OF THE 
INFLATION T:iAT IS BURDENING '..JORKING PEOPLE, SHALL FARMERS , Sr'u'\LL 
oUSI~ESS , THE POOR fi~D THE ELDERLY . 
13 
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\.JE"RE GOING TO TRY TO CHNIGE ALL THAT . 
BUT THE MAJOR CHANGE THAT I PERCEIVE '..JILL BE A R.SAL CHANGE 
IN FOR:t::IGN POLICY. NOT ONLY THE ADMINISTRATION , BUT THE COiiGRESS AND 
THE COUNTRY , ARE UNDERGOING AN AGONIZING REAPPRAISAL OF t1ISTAKEN 
POLICIES OF THE PAST. 
THE At1ERICAN PEOPLE DECIDED SOME YEARS AGO THAT THEY Di mi ''T 
\·,'ANT TO BE POLICEaAN TO THE ':IORLD , BUT SOt1Ei-!\JI•J THE PENTAGON HASN 'fT 
YET GOT THE MESSAGE . \~E n RE GOING TOHAVE TO MAKE THEM HEAR IT. 
IT IS A ~'iiSTAKE TO SELL ARMS TO BOTH SIDES IN EVERY CONFLI CT . 
IT IS A MISTAKE TO ALLOW THE CIA TO OPERATE TO OVERTUrol FOREIGN 
GO VEP.NMENTS, IT IS A MISTAKE TO SUPPORT DICTATORSHIPS AROUND THE \WRLD . 
AND THE WORST AND MOST COSTLY 11ISTAKE I N OUR HISTORY, PERHAPS , t,~AS Ol;R 
INTERVENTION IN INDOCHINA. 
FIVE YEARS AGO THERE \vAS A LOVELY LITTLE COUNTRY CALLED 
CA~130DIA . TONI GHT THERE IS A NAS S OF RUBBLE AND A NATION OF REFUGC:ES . 
T\vO DECADES AGO THERE 1.-JAS A LOVELY LAND CALLED VIt:TNAM. ;·!O'tl 
THERE IS A HASS OF RUBBLE A!ID A :-.IATION IN CONFUSION . 
I WEN T TO CAHBODIA AND TO SOUTH VIETNAM IN MARCH, WITH A 
CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION . I SA\v t10THERS AND BABIES STARVING ON THE 
STREETS /I.ND I CANNOT FORGET THEIR F.A.CES. I CANNOT FORGET THAT IT ~·iAS 
!1Y COUNTRY THAT CAUSED THIS DE'/ASTATION TO CONTDIUE . IT MUST A!lD 1.HLL 
END SOON, AND THE~ IT It/ILL 5E OUR JOB TO SEE T:iAT :·1U:1 .. AN ITARIAN AID, 
PROPERLY ADMINISTERED TH?-.OUGH INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES, IS ABUND/I.NT . 
FOUR PRESIDENTS OF DIFFERENT POLITICAL PARTIES nA VE NOT 
:1ERELY ALLOHE!:l BUT ENCOURAGED THIS 'dAR TO CONTIN'JE . FD!AL!..Y IN AUGUST 
1973 , THE CONGRESS \vROTE INTO LA~i TH£: ~'IRST PROHIBITION AGAINST 
FURTHER i1ILITARY INVOLVEM.SNT . SINCE THEN WE HAVE REITERATED THAT 




BUT ONCE AGAIN OUR PRESIDENT ASKS US TO ALLOW AMERI CAN 
MILITARY FORCES TO RUSH IN . HE KNOWS THAT THE COHGRESS IS NOT LIKELY 
· .,: UJI DS 
TO GRANT ANY MORE MILITARY ATn TO A REGIME ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE: 
BUT HE I S CYNICALLY EXPLOITING THE SITUATION I N A \vAY THAT COULD SET 
US UP FOR ANOTHER GULF OF TONKIN INCIDENT . 
ONCE AGAIN BMERICAN MILITARY MIGHT IS POISED OFF THE SHORES 
OF VIETNAM , AND AMERICAJ'l MARINES HAVE FLO\·IN AMERI CANS AND CAMBODIA.;•IS 
OUT OF CAMBO DIA . NOtn MR . FORD PROPOSES TO DO THE SAt1E THING IN 
VIETNAM . 
r MAINTAIN THAT THE PANIC IS MISREPRESENTE D ~'l D THAT A 
?~'I ICKY ME LODR!\l1ATIC RESCUE IS NOT NECESSARY. 
A FORHER CABINET MEMBE R IN SOUTH VIETNAM NOTED THAT "PEACE 
IS THE PRINCIPLE ELEMENT THAT viAS MISSING IN THE FORD SPEECH . 11/E DC' :~''T 
\v~n TO HEAR ABOUT i·lAR ANYMORE , ONLY PEACE . 11 
AND SAT URDAY " S HASHINGTON POST NOTE!) THAT 11 IN iiUE A.'lD 
DANANG THE COHMUNISTS SOUGHT TO REESTABLISH ORDER QUI CKLY AND TO 
H.AKE SURE PUBLIC UTILITIES KEPT ~vORKING .. . l11ARKETS WE RE OPEN ~'lD PRICES 
STABILIZED . • . NOBILE MOVIE, CULTURAL I~FORJ"u'\TION TEAMS '.vERE SHOm;~G 
RE VOLUTIONARY FILMS • . . PEOPLE RETURNING TO DA.ti!ANG \·/E RE " SURPRISED" 
M D MOVED TO SEE THEIR PROPERTY PROTECTED BY YOUTHS AND \VORKERS . . . " 
Th.e reporter , H, D. S . Gr ee n'((ay , adds that " R.EADiiJG BET'.vEEN T!iE LI:ISS , 
ONE GETS .W INDICATION THAT THE CITIZ ENS OF DANANG 'tiER£ OUT LOO'lDJG 
AND ROBBING THE HOUSES OF THOSE HHO HAD LEFT, ~'lD THAT THE CO:-'J1UN:i:STS 
·.~ERE TRYING TO PREVENT IT ." 
:i:XJ:XXaal!l!X;l: ?HIS DOESN"T SOUND LIKE A BLOODBATH TO 11E . 
" / 
CONTRARY TO ADl1I;HSTRAT1.0N STATE~ENTS, :-IANOI nAS GIVE N BOTH 
PUB LIC AND PRIVATE ASSURANCES OF 1tJILLINGNESS TO NEGOTIATE - 3UT NOT 
\HTH PRESIDENT THIEU. IT IS INTERESTV/G THAT PRESIDENT FORD DID NOT 
ONCE HENTION THIEU IN HIS l1ESSAGE THURSDAY NIGHT . 11R. FORD MUST BE 
'dELL AviARE THAT THIEU IS LIKELY TO BE OVERTHRO':iN BY HI S 0\vN PEOPLE . 
HIS FLAT REFUSAL TO NEGOTIATE \-liTH THE P RG- - IN SPITE OF THE PARIS 
AGREEHENT RECOGNIZING THE PRG AS A LEGITH!ATE CLAI11AJ'IjT TO ?0\·IER--
HAS HADE Hm THE CHI EF OBSTAC LE TO NEGOTIATIONS AND TO PEACE . 
'.~E DO NOT HEAR HUCH OF THIS IN THE NE\vS A.ND ~IE HEARD NONE OF IT FROH 
OUR PRESIDENT . YOU ' D THINK THAT PRESIDENT 'l'HIEU HAS A HODEL OF COt1PLU.11C 
- - \~HEREAS :C:VE RY FIRSTHAND CONGRESSIONAL REPORT FOR THO YEARS HAS PODITLD 
OUT THAT TY.:!ELI BOTH SIDES HAVE VIOLATE D THE AGREEMENT. 
~OR T~O YEARS THE THIRD FORCE IN SOUTH VIETNAM--THE NEUTRALISTS , SUD-
DHISTS , CATHOLICS AND OTHERS --HAVE TRIED TO GET THIEU TO RELAX HIS 
INFLE.Ii:I2LE OPPOSITION TO THE PEACE AGREEMENT . HE ~o/OULD NOT EVEN ALLO\~ 
THE TEXT TO BE PUBLISHED IN SOUTH VIETNAi'1 AND TO POSSESS IT 'liAS A C~'i: t11 . 
POLITICAL OPPONENTS \.JERE JAILED JI.ND SILENCED. STILL THE OPPOSITION 
_Gl\Q~ I HEARD ALMOST NO SUPPORT FOR THE DICTATOR. 'IIHAT THE 110DERAT~i:S 
\·IANT IS 1tlHAT THE PEACE AG~EEMENT PROPOSES: A NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
RECGNCI LIATICN INCLUDHIG IXXXP.RXSRXI SONE ELEt-:DJTS OF THE PRES:C:NT 
GOVERNMENT, THE PRG , AND THE THIRD OR NEUTRALIST FORCE. 
SUCH A COUNCIL PRESENTS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THESE THOUSANi)S 
OF VIET~IAMESE 1m0 HAVE 'dORKE D WITH AND FOR Al·1ERICANS . THE PRG HAS 





LAST '1IEEK . THIS HAS FURTHER CONFIRMED BY !\ DELEGATION OF FIVE A;1E. iUCA'lS 
I:lCLUDING QUAKERS , \mO ltiENT TO PARIS LAST VIEEK TO TALK iVITH REPRESENT A-
TIVES OF ALL SIDES . 
THEY REPORTED THAT THE CATHOLIC BISHOP ltJHO ORGANIZED fu'HJ T:-JE 
)ND 
EXODUS FROM DANANG IN 1954 IS STAYING IN DNlA .. NG THIS Til1E , A&:.~ ALL 
/r.f£' 
SEVE~ OTHER CATHOLIC BISHOPSj REJ1AINP!G IN ~.REAS TAKEN OVER BY THE PRG . 
QUAKERS AN D OTHER RELIEF I~ORKERS ARE ALSO STAYING . THt:Y BELIEVE THERE 
'.HLL BE A STABLE GOVERNt1ENT , NOT A BLOODBATH . 
REPORTS OF REFUGEE FLIGHT HAVE BEEN MISREPRESENTED BY BOTH 
SIDES , IT APP::ARS . CERTAI!lLY THERE A~E ANTI COMHUNISTS FLEEING TO\olARD 
SAIGON IN FEAR OF REPRISALS . BUT THERE ARE ALSO THOUSA~DS OF VIET-
NA!1ESE GOING NORTH TO THEI R HOMES . PRESIDENT THIEU , YOU REME!1BER , HAS 
!<E?T THESE PEOPLE IN ENCLAVES FOR YEARS AND PREVDITED THEIR RE'.WR.'I/ 
TO T:1EIR X~:o.::& FARMS A.1\ID VILLAGES . NOW THEY ARE GOING HOME . THE 
PR,G 1-/ANTS AND NEEDS THESE PEOPLE AND IS UNLIKELY TO INFLICT FURTHER 
HARDSHIP UPON THEM . 
THEN T!IERE ARE THOUSP .. NDS OF OTHERS , \HTH VERY LITTLE INTEREST 
IN POLITI CS , WHO F~EE THE FIGHTING AND ESCAPE TO MOUNTAIN HIDE OUTS 
\..'HILE THE l-IAR SWEEPS ON PAST TH~EIR VILLAGES . THEY ARE NOT FLEEING 
FROM COMMUNISTS , THEY ARE FLEEING FROM WAR. WHEN THE FIGHTING MOVES 0~ , 
THEY GO HOME. SOMETIMES THEY ARE FORCED TO FLEE AGAIN - BECAUSE :1R . 
THIEU HAS REPORTEDLY BEEN SENDING BOMBERS ov;:::R AREAS CAFTURE D BY THE 
PRG . BUT \oJHt:N THAT \o/AVE HAS PASSED , THE PEOPLE STILL GO HO!·!E . 
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?.~·!£RICANS \·IHO 'diSH TO COi1£ HOI~£ SHOULD DO J UST THAT , :: c.·: . 
THE PROVISIONAL REVOLUTIONARY GO VERNt-!ENT HAS EVEN OFFERED 
TO aELP IN EVACUATING A:·IERICAN PERSONNEL , IF ASKED. i1rs . :~GUYEN THI 
BINH , THE PRG~S FOREIGN MINISTER , ESTIMATED SATURDAY THAT THE U.S . 
HAS ~~' 25,000 MILITARY ADVISERS IN VIETNAH, \~HILE PRESIDENT FORD 
SAYS THERE ARE ABOUT 6000 AHERICANS , INCLUDING EM3ASSY STAFF AND 
CIVILIAN BUSINESS HIPLOYEES , 'tJHATEVER THE NUMBER, IT IS TOO ?!AiN Ai'iD 
THEY SHOULD NOT BE THERE . 
FO R THE VIETNAMESE , HOHEVER , IT IS HOME , AND OUR EFFORT 
SHOULD BE TO PROVIDE THE HU!'-IANITARIAN AID Al\ID ENCOURAGE THE NEGOTIA-
TIONS THAT WILL PERNIT THEH TO STAY THERE, RATHER THAN ATTEi1PTING 




IN ALL THIS CONFUSION , IT IS DIFFICULT TO CEART .11J'l EX.<\CT 
COURSE FOR ~S1 HU:·!ANITARINI />.ID . T!iREE PRINCIPLES, !10'.-IEVER , HUST 
REHAIN PA!\Al~OUNT : 
FIRST , INDI VIDUALS MUST HA VE FREE CIDICE I NSOFAR AS POSSiaLE 
TO 80 \-/HERE THEY ·\~ANT TO QO . NEITHER SIDE !-lUST PREVENT PEOPLE FR0!1 
RETURNING :&!1E OR FROM LEAVING . \-/HERE CH I LDREN ARE INVOLVED , THE 
?ARt:NT 0 S C:iOICE MUST PREVAIL . IT IS NOT FOR US , I N THE NAME OF HU;1!..!·J-
ITARIA~ AID , TO REMOVE CHILDREN FROM THEIR HOMES, NOR SHOULD SAIGON 
OR THE PRG BE ALLO\o/ED TO PREVENT THE EVACUATION lfJF THOSE ~VHOSE PAR'E:-JTS 
WISH TO SEND THEM ELSEWHERE I N HOPE OF SAFETY . 
HO~I THIS PRINCIPLE CAN BE IHPLEMENTED IS A MATTER FOR DI?FI • 
CULT NEGOTIATION FOR THE AGENCIES INVOLVED , WHICH BRINGS US TO TH E 
SECOND 
:l :U:R~ PRINCIPLE : 
2 ) ALL iiUMANITARIA~ AID SHOULD BE AD!-!INISTERED BY THE LlN OR 
if.:_, (...?;_,_ ::C::/ A/ ·v6::"Z~ I • 
VO LUNTARY PRIVA '1: AGENCIES APPROVED BY A:f.""!Enf.R~<SO.IA'-fr-""'-l..?:i:'fTIA.\ii;i5c 
Z~.'ES'-'7 AID ADMINISTERED BY THE US STA 'lE DE PARTMENT OR TH E REPUBLIC 
OF VIETNAM \.JOULD UNFORTUNATELY BE SUBJECT TO l1UCH SUSPICION .A~D HIGriT 
BE REFUSED . ASIANS HAVE HAD THE SAD EXPERIENCE OF ":lATCHING SUCH AID GO 
e..!L. 
TO \vEALTHY GENERALS INSTEAD OF TO;?lOTHE RS A."'D 3ABIES STARVI NG IN THE 
STREETS . 
3¥ THE THIR!::> ?RDCIPLE WHICH NUST GO VERN OUR AID IS THAT U.S, 
FORCES MUST I N ~lO \MY BSCO :~E I NVJLVED. CONGRESS A.'lD THE A~lERICA.\1 ?iO?Li 
HAVE HADE IT ABUNDANTLY CLEAR THAT WE ",VILL NOT TOLERATE ANY REI1~VErtVO:~T: 
B 
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AND \</HEN THIS TURBULENT PE~IOD IS OVER , I HOPE l-IE vi!LL :--lOT 
FORGET THE LESSON OF VIETNAM . I HOPE ':IE \HLL NEVER AGAIN ATTEr!PT TO 
IMPOSE OUR VALUES AN D OUR lv/\YS - - AND OUR 1'1!LITARY i1IGHT -- UPON 
ANOTHE~ NATION. 
THIS CONGRESS IS GOING TO DO ALL IT CAN TO SEE TO THAT. 
FOR THE REST, FOR THE SuPPORT THAT WILL HAKE IT POSSIB LE, \vE COUNT 
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